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ABSTRACT 

A study of peripheral cortical bone mineral status, as 

measured by single-photon absorptiometry, was initiated in 

Sun City, Arizona, in 1982. Affluent, active white women 

over age 50 and men over age 60 participated in up to eight 

annual sessions involving the measurement of the left mid

distal radius and the collection of questionnaire data. The 

data were retrospectively analyzed with a focus on the re

lationship between the bone mineral variables (BMVs: mass, 

areal density, density, width, and second moment of area) 

and postmature (after age 50) fracture history. Fractures 

were classified as either retrospective (incurred prior to 

baseline session) or prospective (incurred during the in

terval between baseline and final sessions). A distinction 

was made between hip fractures, which are often debilita

ting, and non-hip fractures, which, in the case of this 

sample, were sufficiently "benign" to allow resumption of 

more or less normal physical activities. 

The following results were obtained: (1) Women with 

low baseline bone mass incurred about three times as many 

retrospective benign fractures as the women with high base

line bone mass. (2) Women with retrospective benign frac

tures were about three times as likely as non fracture wom

en to sustain prospective benign fractures; consideration 

of BMV status did not improve predictive power. (3) Rate of 
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interval bone loss is no different between the prospective 

fracture women and their nonfracture counterparts; the 

fracture group, however, shows no evidence of new bone for

mation via periosteal apposition (as inferred from bone 

width changes), whereas the non fracture group is character

ized by modest width increases. (4) The men have more mas

sive bones and fewer fractures than the women, with no sig

nificant correlations between BMVs and fracture status. 

These results reaffirm that BMVs, particularly mass, 

are highly correlated with postmature fracture status in 

women, but the BMVs are better in "predicting" past frac

ture than in predicting future first fracture in this 

sample. This would be expected if systemic postfracture re

modeling processes either promote resorption or inhibit new 

bone formation, with the latter response strongly impli

cated in this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The number and proportion of elderly adults in the 

United States have been rapidly increasing in recent years, 

and are projected to continue to increase. According to the 

1984 U.S. Bureau of the Census (cited in MacDonald 1986), 

the proportion of adults over age 84 has nearly doubled 

between 1950 and 1980, from 4.8% to 9.1%; this figure is 

projected to increase to 15% by the year 2005. Improved 

health care has all but eradicated many of the diseases 

that debilitated or killed young and middle-aged adults in 

this country; today, diseases associated with advanced age, 

such as cardiovascular conditions and cancer, are of major 

concern. Among the most common conditions afflicting the 

elderly are osteopenia (bone mass deficit) and osteoporo

sis (clinically diagnosed skeletal involution, as evinced 

by fragility fracture). Over 50% of American white women 

over age 45 have suffered sUfficient loss of skeletal mass 

to be considered osteopenic (Kumar & Riggs 1980; Hayes & 

Gerhart 1985), and virtually all American white women are 

osteopenic by age 80 (Nordin 1987; note: in much of the 

literature, "osteopenia" and "osteoporosis" are used more 

or less interchangeably; see Chapter 4). Moreover, 70% of 

the bone fractures experienced by white women over age 45 

occur in the osteopenic cohort (Kumar & Riggs 1980). Hip 
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fractures alone are particularly common and deadly: about 

250,000 hip fractures are incurred each year in the U.S., 

with a death rate due to secondary complications in elderly 

adults estimated to be between 16% and 25% (Parfitt 1982b; 

Obrant et al. 1989). The incidence of age-related frac

tures is on the rise as well, with as many as 500,000 hip 

fractures per year projected for the year 2000 (Avioli 

1991; also see Melton et al. 1987 and Melton 1990). The 

associated health care costs are enormous, having been es

timated at 6 to 8 billion dollars per year in 1986 dollars 

(Heaney 1989). 

The past 25 years have seen a concomitant increase in 

research devoted to the diagnosis and treatment of skeletal 

involution, with only modest success to date in the latter 

(Mazess 1982; Milhaud et al. 1983; Raisz & Smith 1989; 

Frost 1991a). Areas of intense research include the devel

opment and refinement of radiologic techniques for measur

ing bone properties, the identification of natural and 

pharmacological agents that affect bone metabolism, and the 

analysis of lifestyle parameters that may influence bone 

quality and quantity. One of the definitive, and certainly 

not unexpected, conclusions to emerge from such studies is 

that bone mineral status (in particular, mass and/or den

sity) is a major determinant of fracture resistance. Tech

niques for the accurate and precise measurement of bone 

mineral status, most notably single-photon absorptiometry 
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(SPA), dual-photon absorptiometry (DPA), and dual-energy 

x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), are now routinely employed in 

studies of osteopenia and fragility fracture risk. 

However, the specificity and sensitivity of bone min

eral status as a marker for fragility fracture rislc is not 

as good as clinicians would like. Stated simply, some indi

viduals with advanced osteopenia do not suffer fractures, 

whereas some individuals with superior age-matched bone 

mineral status do suffer fractures. Three major reasons 

contribute to this discrepancy: (1) not all osteopenic in

dividuals will experience fracture-inducing trauma, yet 

some non-osteopenic individuals will suffer fractures from 

high-energy impacts; (2) bone may be of normal mass and 

density, but of poor quality (and therefore brittle), pre

disposing the bone to fracture upon low-energy impact; and 

(3) in cases where a single skeletal site is measured to 

assess overall fracture risk, the site of measurement may 

be normal, but the fracture site is osteopenic. These con

cerns are of particular relevance for perimenopausal women: 

menopause-related changes may predispose some women, but 

not others, to a greater risk of falling; energy from im

pact will likely be absorbed by the distal radius and ulna 

(wrist), which are heavily trabecularized regions that may 

have suffered qualitative deterioration with or without 

significant loss of mass; and measurements of a surrogate 

site, such as the predominantly cortical mid-distal radius, 



may not reflect bone mineral status changes in the distal 

forearm at such a young age. Conversely, by age 80 or so, 

virtually all white women have lost in excess of 30% of 

their skeletal mass, so virtually the entire cohort is at 

high risk for fragility fracture. 

Although it is generally accepted that at least some 

demineralization precedes the typical postmature (after 

16 

age 50) fracture, some experts (Cummings 1985; Heaney 1990) 

believe that significant bone resorption is initiated after 

fracture, possibly as a result of reduced physical activ

ity during the recovery phase. Cross-sectional studies, 

which evaluate the association between bone mineral status 

and retrospective fractures (i.e., fractures occurring 

prior to bone measurement) are not in a position to deter

mine whether bone loss preceded or followed fracture. The 

inclusion of prospective fracture data (fractures incurred 

subsequent to initial bone measurement) is needed to ad

dress issues of precedence and cause-effect relationships. 

It would not be surprising if debilitating postmature 

fractures induced significant systemic skeletal involution: 

hip fractures, for example, inevitably lead to lengthy 

periods of bedrest, which in turn could contribute to dis

use osteoporosis. Other common postmature fractures, how

ever, may be characterized as "benign": despite short-term 

pain and inconvenience, individuals who have suffered, say, 

wrist fractures or vertebral compression fractures are 
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often capable of resuming more or less normal-for-age 

activities once healed. It seems unlikely that such benign 

fractures would have a significant influence on systemic 

remodeling processes. On the other hand, given certain 

differences in skeletal remodeling patterns between mature 

and postmature adults, pathophysiological responses initi

ated by a fracture may likewise differ between mature and 

postmature adults, the result being a return to a "steady 

state" in the former, but progressive involution (either 

through enhanced resorption or inhibited formation) in the 

latter. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the relation

ship between selected parameters of bone mineral status 

(bone mineral variables (BMVs), including measures of mass, 

density, width, and cross-sectional mineral distribution) 

and postmature benign fracture history, including both ret

rospective and prospective fractures, in an affluent and 

active group of white women and men. All of the subjects 

(female n=356i male n=194) were measured at least once, 

with many of the subjects participating in as many as eight 

annual sessions. A surrogate (i.e., ostensibly represen

tative) site, the mid-distal radius, was measured using 

single-photon absorptiometrYi other relevant data (age, age 

at menopause, height, weight, forearm length, and exercise 

habits) were also collected. 

The primary hypotheses to be tested are as follows: 
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(1) Retrospective fracture status is significantly corre

lated with baseline bone mineral status, with fracture sub

jects having relatively diminished BMVs. (2) Baseline BMVs 

are better predictors than retrospective fractures of pro

spective fractures. BMVs should be equally good in predict

ing future fracture as they are in "predicting" past frac

ture if significant skeletal involution is primarily a 

contributor to, and not consequence of, bone fracture. 

(3) Rates of interval BMV changes, such as loss or gain 

in mass, are no different between prospective fracture and 

nonfracture groups. This also would apply if postfracture 

involution is not a factor. These hypotheses are tested 

separately for the female and male cohorts. 

The hypotheses are covered in detail in Chapter 6. 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 cover relevant background information, 

and Chapter 5 provides a theoretical framework for the 

analysis and interpretations presented in the final three 

chapters. 
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BONE STRUCTURE 
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An appreciation of the problems encountered in os teo

penia research can best be gained with at least a basic 

understanding of skeletal dynamics. These next two chap

ters provide an overview of bone structure, function, and 

response capabilities to exogenous stressors. 

Primary Functions of Bone 

The skeleton has several major functions, four of 

which are physiologically passive: (1) it provides protec

tion for underlying organs and other soft tissues; 

(2) bones act as levers and fulcrums for muscle action; 

(3) the skeleton serves as a rigid framework that appears 

to be essential for large, mobile land animals; and 

(4) bones store marrow, which produces red blood cells and 

bone-resorbing cells. Bone has two physiologically active 

roles: (1) bone can, within limits, change shape to better 

meet biomechanical demands; and (2) calcium reserves in 

bone can be tapped for use in cellular functions outside 

the skeleton. 

The primary challenge confronting the human skeleton 

is to maintain sUfficient structural stability to meet its 

strength and stiffness requirements while remaining suf-
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ficiently labile to meet physiological demands for its cal

cium stores. The skeleton would appear to perform its 

duties quite admirably, for a few decades at least, but 

intrinsic senescent processes combined with the effects of 

exogenous stressors ultimately take their toll. 

Bone Ultrastructure 

Bone is a mineralized connective tissue, consisting of 

a protein matrix imbedded with mineral. The mineral phase 

comprises up to 70% of the bone weight, the organic phase 

about 22%, and water about 9% (Triffitt 1980). Calcium is 

the predominant mineral: a typical adult stores between 

1000 and 1500 grams of calcium in the skeleton (Norman 

1980; Mazess 1982; Norman 1990). Although calcium serves 

many functions throughout the body, more than 98% of the 

total body calcium is stored in bone (Eastell et al. 1983; 

Kimmel 1984). 

The mineral phase consists of a calcium phosphate salt 

of varying composition called hydroxyapaptite. The basic 

composition of the bone crystal is ca 10 (P04 )6(OH)2 (see, 

e.g., Posner 1987), but varying amounts of magnesium, so

dium, strontium, fluoride, and carbonate, to name a few 

chemicals, can be incorporated in the crystal or adsorbed 

to the surface (Vaughan 1981). The apatite crystal of newly 

mineralized bone is small and imperfect, with a high car-



bonate (C0 3 ) content. The crystal becomes larger and more 

crystalline, with progressive carbonate displacement over 

time (Posner & Betts 1981; Bonar et ale 1983; Thompson et 

ale 1983). These changes lead to a denser, less reactive 

crystal. 
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The protein matrix, or osteoid, is 90% Type I collagen 

(Vaughan 1981; Raisz & Kream 1983a), with the remaining 

noncollagenous fraction consisting of hydroxyproline, pro

teoglycans, glycoproteins, peptides, and lipids (Vaughan 

1981). The functions of these noncollagenous fraction con

stituents are poorly understood (Canalis 1984). Matrix syn

thesis is initiated with the formation of collagen fibrils. 

The fibrils cross-link, creating voids to be filled by the 

noncollagenous molecules. These molecules are subsequently 

displaced by the hydroxyapatite crystals during the miner

alization event. The amino acid composition of the collagen 

determines its cross-linkage characteristics (notably void 

size), which in turn influences the collagen's affinity for 

mineral deposition. Amino acid substitutions due to genetic 

disorders such as osteogenesis imperfecta (Smith 1988) and 

even to the normal aging process (Ortner 1976) will inter

fere with proper mineralization. 

The process of bone turnover (resorption and forma

tion) releases a number of "markers" into the bloodstream 

(Vaughan 1981; Delmas et ale 1983, 1986; Brown 1984; Delmas 

1992). The protein osteocalcin (GLA-protein) is produced 
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for incorporation in the matrix, but some of the newly 

synthesized osteocalcin is released into circulation; col

lagen degradation releases hydroxyproline into circulation; 

and the activity of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase in

creases during bone formation, to name a few. These markers 

are used to evaluate resorption and formation rates (see, 

e.g., Lips et al. 1990). 

Bone Microstructure 

The microstructural level of bone anatomy could be 

considered to have two sublevels of organization, which 

shall be referred to here as the microtype and the inter

mediary structure. The two microtypes are lamellar bone and 

nonlamellar (woven) bone. Lamellar bone is often organized 

into quasi-discrete structures called osteons, but these 

structures--an intermediate level between the individual 

lamella and the bone macrostructure--are few in number in 

subadults, and absent entirely from skeletons of some spe

cies. In addition, the process of bone turnover involves 

the activities of discrete "packets" of bone-forming and 

bone-resorbing cells that cross-cut the two sublevels of 

organization, but these units of construction do not cor

respond to units of structure. 
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Bone Microtypes 

The conversion of the embryonic cartilaginous skeletal 

model into an osseous skeleton begins with the infiltration 

of the cartilage by blood vessels that will disseminate the 

bone-forming osteoblasts. Radiating spicules of bone (as 

Kerley (1965) cals them) proliferate, ultimately forming a 

loose network of interwoven (plexiform) bone around the 

blood vessels. This bone, called woven or woven-fibered 

bone, is phylogenetically primitive, and is not organized 

to optimally meet mechanical loading patterns (Steinbock 

1976i Carter & Spengler 1978). Disease and trauma can in

duce woven bone formation at any age. It has been the con

tention of some (e.g., Frost 1988) that postnatal woven 

bone formation is strictly a pathophysiological response, 

but recent studies of nonhuman animals (Burr et al. 1989ai 

Turner et al. 1991) have demonstrated that postnatal woven 

bone formation is a normal response to excessive mechanical 

loadings (more on this issue in the sections on biomechan

ics and exogenous stressors). 

Woven bone is replaced by the slower-forming but well

organized lamellar bone in the first post-uterine year 

(Steinbock 1976). Dense "sheets" of bone are deposited 

layer by layer, with collagen fibers arranged in a more or 

less parallel fashion and aligned longitudinally to better 

withstand the compressive and tensile stresses to which the 

bones are habitually exposed. A bone's cortex is composed 
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of concentric annuli of lamellae called circumferential la

mellae. These can form at either the inner (endosteal) or 

outer (periosteal) surface, but usually only at the latter 

in adult skeletons. The typical adult bone experiences net 

loss of bone at the endosteal surface and net gain at the 

periosteal surface; thus, the outer circumferential lamel

lae "migrate" towards the endosteal surface. Intracortical 

remodeling will disrupt the continuity of the circumferen

tial lamellar rings. The new intracortical bone forms os

teons (see below), with the remnants of the circumferen

tial lamellae now referred to as interstitial lamellae. 

Intermediary Structures 

As circumferential lamellae are being deposited, blood 

vessels are trapped between layers of lamellae, and subse

quently further enclosed by a few layers of concentric la

mellae. These primary osteons (see, e.g., Kerley 1965) are 

thus simply vascular channels, not necessary in the loosely 

packed woven bone, but essential for serving deep layers of 

densely packed lamellar bone. In some species, including 

our own, secondary osteons (Haversian systems) are needed 

as well. Fast-growing bone has no need for secondary os

teons: such bone is highly vascularized and is turned over 

fast enough so that fatigue and necrosis rarely set in (En

low 1976). In many large-bodied, long-lived species, the 

adult phase is characterized by slow rates of bone turn-
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over, which leaves a greater proportion of intracortical 

bone in a non-vascularized state (Ibid.). Many of the bone 

cells (osteocytes) are thus allowed to complete their nat

ural life cycle, and habitual mechanical stress causes bone 

microdamage. These regions of bone are infiltrated by sec

ondary osteons, thus leading to the vascularization of 

these erstwhile non-vascular regions. Necrotic and fatigued 

tissue is removed, and younger, stronger bone is added. As 

secondary osteons age, they too are subjected to Haversian 

remodeling. 

Secondary osteon formation is initiated when bone cap

illaries release osteoclasts to resorb short tunnels of 

bone to provide new vascular channels; osteoblasts then lay 

down new layers of concentric lamellae around the blood 

vessels (see next chapter for more on osteoblasts and os

teoclasts). These tissue cylinders (round or oval in cross

section) are interconnected by transverse channels called 

Volkmann's canals. Thus, remodeled intracortical bone is a 

network of longitudinal and transverse channels that pro

vide for an extensive, continuous vascular system. 

At the paramedullary surfaces, direct contact with the 

marrow, and the blood vessels contained within, obviates 

the need for bone cylinders to enclose the vessels. Osteo

clasts resorb "bays" instead of tunnels at these surfaces 

(see, e.g., Frost 1989). These bays are filled in with la

mellar bone, forming secondary osteons. These bay osteons 
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have been described as crescent-shaped in cross-section 

(see, e.g., Kragstrup & Melsen 1984), but three-dimensional 

analysis has revealed that they are quite irregular in con

figuration: some branch, others are quasi-cylindrical (cf. 

cortical secondary osteons), and those at the trabecular

cortical interface taJee on characteristics of both types of 

osteons (Ibid.). Obviously, then, the shape of a secondary 

osteon is largely determined by its location (surface os

teons form "open Haversian systems" (Ibid.), whereas deep 

osteons form closed Haversian systems) and, in the case of 

trabecular struts, trabecular thickness (with thick struts 

developing tunnel osteons similar to cortical secondary os

teons (Lozupone & Favia 1990». 

Cortical secondary osteons have an average diameter of 

about 200~m (Frost 1987c), but diameters will vary within 

bones and from bone to bone. Simmons (1985) reports femoral 

shaft osteonal diameters of about 244 ~ and rib osteonal 

diameters of 165 to 217 ~m. Osteonal length is typically 

between 1000 and 5000 Mm, and Haversian canal diameters are 

typically about 50 ~m (Ibid.). 

Trabecular and cortical secondary osteons have also 

been referred to as Basic Structural units (BSUs; see, 

e.g., Meunier 1983; Jaworski 1984; Frost 1989). These units 

do not correspond to the "units" of formation, called Basic 

Multicellular Units (BMUs) by Frost (1983, 1991b, 1991c) 

and elements by Polig & Jee (1987). Bone remodeling in-
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volves the temporally coupled actions of discrete popula

tions of osteoclasts and osteoblasts. The osteoclasts re

move "packets" of bone (Frost 1983, 1989), and the osteo

blasts create a new bone packet to fill in, partially, com

pletely, or excessively, the resorption space. Polig & Jee 

(1987) contend that the element (packet) corresponds to the 

mean depth of erosion (MDE; the resorption space), which is 

often smaller than the ESU. An example of this is observed 

in the double-zoned osteon, where only the innermost con

centric lamellae of a cortical secondary osteon are re

sorbed, followed by deposition of replacement lamellae 

(Simmons 1985). Similarly, Kragstrup & Melsen (1984) report 

that individual trabecular osteons probably undergo partial 

remodeling; in fact, adjacent osteons are not always easily 

distinguished, indicating that packets can overlap ESUs. 

During intracortical remodeling, the boundaries of previ

ously formed ESUs are not respected: osteoclastic tunneling 

will usually destroy parts of the extant cylinders, leaving 

remnants known as osteon fragments (Kerley 1965). The bone 

packet does not correspond to the individual lamella 

either: a single osteoblast population will lay down mul

tiple layers of bone. 
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Bone Macrostructure 

cortical Bone and Trabecular Bone 

The two gross architectural types of bone are cortical 

bone (compact bone, compacta) and trabecular bone (cancel

lous bone, spongiosa). Cortical bone, as discussed in the 

previous section, is composed of multiple layers of circum

ferential lamellae and, in adults, a vast network of sec

ondary osteons. The outer "shell" of all bones is cortical 

bone. The thickness of compacta in adults ranges from un

der 1 mm (e.g., carpal bone compacta) to about 1 cm (e.g., 

the femoral midshaft). About 80% of the skeleton by volume 

is cortical bone (Polig & Jee 1987). 

Struts and plates called trabeculae interconnect to 

form the porous, sponge-like configuration of bone found in 

the medullary space of select regions in most bones. Al

though trabecular struts vary somewhat in length and thick

ness (as a function of bone location and person's age), 

typical struts range in length from about 500 to 1500 ~m, 

and thicknesses range from about 50 to 400 Mm (see, e.g., 

Kragstrup & Melsen 1984; Mosekilde 1988; Lozupone & Favia 

1990) . 

At the macrostructural level, compacta and spongiosa 

are distinguished by their relative porosity: 5% to 30% of 

compacta is space, whereas 30% to 90% or more of spongiosa 

is space (Carter & Spengler 1978). At the microstructural 
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level, compacta and spongiosa can often be distinguished 

by their osteon types, but the differences in osteon type 

is apparently more a function of bone thickness than of 

bone type (see previous section). In fact, the formation 

of secondary compacta and secondary spongiosa (via densi

fication of spongiosa and rarefaction of compacta, respec

tively) further blurs the distinction between these types 

of bone. 

Bone Envelopes 

The term envelope is often used to designate four sur

faces or regions: the periosteal, intracortical, cortical

endosteal (or simply endosteal), and trabecular envelopes 

(the latter two being paramedullary envelopes; see, e.g., 

Jaworski 1987). 

The outer surface of the cortex is covered with a mem

brane called the periosteum, hence the term periosteal (or 

subperiosteal) envelope for the underlying bone surface. 

Fibers from tendons interlace with the periosteal (Shar

pey's) fibers, which penetrate the cortex to anchor muscles 

to bone. The periosteal envelope is directly responsive to 

mechanical stress induced by muscle action. 

The cross-sectional "surface" of compacta constitutes 

the intracortical envelope. This envelope, as mentioned, is 

progressively filled with secondary osteons as we age. 

The inner or endosteal surface of compacta and the en-
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tire outer surface of a trabecula are in direct contact 

with the marrow that fills the medullary cavity. Hormones, 

local factors, and perhaps other elements that influence 

bone resorption and formation, as well as nutrients to be 

channeled to other envelopes, are to be found in the mar

row. 

The four envelopes are not structurally demarcated, 

nor are they temporally fixed. Bone that was once part of 

one envelope can drift into the "domain" of another through 

differential resorption/formation (see below under model

ing) . 

Bone Segments 

Most of the bones in the human skeleton begin their 

in utero development with two or more centers of ossifi

cation that will eventually unite to form the complete 

adult bone. The primary centers develop into the main 

bodies and prominent structures; in the case of tubular 

bones, the main body is called the diaphysis (shaft). Sec

ondary centers, called epiphyses, are located apposed to 

the growing fronts of the primary centers, and ultimately 

fuse with the main structures to "cap off" growth. The ter

mini of the unfused, growing tubular bones, called metaph

yses, are regions of profuse growth. The metaphysis is more 

appropriately defined by its activity pattern than by any 

morphological features that distinguish it from the main 
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body, although in tubular bones the metaphyseal regions 

tend to be broader, with thinner shells and greater trabec

ularization than the diaphyses. According to Balmain et al. 

(1983), a "metaphyseal pattern" of growth characterizes 

most, if not all, bones derived from cartilage, and not 

just the tubular bones. 

with the fusion of the epiphysis to the metaphysis, 

the three bone segments form a structural continuum. At 

this point, the three terms mayor may not be appropriate 

from the perspective of bone dynamics (see Chapter 5), but 

they are still used as structural appellations. Epiphyseal 

and metaphyseal regions remain thin-walled and heavily tra

becularized, and tubular bone diaphyses develop thick com

pact shells with minimal internal trabecularization. The 

primary centers of non-tubular bones can be either mostly 

compacta (e.g., the scapula) or mostly spongiosa (e.g., the 

vertebral centra). 
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Frost (1983, 1990a, 1990b, 1991b) has defined normal 

skeletal dynamics in terms of three processes: growth, 

modeling, and remodeling. Growth refers to the increase in 

bone size and mass without consideration of changes in 

shape. Modeling is the process that shapes bone through 

the preferential resorption or formation of tissue at se

lected sites throughout the bone. Growth and modeling are 

the primary processes of change in the rapidly developing 

subadult skeleton. Remodeling refers to the temporally 

coupled process of resorption and formation at the same 

site. This is the primary mode of change in the adult skel

eton. Modeling may occur in the adult under unusual mechan

ical or metabolic conditions (Burr & Martin 1989). Each of 

these processes will be discussed below, following a few 

comments on the "units" of resorption and formation common 

to all three processes. 

Basic Multicellular units 

Frost (1963) was the first to recognize that the ac

tions of osteoblasts and osteoclasts were "coupled," and 

he coined the term Basic Multicellular units (BMUs) to ac-
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knowledge that these cell types function as a unit. Burr & 

Martin (1989:186) comment: 

This name recognizes that cells do not function in
dependently in adult bone as they may in other bio
logical tissues, but collectively form part of an in
termediary organization . . . that coordinates and 
mediates cell-level and tissue-level events in all 
skeletal tissues. BMUs are the functional units of 
bone, in which osteoclasts and osteoblasts act in co
ordination. This is called coupling. Coupling makes 
metabolic bone diseases difficult to treat because 
chemical agents which affect osteoclasts and their 
precursors may similarly affect osteoblasts and their 
precursors. 

Bone formation is initiated by the recruitment of un-

differentiated osteogenic cells of mesenchymal origin that, 

upon activation, function as osteoblasts (Rodan 1992). 

These cells secrete many of the substances that form bone 

matrix, and are probably involved in the initial minerali-

zation event (Ortner 1976). As the bone forms, many of the 

osteoblasts are trapped within the matrix, at which point 

they take on the functions of bone cells (osteocytes). The 

osteocytes continue to play a role in the mineralization 

process, as well as other metabolic functions (Ibid.). 

The osteoclast is of hematopoietic origin (Barnes 

1987). Interactions of immune system cells (lymphocytes and 

macrophages) stimulate the secretion of osteoclast activ-

ating factor (OAF; renamed Interleukin-1), which in turn 

activates the bone resorbing event (Baron et ale 1983). The 

fact that bone resorption involves the interaction of three 

systems (skeletal, immune, and hematopoietic) has only re-
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cently been appreciated (Ibid.). The possibility that os

teoblasts are somehow involved in the regulation of osteo

clast activity has also received recent attention (see, 

e.g., Meghji et al. 1988). 

Growth 

From birth to adulthood, the typical human body will 

experience roughly twenty-fold increases in total body 

weight (extrapolated from Frisancho 1979), cross-sectional 

areas of bones such as the femur (personal observation), 

and mechanical loadings routinely experienced by many bones 

(Frost 1988). The skeleton parallels much of the rest of 

the body in its rapid rate of growth following birth, fol

lowed by a modest deceleration during early childhood, and 

an adolescent growth "spurt" that culminates with virtual 

cessation of growth. Longitudinal growth of most tubular 

bones is completed with the fusion of all of the bone's os

sification centers, most such fusions occurring before the 

early 20s (Krogman 1962). Mineralization of most bones con

tinues past age 30 (Garn & Shaw 1976), and diametric ex

pansion of some bones can proceed at nominal rates through

out life (Parfitt 1984; Lazenby 1990a), although this type 

of adult "growth" is believed to be the result of remodel

ing (see below). 

Subadult skeletal growth is characterized by rapid in

creases in bone size and mass, but densification proceeds 
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at a slower rate. Maximum density is reached via prolonga

tion of the mineralization phase into the 30s. Although 

hypomineralized bone is structurally weaker than optimally 

mineralized bone, this arrangement seems to be the best 

compromise in a rapidly growing subadult, whose nutrient 

requirements would be increased by demands for increased 

density, and whose bone turnover (necessary for proper mod

eling) would be hampered by the increase in the amount of 

bone to be resorbed. 

Modeling 

The human fetus, by virtue of its suspension in amni

otic fluid, is not subjected to normal gravitational ef

fects (Amtmann 1979). The bones develop primarily in ac

cordance with genetic programming under these hypogravic 

conditions (Jaworski 1987). The mechanical loadings gener

ated by crawling and walking during the first few years of 

postnatal life induce shape changes in bone. These changes 

result not from the reshaping of existing bone, but through 

differential resorption and deposition as the bone grows. 

In the subadult skeleton, both the endosteal and periosteal 

envelopes are active in resorption and deposition. Differ

ent regions along each envelope will be in different phases 

of change (loss or gain), and this modeling will proceed at 

varying rates, resulting in the drift of bony features into 

new positions (Enlow 1976; Frost 1987b). 
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Remodeling 

In theory, a bone of given length has limited ranges 

for appropriate density, mineral distribution, diameter, 

and shape in order to optimally meet its habitual mechani

cal loadings. The adult bone that is optimally constructed 

would have no need for further reconstruction were it not 

for the inevitability of bone cell death, mechanical fa

tigue, changing biomechanical demands, and physiological 

needs for the bone's calcium. In the adult skeleton, the 

replacement of osseous tissue is a coupled process whereby 

the initiation of the local bone turnover ("activation") is 

followed first by resorption and then by formation (Frost 

1964~ Jaworski 1984). This is distinct from modeling, in 

which resorption and formation are spatially coordinated, 

but not temporally coupled at the same site. Ideally, this 

remodeling process would result in no net change of bone 

mass, and hence a state of equilibrium, but this is not al

ways the case. Paramedullary bone typically suffers a net 

loss of mineral with each remodeling event: the resorption 

space is usually greater than the replacement packet (Meun

ier 1983~ Jaworslci 1984). The intracortical envelope does 

tend to maintain a balance between loss and gain, at least 

in healthy young adults, and the periosteal envelope is be

lieved to experience modest net gain (Parfitt 1984). Over

all, trabecular and endosteal net loss will exceed perios

teal net gain over the course of several decades of remod-
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eling. 

The resorptive phase typically lasts about two to 

three weeks (Pirok et al. 1966). The formation of osteoid 

and the initial mineralization event last about three 

months (Burr & Martin 1989). Secondary mineralization (the 

period of progressive crystal densification) continues for 

an additional six months (Glimcher 1981; Burr & Martin 

1989). 

Frost (1983, 1991b) emphasizes that the purpose of re

modeling is to maintain the functional competence of the 

existing structure; thus, remodeling removes or conserves 

bone, with no intent to alter gross architecture. As a re

sult of the above-described differences in envelope dynam

ics, however, significant changes in cross-sectional geom

etry, mineral distribution, and bone strength are de facto 

results of remodeling (see section on biomechanics). 

In certain pathological conditions, and perhaps also 

as a natural consequence of the aging process, resorption 

and formation can be "uncoupled": formation fails to follow 

resorption (Jaworski 1984; Burr & Martin 1989). In other 

cases, the balance between resorption and formation is dis

turbed: resorption and formation are still coupled, but 

rates of formation do not keep pace with resorption rates 

(i.e., resorption is accelerated or formation is retarded). 

At any given moment, different skeletal sites are in 

different phases (resorption, formation, or quiescence). 
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Frost (1983, 1984) refers to this state as "incoherence," 

and has suggested that the clinical efficacy of drugs used 

to treat metabolic bone disease would be improved if "tem-

poral coherence" could be induced. For example, a drug that 

promotes bone formation in vitro may be ineffective in vivo 

unless a substantial proportion of the targeted skeletal 

sites is already in the formative phase; the drug will have 

no effect on a site that is in another phase. A drug that 

could abbreviate the resorptive and quiescent phases would 

lead to increased coherence of the formative phase through-

out the skeleton. 

To summarize the primary distinction between modeling 

and remodeling, here is a quote from Burr et al. (1989b: 

215): 

Remodeling is a process in which the initiation of 
change (activation) is followed in sequence by the re
sorption and formation of bone (Activation-Resorption
Formation). Modeling, on the other hand, involves 
either the resorption or formation of bone following 
activation (Activation-Resorption or Activation
Formation), but resorption and formation do not occur 
in sequence at the same location. 

Skeletal ontogeny 

Growth and Development 

By the eighth week in utero the human embryo has de-

veloped a virtually complete hyaline cartilage skeleton 

(the frontal and parietal bones of the cranium forming in a 
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fibrous membrane). By the eleventh week, some 806 centers 

of ossification will have appeared; many of these fuse to

gether prior to birth, leaving about 450 centers of ossifi

cation (Krogman 1962). More centers will appear during the 

juvenile phase, but additional fusions of many of these 

centers will reduce the number of bones to 206 in the typi

cal adult. The timing and coordination of the appearance 

and fusion of these centers are under strong genetic con

trol. 

Osseous bone cannot grow into a pressure front, hence 

the need for an embryonic cartilaginous model and carti

laginous growth plates in the rapidly growing subadult. As 

ossification centers grow within the cartilaginous model, 

growth of the cartilaginous plates at the pressure fronts 

keeps pace. When these regions of cartilage are ultimately 

ossified (i.e., when epiphyses fuse to metaphyses, elimi

nating the intervening cartilage), growth is effectively 

arrested. 

The fetal skeleton undergoes a steady conversion from 

cartilage to osseous bone. Between week 20 and term, about 

30 grams of calcium are taken in by the fetus (Forbes 

1976). There appears to be a mineralization spurt during 

the second six weeks of postnatal life: Minton et al. 

(1979) detected no change in radial or ulnar bone mineral 

content during the first six postnatal weeks, but a 46% in

crease during the next six weeks. Mineralization more or 
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less keeps pace with bone growth during the prepubescent 

years, although bone densities remain lower than typical 

adult values (Sloof & Huiskes 1979; Lohman et al. 1984). 

There is a sharp increase in mineralization during puberty 

(Krabbe et al. 1980). Bone mineralization continues after 

cessation of linear growth, with peak density values being 

reached between the late 20s and mid-30s (Garn & Shaw 1976; 

Mazess 1982). In certain heavily trabecularized bones, most 

notably the vertebral centra, not only are peak densities 

attained at about the same time that growth and fusion are 

completed in the late teens or early 20s (Gilsanz et al. 

1988), but the onset of progressive trabecular rarefaction 

is probably initiated shortly thereafter (Mazess 1982; Gil

sanz et al. 1988). 

As the subadult bone grows, it is reshaped via model

ing processes. Temporally and spatially coordinated changes 

in resorption and formation rates can move and re-define 

osseous features (Enlow 1976; Frost 1982, 1987b). As an 

example of feature relocation (drift), consider a tuberos

ity located on the distal half of a growing tubular bone 

diaphysis: as the bone grows, the proximal portion of the 

tuberosity is resorbed while osseous tissue is added to the 

distal portion in order to maintain the tuberosity's proper 

position on the lengthening diaphysis. Similarly,a diaphys

eal curvature can be either accentuated or diminished by 

periosteal resorption and endosteal formation along one 
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plane (e.g., medially) and endosteal resorption and peri

osteal formation along the opposite plane (here, lateral

ly). Bone drift can also maintain proportions: for example, 

as a tubular bone grows in length, concomitant diametric 

expansion is effected through endosteal resorption and 

periosteal deposition. Growing bones that are not experi

encing significant mechanical loadings, such as pre- and 

perinatal long bones, tend to undergo primarily expansile 

diametric drift (Frost 1987b). The compacta of long bones 

(and possibly of other bones that are strongly influenced 

by mechanical loadings) will then undergo directional drift 

in accordance with habitual mechanical loading patterns. 

Rapid growth and modeling will result in the complete 

replacement of natal bone (Frost's term for compact bone 

present at birth--a mix of woven and lamellar bone) by 

drift bone by age five (Frost 1987b). The rapid modeling 

phase continues to about age 14; presumably, most, if not 

all, of the bone tissue throughout the skeleton has been 

replaced once or twice during this time. After age 14, 

drift rates are reduced to relatively trivial levels in 

quantitative (but not necessarily biomechanical) terms. In 

cases where bone fractures have induced pronounced angula

tions, the healing process can realign the bone through 

drift (Frost 1982). 

At the microstructural level, the fetal skeleton be

gins its conversion from woven bone to lamellar bone during 
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the final few gestational weeks. Within a few months after 

term, the skeletal compacta will contain many primary os

teons and an oqcasional secondary osteon (Frost 1987b). By 

age 14, compact bone has a distinctly lamellar pattern, 

with fewer primary osteons and a modest number of secon

dary osteons (Ibid.). The secondary osteons that do form 

during childhood do so at a rate two to ten times faster 

than those that form during the adult years (Frost 1987c). 

After age 14, the rate of outer circumferential lamellar 

apposition decreases appreciably, and secondary osteons be

gin to establish their preeminence in the intracortical en

velope. 

Maturity and Senescence 

Compared with the rapid growth and development during 

the juvenile phase and the all-too-rapid deterioration ex

perienced during old age, the period between about age 20 

and age 45 could be considered a "steady state" phase. How

ever, important changes do occur during these years: a few 

epiphyses have yet to fuse, mineralization of many bones 

will continue into the fourth decade, bone mass changes and 

perhaps shape changes will be effected through mechanical 

stress, normal remodeling processes will affect bone quan

tity and quality, and occasional trauma or disease will 

elicit dramatic responses from bone. Most importantly from 

the perspective of long-term concerns, peak mass and den-
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1990a) needed during the postmature years of progressive 

skeletal involution. 
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The bone turnover rate in normal adults has been esti

mated at 3% per year for compacta and 26% per year for 

spongiosa (Parfitt 1983). The exchangeable pool of calcium 

has been estimated at 0.4% (Norman 1980), with about 0.5 

grams of calcium exchanged daily (Krane & Schiller 1979; 

Bergmann et ale 1983). This amounts to about one-sixth of 

the skeleton turned over annually (Krane & Schiller 1979). 

Not all sites are equally active, so this does not trans

late into all osseous tissue being turned over once every 

six years; some bone packets may last 15 to 20 years (Frost 

1980, 1983). As mentioned, bone turnover does not neces

sarily lead to an equal exchange of osseous tissue: each 

envelope appears to have its own intrinsic balance between 

resorption and formation. Remodeling rates vary from bone 

to bone: the cortex of the rib, for example, remodels at 

twice the rate of long bone compacta (Marshall et ale 

1972). Bone with high trabecular content is more labile 

than cortical bone. This spatial variance, as stout & Sim

mons (1979) call it, is due to varying biomechanical and 

physiological demands being placed on different skeletal 

sites. Temporal variance may be the norm as well for some 

skeletal sites. 

The extent of bone surface involvement in resorption 
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or formation is at a peak 7% to 11% in the first two dec

ades of life, with only 3% bone surface activity over the 

next two decades (Simmons 1985). In the fifth decade, the 

percentage of surface area involved in formation stays 

about the same, but there is an increase in resorptive sur

face area (Ibid.). 

Overall net change in skeletal mass/density during the 

third and fourth decades is perhaps negligible, but con

sideration of compacta and spongiosa separately reveals 

that cortical bone is still experiencing net gain while 

trabecular bone diminution has already begun. By about the 

sixth decade, the imbalance among the three cortical enve

lopes becomes apparent: net loss at the endosteal envelope 

is appreciably greater than the net gain at the periosteal 

envelope, and intracortical porosity and hypomineraliza

tion, although not necessarily pronounced, contribute to 

an overall negative bone balance. A number of factors can 

contribute to this imbalance that leads to often dramatic 

loss of bone from the fifth or sixth decade on: changes in 

hormone levels, decline in physical activity, increased 

susceptibility to diseases that lead to secondary loss of 

bone, and intrinsic limiting factors ("short-sightedness") 

of the bone remodeling system are factors to be considered 

later in this paper. 

Mazess (1982) provides the following estimates of bone 

loss rates for older white Americans: males, based on SPA 
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measurements of the radial diaphysis, will lose compacta at 

a rate of 3% to 5% per decade between ages 40 and 90; tra

becular diminution rate will be 6% to 10% per decade be

tween ages 45 and 60. For females, cortical diminution rate 

is 3% per decade between ages 30 and 45; 9% per decade from 

45 to 75; and 3% to 4% thereafter. Trabecular loss in fe

males is also 6% to 10% per decade in the 45 to 60 age 

range. Borkan et a1. (1982) report that skeletal mass loss 

in females is 10% to 15% per decade between ages 45 and 70, 

and 5% per decade thereafter. Hui et a1. (1982) report 

that, in their female sample, endosteal loss had been suf

ficiently arrested by the ninth decade to be offset by 

periosteal gain. These estimates, as well as those provided 

by other researchers, are based on selected sites (typi

cally the mid-distal radius for compacta, and lumbar ver

tebrae, femoral neck, or distal radius for spongiosa), 

which are reasonably representative of their bone types, 

but inter-site variation can be significant: Mazess (1982) 

reports good correlations among cortical sites (r-.9), rea

sonably good correlations among selected cortical and tra

becular sites (r-.7), but weak correlations between the os 

ca1cis and the vertebrae, and between the iliac crest and 

the vertebrae (r-.3), all heavily trabecu1arized bones. 

Fogelman & Ryan (1992) report an average correlation of 

about .6 between any two skeletal sites (see also Mauta1en 

et a1. (1990), van Berensteijn et a1. (1990), and Wright et 
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ale (1990) regarding inter-site correlations). 

According to Borkan et ale (1982), the typical Ameri

can white woman will lose 27% of her spongiosa by age 80. 

Riggs et ale (1981) report that the decrease in bone mass 

throughout the adult years in females is 47% for the lumbar 

spine, 58% for the femoral neck, 39% for the distal radius, 

and 30% for the mid-radius. As for the onset of diminution 

in different skeletal sites, Schaadt & Bohr (1988) report 

that, in females, the loss of vertebral bone occurs pri

marily during the menopause, loss of bone from the femoral 

neck is linear throughout adult life, and loss of compacta 

from the femoral diaphysis is not appreciable until the 

seventh decade. Rodin et ale (1990) report similar findings 

in their study of spongiosa, but other researchers (e.g., 

Mazess 1982; Gilsanz et ale 1988) contend that vertebral 

involution begins in young adulthood, without evidence for 

accelerated loss during the menopause. A recent literature 

review by LUNAR RADIATION CORPORATION (1990) indicates that 

both men and women lose trabecular bone at a 1% per year 

rate from young adulthood on. 

Lazenby (1990a) discusses four theories that seek to 

explain diametric expansion (continuing periosteal apposi

tion or CPA) in the adult skeleton. The cohort effect the

ory (see, e.g., Trotter et ale 1968) proposes that CPA does 

not in fact occur; rather, larger diameters in older indi

viduals from cross-sectional studies indicate either sec-
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ular trends or differential survival. The mechanical com-

pensation theory (Smith & Walker 1964; Martin & Atkinson 

1977; Ruff & Hayes 1983a, 1983b; Ruff 1987) proposes that 

CPA is a cost-effective strength-maintaining response to 

endosteal resorption (see the discussion of moment of iner-

tia in the biomechanics section). The fracture repair/me-

chanical response potential theory states that CPA may be, 

in the words of Parfitt (1984:S126), the " ... minimal ex-

pression of a mechanism that, although dormant, must remain 

capable throughout life of responding to the need for frac-

ture healing or to increased biomechanical demand." The 

heterochrony theory (see Gould (1977) and Shea (1989) for 

extensive discussions of heterochrony) proposes that, in 

the words of Lazenby (1990a:464), " ..• CPA represents 

continued, prolonged maturation of the human skeleton, co-

incident with a generalized retardation of somatic develop-

ment . . II Significant evidence has been collected to 

demonstrate that CPA is a real phenomenon (e.g., Epker & 

Frost 1966), so the cohort effect theory would at best have 

limited application. As for the relative merits of the 

other theories, Lazenby (1990a:470) comments: 

Most studies that document CPA have measured the re
sult of the process (i.e., larger bone dimensions in 
older individuals) rather than the process itself. 
This fact makes it impossible to choose among the var
ious hypothetical mechanisms which may act alone, in 
sequence or concurrently, to produce dimensional 
change. Interpretation is further hampered by the 
small effect sizes typifying CPA and by the small 
sample sizes that so typify skeletal biology research. 
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Frost (1980) estimates an appositional rate for the 

rib to be between 2 and 20 ~m per day, but the process is 

likely to be intermittent rather than sustained (Epker & 

Frost 1966). Assuming an activity phase of 3% per unit time 

(based on the 3% surface activity per unit time cited in 

Simmons (1985», the estimated periosteal apposition rate 

would range from about 0.02 mm to 0.2 mm per year. For a 

tubular bone with a 1 cm diameter (in the normal range for 

the adult female mid-distal radius), this translates into 

an increase of between 0.2% and 2% per decade. Lazenby 

(1990a, citing data from Garn et ale 1967) reports meta

carpal width increases averaging 1.5% over a 15 year peri

od in males and 1.4% over a 24 year period in females. The 

rate of apposition probably decreases with age (Epker & 

Frost 1966; Lazenby 1990a). 

At the microstructural level, secondary osteons form 

at a rate of 1 to 3 per mm 2 per year in the adult skeleton 

(Frost 1987c). Rates will vary from site to site: bones 

with thin cortical walls remodel at higher rates than those 

with thick cortices. The rib cortex, for example, remodels 

at twice the rate of the femoral cortex (Ibid.). In healthy 

young adults, osteon formation takes about three months; in 

the 50-plus age range, the formation period lasts four to 

six months (Ibid.). Not only does the rate of osteon for

mation slow with age, the number of new osteons being 

formed (activation frequency) is reduced (Ortner 1976) and 
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the rate of osteoid mineralization decreases (Evans 1976; 

Ortner 1976; stout & Simmons 1979). Insofar as mineraliza

tion of a secondary osteon proceeds inwardly, the rate of 

closure of the Haversian canal diminishes with age, thus 

resulting in an increase in canal diameter with age (Jowsey 

1960; stout & Simmons 1979). Other age-related changes in 

osteon parameters include a decrease in new osteon length 

(Simmons 1985); a decrease in cross-sectional area (Evans 

1976); an increase in lacuna size due to decreased mineral

ization (Evans 1976; Ortner 1976); an increase in the num

ber of osteon fragments, but a decrease in their size due 

to progressive remodeling (Evans 1976); an increase in the 

number of empty lacunae due to necrosis (Ibid.); and an in

crease in the number of resorption spaces as a result of 

resorption outpacing formation (Ibid.). 

Although the osteon activation frequency decreases 

with age, the total number of osteons increases with age 

(Kerley 1965; Frost 1987c). As new osteons are formed, the 

probability of one of these new osteons impinging on an 

existing osteon is a function of the population density. 

Each generation of osteons removes older osteons, partly 

or completely; early generations of osteons may ultimately 

be removed completely. 

Mineralization of the osteoid lags about ten days be

hind completion of osteoid synthesis to allow the completed 

collagen fibrils to cross-link (Simmons 1985). The rate of 
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mineralization is most rapid early on, with the rate be

coming ever slower as completion draws near (Ibid.). With 

advancing age, as well as in some pathological states, min

eralization rates will slow appreciably, and many osteons 

will remain hypomineralized. 

Collagen formation rates decrease with age. Pirok et 

ale (1966) estimate a formation rate of 2.0 Am per day 

during the second decade, 1.0 ~m per day during middle 

adulthood, and 0.5 Mm per day in old age. Reduced mineral

ization with age means that less of the noncollagenous pro

tein in the matrix is displaced (Evans 1976; Ortner 1976). 

The reduction in mineralization rate could be in part due 

to amino acid sUbstitutions in the osteoid: valine, which 

creates smaller voids, and thus inhibits mineralization, 

is more abundant in older bone, while phenylalanine and 

leucine content decrease (Ortner 1976). The amount of os

teoid formed (osteoid seam thickness) decreases by 10% to 

20% with age (Johnson et ale 1971). As for the hydroxyapa

tite, the crystals tend to increase in size and perfection 

with time (Posner & Betts 1981; Bonar et ale 1983; Thomp

son et ale 1983). Osteoblast and osteocyte activities de

crease with age, probably as a result of reduced numbers 

and not reduced vigor, while osteoclast activity remains 

constant (Evans 1976; Ortner 1976). 
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Normal variation 

The typical young adult white male has a skeleton 30% 

to 40% more massive than the typical young adult white fe

male; correcting for size, the mass is 10% to 15% greater 

in the males (Mazess 1982). Differences in age of onset of 

loss and rate of loss have been discussed previously, and 

will be considered further in future sections. 

Bone mass differences between blacks and whites have 

been documented (Cohn et a1. 1977; Solomon 1979; Nelson et 

a1. 1991). Blacks have skeletal mass about 5% greater than 

whites at all ages. Mayor et a1. (1980) report that black 

males have a 7.7% higher bone mineral content (5.1% cor

recting for height and weight) than white males, and black 

females have a 9.2% higher BMC (6.3% correcting for height 

and weight) than white females. Genetic predisposition is 

thought to be a major contributor to these differences, 

but cultural factors have not been ruled out. The greater 

muscle mass in blacks generating greater mechanical stress 

is a possible proximate cause (Cohn et a1. 1977). Nelson 

et a1. (1991) note that postmenopausal black women tend to 

have more body fat, and therefore store more estrogen, than 

their white counterparts. 

Regional variation within ethnic groups has been doc

umented as well. Bone mass differences have been documented 

between white groups from Indiana and Wisconsin (Hui et a1. 
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genetic factors, inter-observer error, or a combination 

thereof. 

Regulation of Bone Metabolism 
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The regulators of bone metabolism are by and large 

regulators of calcium metabolism. Calcium, aside from being 

a primary constituent of bone, is vital in numerous systems 

throughout the body--in fact, it is the key regulator of 

intracellular processes (Ebashi 1988). The calcium ion is a 

key messenger in a variety of cellular processes. Calcium 

is involved in excitation-contraction coupling in smooth, 

cardiac, and skeletal muscle, and has roles in nerve func

tion, vision function, hormonal secretion and action, en

zyme regulation, and intercellular communication (Martonosi 

1980). 

Given the fundamental importance of calcium to the hu

man body, it is not surprising that a number of hormones, 

local factors, and ions are involved in calcium regulation. 

Below is a brief overview of the more important of these 

sUbstances. 

Systemic Hormones 

Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is one of the major regula

tors of calcium metabolism (Parsons 1976; Norman & Litwack 
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1987; Papapoulos et al. 1980). PTH is, according to Raisz & 

Kream (1983a:30), 

. . . the most important regulator of extracellular 
calcium concentration. When serum calcium concentra
tion decreases, parathyroid hormone restores extra
cellular calcium concentration by stimulating the mo
bilization of bone mineral, the renal tubular reab
sorption of calcium, and the synthesis of calcitriol. 

This leads to an increase in phosphate excretion by the kid-

neys, with the net effect of increasing serum calcium and 

decreasing serum phosphate concentrations. To limit the re-

mineralization of bone with freed calcium, PTH also inhib-

its collagen formation by osteoblasts (Ibid.). 

The second major regulator of calcium is 1,25(OH)2D3 

(calcitriol), a vitamin D metabolite. Synthesis of vitamin 

D itself begins with the conversion of the prohormone in 

the skin to vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) upon exposure to 

ultraviolet light (Omdahl & DeLuca 1973). D3 is also found 

in small amounts in seafood. Vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol), a 

D3 substitute, can be synthesized and added to food (Fri

sancho 1979). As of 1983, 15 natural metabolites of chole-

calciferol had been identified (Raisz & Kream 1983a), and 

by 1987, the total had reached 30 (Norman & Litwack 1987), 

so the field of vitamin D research is an active and complex 

one. However, calcitriol appears to be the one metabolite 

that carries out most of the functions attributed to the 

vitamin D hormone, although 24,25(OH)2D3 may play an impor

tant role as well (Goodman et al. 1984; Raisz 1990). 
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Vitamin D works in the intestines to stimulate calcium 

and phosphate absorption, and it works in concert with PTH 

to mobilize bone mineral (Papapoulos et al. 1980; Raisz & 

Kream 1983a; Raisz 1990). Vitamin D appears to stimulate 

osteoclastic activity and indirectly stimulate subsequent 

osteoblastic activity; thus, vitamin D would appear to play 

a major role in the coupling of resorption and formation in 

the remodeling event (Zerwekh et al. 1985). Vitamin D may 

also function as a growth hormone: in its absence, growth 

as well as mineralization is impaired (Raisz et al. 1978). 

For more on vitamin D, see, for example, Norman et al. 

(1977), Lawson (1978), DeLuca (1979), Norman (1979), Haus

sler et al.(1984), Rigby (1988), and Norman (1990). 

Calcitonin is the third major regulator of calcium in 

some species, but it probably has only a minor role in cal

cium homeostasis in humans (MacIntyre & Stevenson 1981). It 

appears that calcitonin's primary function is inhibition of 

bone resorption, but it might also stimulate bone formation 

(Mazzuoli et al. 1986). Calcitonin is found at higher lev

els in males than in females at all ages, but levels de

crease with age in both sexes (Defton et al. 1980), promp

ting hope that this hormone might yet prove to be an impor

tant regulator of calcium in humans, and that it could be 

used to treat postmenopausal osteoporosis (Mazzuoli et al. 

1986; Christiansen 1992). 

Glucocorticoids have a key role in regUlating normal 
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bone growth, but excess levels have the opposite effect of 

retarding skeletal growth and mineralization (Raisz & Kream 

1983b). Growth hormone regulates skeletal growth by con

trolling the production of somatomedin (Ibid.). The latter 

hormone increases the rate of bone mineral turnover and 

stimulates the intestinal absorption of calcium. Somato-

medin also stimulates bone DNA and collagen synthesis (Can

alis 1984). Many of the local factors that regulate bone 

growth are peptides with structural similarities to somato-

medin (Ibid.). 

Insulin is known to stimulate synthesis of some bone 

matrix proteins, and it may stimulate somatomedin produc-

tion in the liver and calcitriol production in the lcidneys 

(Raisz & Kream 1983b). Insulin deficiency can lead to ex

cess bone loss (Ibid.). 

Raisz & Kream (1983b:85) comment, 

Although androgens and estrogens appear to be impor
tant regulators of skeletal growth, little is known 
about their mechanism of action. Androgens are more 
important than estrogens in producing the pubertal 
growth spurt. Some of the effect may be dependent on 
increased muscle mass, which can probably produce an 
increase in bone mass. 

Jaworski (1984) and Manolagas & Jilka (1992) suggest that 

estrogen may inhibit endosteal resorption by interfering 

with bone-resorbing agents in the marrow. Although the de-

tails of estrogen's actions in bone metabolism have yet to 

be definitively established, the general role of estrogen 

in protecting bone from accelerated involution during and 
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shortly after the menopause is unequivocal. Estrogen re

placement therapy (ERT) has proven to be the most effica

cious treatment of osteoporosis in older women to date 

(Christiansen & R¢dbro 1983; Horsman et al. 1983b; Civitel

Ii et al. 1988; Raisz & smith 1989). Christiansen (1992) 

cites evidence to suggest that ERT can promote bone for

mation as well as inhibit resorption. Despite the enthusi

astic endorsement of ERT by some researchers (e.g., Notelo

vitz 1987), others believe that the long-term benefits of 

ERT have been overstated (e.g., Nordin et al. 1990; Kanis & 

pitt 1992). Interestingly, a drug with anti-estrogenic 

properties, tamoxifen, has been shown to slow menopausal 

bone loss (Love et al. 1992). 

Local Factors 

Many of the actions ascribed to the above-mentioned 

hormones (and others) are mediated by local factors (Raisz 

1988). Among the recently identified peptides that seem to 

have important functions in bone growth are skeletal growth 

factor (SGF; Farley & Baylink 1982) and bone-derived growth 

factor (BDGF; Canalis 1984). The peptide protamine has been 

identified as an inhibitor of bone resorption (Potts et al. 

1984). Rodan (1992) discusses the functions in bone forma

tion of insulin-like growth factor (IGF), fibroblast growth 

factor (FGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and 

transforming growth factor (TGF). Osteoblasts can be in-



duced to release bone-resorbing factors (Meghji et al. 

1988). Interleukin-1 probably stimulates endosteal bone 

resorption necessary for subsequent formation of hemato

poietic marrow (Raisz & Kream 1983b; Whicher 1990). The 

primary local regulators of bone turnover are probably 
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IL-1 and prostaglandin E2 (PGE 2 i Raisz 1990). PGE 2 has been 

shown to promote trabecular bone formation in rats (Akamine 

et al. 1992), so the possible use of this factor in osteo

porosis treatment will be receiving considerable atten

tion. 

Ions 

The release of calcium-regulating hormones is con

trolled primarily by the serum levels of calcium and phos

phate. A low level of serum calcium will stimulate PTH and 

vitamin D secretion, leading to mobilization of calcium 

from bone and increased absorption of calcium in the intes

tines. Calcium can stimulate bone matrix formation directly 

(Raisz & Kream 1983b). High phosphate concentrations inhib

it bone resorption, whereas low concentrations stimulate 

resorption. Serum phosphate levels are at their highest 

during the infant and pubertal growth spurts (Ibid.). 

The only other ion with a firmly established role in 

calcium regulation is magnesium. A deficiency in this min

eral leads to hypocalcemia, presumably due to impaired 

secretion of PTH (Raisz & Kream 1983b). High magnesium con-
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centrations are responsible for the decreased bone mineral

ization observed in renal osteodystrophy (Ibid.). 

Immune System 

Links between the immune system and bone mineral ho

meostasis have been firmly established in recent years. For 

example, the osteoclast precursor has been identified as a 

mononuclear phagocyte (Baron et ale 1983); IL-1 is a lym

phokine, with its secretion a result of an interaction be

tween lymphocytes and macrophages (Ibid.); and Haussler et 

ale (1984) suggest that sex steroids (and estrogens in par

ticular) may protect bone through interactions with the im

mune system. Moreover, calcitriol, calcitonin, and gluco

corticoids have receptors on lymphocytes, indicating that 

these hormones playa role in immune system actions (Walter 

et ale 1984; Rigby 1988). 

Age-Related Changes 

Concentrations of many of the hormones that influence 

bone metabolism either increase or decrease with age. 

Changes in the levels of the calcium-regulating hormones 

would seem to indicate a strong potential for excessive 

bone involution (PTH level increases, but vitamin D and 

calcitonin levels decrease), but Raisz & Smith (1989:256) 

conclude that there is fl ••• no definitive evidence that 

abnormalities in the secretion of calcium regulating hor-
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mones play a central role in the pathogenesis of osteopo

rosis." Better established is the relationship between de

creases in estrogen levels and cortical-endosteal loss in 

menopausal women. The fact that premenopausal women suffer 

from progressive trabecular involution suggests that estro

gen does not protect trabeculae (e.g., Mazess 1982; Marcus 

et al. 1983), but if estrogen levels vary in premenopausal 

women, then it could be that trabecular involution is most 

pronounced in the women with low levels (e.g., Sowers et 

al. 1990). Thyroid hormone levels decrease with age, with 

thyroid hormone replacement therapy a common treatment; 

however, high doses of thyroid hormone in postmenopausal 

women have been linked with excessive bone loss (Raisz & 

Smith 1989). 

Dietary Factors 

The U.S. Recommended Dietary Allowances of calcium for 

adults was raised in recent years from 800 mg per day to 

1000 mg per day, with 1500 mg per day recommended for es

trogen-deprived postmenopausal women (Allen 1982; National 

Institutes of Health 1984; Heaney 1989). The actual optimal 

intake is still a matter of debate: efficiency of calcium 

absorption is actually improved at low intake levels, and 

the typical intake of adults throughout the world is less 

than 800 mg per day (Allen 1982). The average absorption in 
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adults is about 30% (Allen 1982; Heaney 1989). The typical 

adult incurs about 100 to 300 mg per day in fecal loss, 

150 mg per day urinary loss, and 15 mg per day sweat loss 

of calcium (Allen 1982). Obviously, if the human body can

not obtain sUfficient quantities of calcium in the diet to 

meet metabolic needs and cover obligatory losses, the skel

eton must be tapped to obtain calcium. 

The bioavailability of calcium is largely determined 

by its source. Calcium is typically found in salt form in 

both foods and in supplements. Common salts include calcium 

carbonate, caclium citrate, and calcium phosphate, the 

first two being more easily dissolved and absorbed than the 

latter (Pak & Avioli 1988). Calcium combined with high fi

ber diets will not be optimally absorbed because the food

stuff passes through the intestines too quickly. Phytic 

acid, found in cereals such as wheat, may interfere with 

calcium absorption (Allen 1982; HUBs-Ashmore et al. 1982; 

Graf & Eaton 1984); oxalates, found in spinach, can also 

interfere with calcium absorption (Heaney & Weaver 1989). 

Vitamin D is necessary for proper absorption of calcium in 

the intestinal tract. Vitamin C, although not involved in 

calcium absorption or retention, is necessary for osteoid 

synthesis (Steinbock 1976); however, excess vitamin C can 

induce bone resorption due to its acidity (Bray & Briggs 

1984). Acidic diets due to high protein intake can also 

contribute to increased calcium loss and to skeletal invo-
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lution (Petito & Evans 1984). 

It is not clear whether or not dietary stress is a 

significant contributor to osteopenia in the U.S., but 

there is little question that dietary stress in past soci

eties (e.g., Martin & Armelagos 1985) and in extant "mar

ginal" societies (e.g., Richman et al. 1979) was and is a 

major cause of skeletal involution. 

Bone and Stress 

A stressor is any agent or action that has the poten

tial to disrupt the normal activities of any of an organ

ism's systems. Common stressors include pathogens, foreign 

chemicals, physical force, heat, and so forth; deprivation 

of agents or actions, such as hypoxia and lack of nutri

ents, also constitute stressors. Stress (not to be confused 

with biomechanical stress, which, in this context, is an 

action subsumed under stressors) is the physiological dis

turbance directly caused or at least initiated by the 

stressor (see Goodman et al. (1988) for similar usage of 

"stress" and "stressors"). Common stresses include cell 

damage and death, tissue contamination, dislocations, frac

tures, and so forth. Responses of the organism to stress 

include efforts to contain, minimize, and ultimately re

pair damage, but some of the reactions may generate stress 

of their own: inflammations, fever, and allergic reactions 
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are examples of "stressful" responses to stress. In some 

cases, the body is capable of integrating a disturbance to 

the benefit of the organism. Weight-lifting, for example, 

causes micro-tears in muscle and possibly fatigue-inducing 

strains in bone, with repair of these damaged tissues re

sulting in stronger muscle and bone. Similarly, many patho

gens elicit immune system responses that help improve im

mune system vigor (witness the use of vaccines). 

Stressors that affect bone directly, such as physical 

force and pathogen infiltration, typically cause stresses 

of structural damage and cell death, which in turn stimu

late modeling/remodeling repair responses. Most other 

stressors probably cause osseous stress indirectly: meta

bolic diseases and nutrient imbalances, for example, may 

impair the production or action of calcium-regulating hor

mones or factors, thus affecting the regulation of bone 

turnover. The regulation of the coordinated activities of 

osteoblasts and osteoclasts would thus appear to be the 

crux of skeleton:stressor interactions. Although the many 

osseous manifestations of stress response may vary in their 

clinical specifics, the feature common to most is the al

teration in bone mass, with diminished mass common to all 

of the various forms of osteopenia, and excess bone for

mation common to the various forms of sclerosis, hyperos

tosis, and osteophytosis. 

Normal (i.e., lamellar or osteonal) modeling/remodel-
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ing responses may be adequate to cope with some minor 

stresses. Severe damage will usually stimulate woven bone 

formation, essentially a stabilizing measure when quick re

sponse is needed, to be followed by gradual replacement by 

the stronger lamellar bone. Persistent and/or severe 

stresses can prove to be too destabilizing to allow normal 

reconstruction to proceed, as is often the case in un

treated infection or trauma. The new bone formed under 

these circumstances is often coarse and amorphous (in es

sence, permanent woven bone), lacking the organization 

needed to contend with normal biomechanical loadings. 

The ability of bone to cope with stress is reduced 

with age: young adults are typically more resilient than 

subadults and elderly adults, but the plasticity of youth 

can facilitate rapid recovery in subadults from even severe 

stresses. For example, hypomineralization of a subadult 

skeleton due to poor nutrition can be corrected once proper 

nutrition is restored, with subsequent normal modeling pro

cesses forming normal bone (Garn & Shaw 1976). In the el

derly adult skeleton, recovery time is much longer, with a 

much lower probability of complete recovery. 

Reproductive Stress 

Both child-bearing and child-rearing can place consid

erable physiological demands on the mother. The pregnant 

woman needs nutrients for both herself and the fetus, so 
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the woman's body, already more efficient than the man's 

body in its capacity for nutrient storage, becomes even 

more efficient. During pregnancy, calcium absorption in the 

intestinal tract and calcium deposition in the skeleton are 

increased. This added reserve is tapped to provide calcium 

for the fetal skeleton and for breast-feeding the infant. 

From the 30th week to term, the fetus will require about 

250 mg per day of calcium (Forbes 1976); lactation will 

require up to 300 mg per day (Martin & Armelagos 1979). One 

study (Atkinson & West 1970) documented a 2.2% loss of os

seous tissue over a 100 day period in lactating mothers, 

although other studies have not detected similar magnitudes 

of loss (Chan et al. 1982). A study by Wardlaw & Pike 

(1986) indicates that long-term lactation is more taxing 

than short-term lactation. Galloway (1988) suggests that 

inadequate recovery time between pregnancy/lactation cycles 

may prove stressful enough to the skeleton to have long

term osteopenic consequences. Studies of the general health 

of mothers and fetuses (e.g., Merchant et al. 1990a, 1990b) 

have shown that the fetus is preferentially protected from 

stress, with the effects of stress on the mother greater in 

women with closely spaced pregnancies. 

Fractures 

The response of bone to fracture could be considered a 

two-phase process: the first response is stabilization, 
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which often requires the rapid formation of a callus to 

cover gaps; the second response involves the restoration of 

biomechanical competence and physiological normalcy via the 

simultaneous replacement of woven bone by lamellar bone and 

the realignment of displaced bone via modeling or remodel-

ing. Minor fractures may involve little or no callus for-

mation or drift, whereas severe fractures may never heal 

properly. Fractures in or near joints, such as of the fem-

oral neck ("hip" fracture) may lead to fusion of the artic-

ulating bones (ankylosis). Infections and disuse osteopo-

rosis are two of the more common secondary complications of 

fractures. 

Steinbock (1976:20-22) writes: 

The rate of repair of a fracture is modified by sev
eral factors such as age, type of fracture, degree of 
vascularization, amount of motion between the broken 
ends, and presence of infection. The capacity for 
growth of new tissue is greater in the infant than in 
the adolescent, and greater still than in the adult. 
Thus, union of a fractured femur by primary callus may 
take only one month in an infant, two months in a 
fifteen-year-old adolescent, and over three months in 
an adult . . .. Hyperemic or osteoclastic bone ab
sorption and subperiosteal bone apposition may be 
grossly evident as early as two weeks following a 
fracture .... Complete bony bridging of the fracture 
may take one month to over a year . . . . 

Healing of the fracture is particularly prolonged, as well 

as more prone to complications, in the elderly and the in-

firm. 
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Activity 

As will be discussed in the section on biomechanics, 

there are good theoretical reasons for believing that bone 

will respond favorably to physical exertion. still to be 

resolved, however, are the types of activities and the in-

tensity and duration of activity that produce optimal ef-

fects, as well as the extent to which physical activity has 

prophylactic value in postmenopausal and senile osteopo-

roses. Documentation of the effects of activity on bone 

comes primarily from densitometric studies; little is known 

about the effects of physical activity on specific bone 

surfaces, cellular functions, or turnover rates (Smith & 

Gilligan 1989). 

That activity influences bone mass/density appears to 

have been suspected even in Darwin's day. Dar1vin (1859:74) 

writes: 

Habit also has a deciding influence .... for in
stance, I find in the domestic duck that the bones of 
the wing weigh less and the bones of the leg more, in 
proportion to the whole skeleton, than do the same 
bones in the wild-duck; and I presume that this change 
may be safely attributed to the domestic duck flying 
much less, and walking more, than its wild parent. 

More recently, and with a human focus, several studies 

(e.g., Kr01ner et al. 1983; Jacobsen et al. 1984; Talmage 

et al. 1986) have suggested that exercise can help retard 

the rate of bone loss in peri- and postmenopausal women. 

Johnell & Nilsson (1984), however, found no correlation be-

tween bone mineral content and exercise among 49-year-old 
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female subjects, and Cavanaugh & Cann (1988) found no evi

dence that brisk wa1Jcing over a one year period could pre

vent spinal bone loss in early postmenopausal women. As for 

younger athletes, Williams et a1. (1984) report that bone 

mineral content of the os ca1cis increased significantly in 

long-distance, consistent runners, but no differences were 

documented between the short-distance, occasional runners 

and the control group. Heinrich et a1. (1990) have found 

that weight-lifters and gymnasts have high BMC values, 

whereas swimmers and runners do not differ from the control 

subjects. The results of this st.udy are consistent with 

Frost's theory (1988; see biomechanics section) that activ

ities such as running are not likely to raise strain levels 

beyond the necessary threshold to signal the need for ad

ditional mass or density, whereas resistance activities 

such as weight-lifting do increase strain levels beyond 

this threshold. Bone hypertrophy in the dominant arms of 

athletes such as tennis players has also been documented 

(Smith et a1. 1984). 

Intensive exercise can also prove detrimental to bone. 

Bone fatigue and stress fractures are common responses to 

repeated high mechanical loadings, presumably with inade

quate recovery time between loadings to allow repair. It 

has long been known that dedicated female athletes often 

experience phases of amenorrhea due to reduced estrogen 

reproduction. The loss of estrogen protection in these ath-
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water et al. 1990). 
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The results of many of the studies on exercise and 

bone mass/density are sometimes inconsistent, even contra

dictory. Several factors contribute to this: (1) The 

studies do not always measure comparable skeletal sites. 

For example, measurements of compacta can be expected to be 

only modestly correlated with those of spongiosa in certain 

age groups and for repeat measurements over short inter

vals. The more labile trabeculae will undergo more rapid 

change than the cortical bone; thus, repeat measurements 

over a period of several months may detect trabecular 

change but not cortical change. (2) Measurements of mini

mally stressed bones, such as a forearm bone in a runner, 

will not necessarily reflect the status of the heavily 

stressed lower limb bones, although one might hope that 

lightly stressed and non-stressed bones will reap some re

sidual benefits from any form of cardiovascular workout. 

(3) At least one study (Smith et al. 1984) has detected a 

transient loss of bone in the first year of an exercise 

program (3.77%), followed by bone gains (1.39%) in each of 

the next two years. These researchers postulate that the 

initial "loss" of bone was in fact redistribution of min

eral from non-stressed bones to the heavily stressed bones. 

Such redistribution is probably to be expected in subjects 

in negative calcium balance. Another hypothesis (Frost 
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1989), which does not so much compete with the redistri

bution hypothesis as complement it, is that when the re

modeling rate is increased (as in exercise and in some dis

ease states), there is an initial phase of bone resorption, 

which means that for six months to perhaps as long as three 

years the skeleton will have diminished mass due to the 

high proportion of resorption spaces and forming (and 

therefore hypomineralized) osteons. Endocrinological data 

(Nishiyama et al. 1988) indicate that athletes indeed have 

higher turnover rates than nonathletes. This position is 

also supported by biomechanical studies that indicate that 

high strain levels increase bone turnover rate (Burr et al. 

1989a, 1989b). 

At the other end of the spectrum, inactivity has been 

unequivocally implicated as a cause of bone involution. 

Disuse osteoporosis has been observed in bed-ridden and im

mobilized individuals (Uhthoff & Jaworski 1978; Stout 1982; 

Vico et al. 1987) and under hypogravic conditions, as ex

perienced in space flight (Mazess & Whedon 1983). Mazess 

(1979) reports that spinal bone loss from immobilization 

can be 5% to 10% per month; recovery with therapy can re

store more than 10% annually. 

Biomechanics 

The starting point (in spirit, at least) of any dis-
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cussion of bone biomechanics is Wolff's Law (Wolff 1892; 

English translation quoted in Glimcher 1981:618): 

Every change in the form and function of bones or in 
their functions alone, is followed by certain definite 
changes in their internal architecture and equally 
definite changes in their external conformation in ac
cordance with mathematical laws. 

In short, form follows function. 

Koch (1917; in Burr 1980) was one of the first to 

study bone systematically from this engineering perspec-

tive. He proposed that the strength of a bone (and he was 

considering the basic "hollow beam" properties of a tubular 

bone) depends on four characteristics: its material compo-

sition, cross-sectional area, cross-sectional shape, and 

the ratio of the smallest diameter of the bone to its total 

length. 

Bone is an elastic solid: when deformed, it will re-

turn to its original shape once the deforming force is re-

moved. Ultimate strength is a measure of the amount of 

force needed beyond which the deformed object will not re-

turn to its original shape; the object undergoes plastic 

deformation or is broken. Three types of elastic change are 

possible: length change (simple compression or tension), 

angular change due to shearing force, and volume change due 

to uniform pressure exerted perpendicular to all surfaces. 

stress refers to the force acting on a solid divided by the 

area over which the force acts (measured in, e.g., lb per 

in 2 ). Strain is a measure of the deformation caused by 
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stress; for example, 1000 ~E (microstrain) equals a 0.1% 

change in length for compression/tension. For elastic 

materials, stress and strain are proportional: double the 

stress, double the strain. The ratio of stress to strain is 

called the modulus of elasticity. This is a measure of the 

difficulty in deforming an object. 

Much of the research in bone biomechanics has focused 

on weight-bearing tubular bones, notably the femur, and the 

discussion below reflects this. These bones are believed to 

be subjected in vivo primarily to bending forces (combined 

compression and tension; see, e.g., Lazenby 1990b); thus, 

much of the treatment of bone biomechanics in the litera

ture (and below) focuses on the resistance of bone to bend

ing forces. The following caveats should be kept in mind: 

(1) the model of a human bone as a simple hollow cylinder 

is useful but simplistic (see Nagurka & Hayes (1980), Sum

ner (1984), and Sumner et ale (1985) for discussions and 

analyses of complex cross-sectional shapes); (2) most bones 

are probably routinely subjected to loading patterns that 

are more complex than simple tension-compression schemes 

can simulate; and (3) stiffness may be as important, if not 

moreso, than strength (Currey 1984b). 

Bone Mineral Content 

That the mineral content of a bone is a major deter

minant of the bone's strength is not disputed, but just how 
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important is a matter of debate. Mazess (1982, 1987) claims 

that BMC accounts for 80% of trabecular and 90% of compact 

bone variance in strength, based on iQ vitro studies. Re

search on osteoporosis has provided ample evidence that 

progressive bone loss dramatically increases fracture risk 

(see next chapter). Amtmann (1971), however, claims that 

less than 50% of the breaking strength of the femur can be 

explained by variation in density. Amtmann is among those 

who give geometric properties equal or greater status (see 

also Ruff & Hayes 1984). Others take the middle ground: 

Burr (1980:109) states, "The mechanical behavior of bone at 

a given point can . be inferred from a knowledge of the 

mineral content and geometric properties of the bone within 

that cross-section." Sandler (1988:282) echoes this posi

tion: "Skeletal adaptation to mechanical loading is 

achieved primarily by adjustments of bone mass and of bone 

geometry, whereas the qualitative material properties of 

the bone remain essentially unchanged .... " 

The relationship between mass/density and strength is 

nonlinear. Over a limited range, increased BMC will improve 

strength dramatically, but a critical point is reached be

yond which additional mineral will actually impair the 

bone's mechanical integrity (Currey & Butler 1975; Currey 

1979). Hyperdensity contributes to brittleness, i.e., a re

duction in elasticity. Poor quality bone will also increase 

bone brittleness. Nevertheless, at a given skeletal site in 



a given species, where genetic constraints minimize the 

potential variation in geometric and material properties, 

mineral content is the best single predictor of strength. 

Adjustments of these other parameters cannot completely 

compensate for significant mineral loss. 
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How much involution will the skeleton tolerate? Mazess 

& Whedon (1983) report that the mechanical integrity of the 

spine is seriously compromised with a 30% loss of mass. 

This figure probably applies to other predominantly trabec

ular sites as well. As for the compacta, Burr (1980) cites 

data indicating that a 2.6% decrease in femoral shaft BMC 

results in a 20% decrease in strength. Based on figures 

cited earlier, it would appear that most adults over about 

age 70 have suffered losses of 30% to 60% of their spon

giosa and 20% to 40% of their compacta. Bone strength is 

obviously seriously compromised in the elderly. 

Trabeculae 

It would seem that the biomechanical justification for 

the existence of trabecular bone is that it provides addi

tional structural support to the compacta without adding 

unnecessary bulk. TrabeCUlar orientation and population 

density are dictated by prevailing stress patterns (Brown & 

Ferguson 1980; Burr 1980).However, trabeculae are suffi

ciently heterogeneous in length, thickness, orientation, 

and population density to introduce significant variation 



in stress distribution throughout a given bone segment 

(Brown & Ferguson 1980; Lewin 1986). This lack of unifor

mity complicates the analysis of trabecular strength. 

Microstructure 
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There are several histological parameters that influ

ence bone strength (see Evans (1976) and Burr (1980) for 

detailed discussions). Haversian remodeling weakens bone 

by increasing porosity during the resorptive phase, de

creasing mineral content by introducing younger osteons, 

and increasing the area occupied by cement lines, in which 

microfractures can be initiated and propagated. However, 

this remodeled bone is weaker in comparison with normal 

young circumferential lamellar bone, and not the older, 

often brittle or necrotic lamellar bone that the secondary 

osteons replace. Moreover, osteons are vital to metabolic 

functions (Amtmann & Doden 1981), so any biomechanical cost 

is apparently offset by physiological benefits. 

Carter & Spengler (1978) rate circumferential lamellar 

bone as the strongest type, with its good organization, low 

porosity, and relative lack of cement lines. Woven bone 

with some primary osteons and lamellae (i.e., woven bone in 

the process of being converted to lamellar bone) is next 

strongest, followed by Haversian bone, with simple woven 

bone being the weakest. 
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Electrical and Mechanical Signals 

It would appear that electrical currents in bone can 

act as signals to activate one or more of the biological 

agents that initiate resorption and formation. The piezo

electric effect (electricity induced by pressure in the 

bone crystals) and streaming potentials (fluid transport of 

electrical currents) may both play important roles (Chak

kalakal & Johnson 1981). Electricity has been used success

fully to accelerate fracture healing (Brighton & McCluskey 

1986). 

The mechanical signal or regulator of bone turnover, 

which may influence both electrical potentials and cellu

lar agents, is believed to be the bone strain levels (Frost 

1982, 1987a; Cowin et al. 1984; Lanyon 1984; Rubin 1984; 

Rubin & Lanyon 1984, 1985). Frost (1987a) uses the term 

"mechanostat" (cf. thermostat) to designate the mechanical 

regulator of bone turnover. He suggests that the "setrange" 

(cf. setpoint) or Minimum Effective Strain (MES) is 1500 to 

2500 ~E for modeling and 100 to 300AE for remodeling. 

Strains above the modeling MES stimulate modeling, and 

those below this range inhibit modeling. Strains above the 

remodeling MES inhibit remodeling, and those below stimu

late remodeling. Jaworski (1987) disputes the contention 

that high strains inhibit remodeling: he believes that non

biomechanical factors must also be part of the bone turn

over regulatory system to account for the differences be-



tween disuse remodeling (low strain) and exercise-related 

remodeling (high strain). 
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High strain levels are thus signals for strategic ad

dition of mass in order to reduce strain to within the MES 

setrange. Conversely, low strain levels, as experienced in 

disuse situations, trigger the removal of what is perceived 

to be excess bone in order to raise the strain level to the 

appropriate setrange. There are two important implications 

of this theory: (1) The notion of an optimal strain set

range runs counter to the structural engineering dogma that 

strain should be minimized. Minimizing strain, in bridge 

construction for example, helps protect against fatigue. 

Bone, as an organic material, is capable of self-renewal, 

an option not available to inert structures. Apparently, 

bone can "sense" when and where mineral needs replacement 

or reinforcement, and will respond appropriately. (2) Bone 

is actually about ten times stronger than necessary to 

withstand voluntary strain levels of a momentary load 

(fracture strain being about 25,000 ~E), but bone can fail 

in fatigue after 20,000 load-deload cycles (about two 

months of habitual activity) at a mere 4000 ~E (Frost 1988; 

see also Carter & Spengler (1978) regarding bone's poor re

sistance to fatigue). In contrast, at the modeling MES of 

about 2000 ME, bone has a fatigue life in excess of 10 mil

lion cycles (Frost 1988). That bone is quite resistant to 

fracture from a single stress is thus probably an epiphe-
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nomenom of bone's adaptation to contend with fatigue. Burr 

and co-workers (Burr et al. 1989a, 1989b; Schaffler et al. 

1989, 1990) have provided experimental evidence (in adult 

beagles) that repetitive loadings at high but normal stress 

levels will lead to fatigue-induced microdamage, which in 

turn stimulates osteonal remodeling. In cases where activ

ity level taxes the remodeling system's ability to reduce 

strain--such as in athletes involved in intensive training, 

and in the elderly, in whom the remodeling system has di

minished vigor--accumulated microdamage brought on by fa

tigue can lead to so-called spontaneous fractures. 

Studies of nonhuman animals suggest that about three 

remodeling cycles are needed to adjust to mechanical over

load (Lanyon et al. 1982), and about four cycles are needed 

to stabilize bone during disuse (Jaworski & Uhthoff 1986). 

As mentioned earlier, a remodeling cycle lasts about three 

months, but actual duration may be a function not only of 

age and species, but of cross-sectional area: Viceconti & 

Seirig (1990) report that in disuse, the resorption rate is 

proportional to the cross-sectional area, with the former 

decreasing as the latter decreases. 

Work still needs to be done to determine the biologi

cal agents and their specific actions in regulating the 

mechanostat. Growth hormone, estrogen, PTH, and PGE 2 could 

all be important mechanostat mediators (Turner 1991). 

Jaworski (1987) has applied the mechanostat principle 
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to trabecular bone remodeling. Trabecularized regions are 

more restricted than compacta in their potential for adding 

mass to reduce strain levels. Peak strain levels would 

therefore remain high, thus stimulating frequent remodel

ing. Lack of mass would therefore be somewhat compensated 

for by the high proportion of young, high quality bone tis

sue. Carter & Spengler (1978) report that the true density 

of spongiosa is about 3% less than that of compacta, which 

suggests that the spongiosa crystals are indeed younger on 

average than their cortical counterparts. 

Bone Geometry 

When subjected to a bending force (e.g., at the mid

shaft in the medial direction), a tubular bone experiences 

compression along one plane (here, medially) and tension 

along the opposite plane (here, laterally). Compression and 

tension are greatest in tissues furthest from the axis 

about which the bending force is applied (the neutral axis 

or axis of rotation; here, extending anterio-posteriorly 

through the centroid), with tissue along this axis experi-

encing zero compression/tension. Strain is proportional to 

the bone's moment of inertia of the cross-section along 

whose axis the force is applied (here, medio-laterally at 

mid-shaft). In its simplest formulation, cross-sectional 

moment of inertia (CMI) equals mass times the square of the 

distance of the mass from the neutral axis (mr2; see Appen-
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dix A). In other words, the further a given mass is posi

tioned from the neutral axis, the more this mass contri

butes to bending resistance. Thus, in theory, strain can be 

reduced by redistributing mineral to the periosteal enve

lope, thereby increasing bone outer diameter and eMI. eMI 

can also be maintained by removal of a given quanta of min

eral from near the neutral axis (i.e., from the endosteal 

envelope) and the deposition of a lesser amount of mineral 

on the periosteal surface. The issue of the possibility 

that remodeling processes function to maintain eMI in the 

aging adult will be addressed in later chapters. 

It would seem then that the cross-sectional shape of a 

bone would be indicative of the predominant habitual bend

ing directions. The simplest cross-sectional shape is the 

circle, suggesting equal resistance to bending in all di

rections. Amtmann (1971), in his study of centrifuged rats, 

demonstrated that stresses of equal magnitude in all di

rections stimulate the formation of circular cross-sections 

in long bones. Presumably, habitual bending in, say, the AP 

orientation would create an ellipsoidal shape with the AP 

dimension being greater than the ML dimension. However, it 

must be remembered that (1) bone shapes are also strongly 

genetically constrained (e.g., Rubin 1984), and (2) bones 

that are subjected primarily to either simple compression 

or tension, or to complex torsional forces, or are not sub

jected to significant stress may not conform to any simple 
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models (Currey 1984b; Lazenby 1990b). 

Currey (1984a:Sl18) writes, "I assume that, other 

things being equal, natural selection will favor a struc

ture of least weight to subserve a particular function." 

Elsewhere (1984b:S7) he states that " •.. it is likely 

that mechanical structures will be near minimum-mass struc

tures for the functions they perform." Lazenby (1990b:475) 

concurs: "Whatever the force or combination of forces oper

ating, it would serve an animal well if it could resist 

these forces with a minimum of skeletal material, since 

acquiring, distributing, and maintaining sl{eletal mass ex

erts an energetic/metabolic cost." It is for this reason 

that bone tissue under low strain--for example, an immobil

ized bone--will be perceived by the system as having excess 

material in need of removal. The system does not perceive 

potential future needs, but instead responds to immediate 

cost/benefit issues. Rubin (1984) has proposed a theory 

that runs somewhat counter to this position. His study of 

limb bones of turkeys and other animals has revealed that 

the axis of maximum bending strength is not the axis along 

which maximum strains are habitually experienced. Rubin 

postulates that bone geometry and mineral distribution are 

dictated not by the need to provide maximum resistance to 

bending forces, but by the need to restrict and coordinate 

the direction of loading. The baseline shapes of bones are 

genetically programmed to comply with anticipated habitual 
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loading patterns characteristic of the species. Actions of 

muscles help to restrict and coordinate movement so that 

bones are not excessively loaded in the wrong direction. If 

Rubin is correct, then mineral in select low strain regions 

must somehow be protected from involution given that these 

regions have more mass than the adjacent regions experi-

encing higher strain levels. 

Frost (1982) has proposed a theory that also attempts 

to explain constraints on bone shapes. He accounts for such 

seemingly diverse phenomena as concave-shaped vertebral 

bodies and realignment of fractures with the following pos-

tulate (1982:217): 

In growing mammals and under repetitive, uniformly 
oriented, nontrivial, dynamic flexural strains, all 
lamellar bone surfaces drift in the concave-tending 
direction .•.. The axioms provide reasonable expla
nations for inwaisting of vertebral bodies and long 
bone metaphyses, corrections of malunions, increasing 
outside diameter and cortical thickness during growth, 
circular, elliptical, and triangular cross-sections, 
natural curvatures of whole bones, many architectural 
changes due to neuromotor abnormalities arising in 
early life, and the more rapid modeling seen in very 
young children or after recent fractures. 

Bone and Muscle 

Bones, of course, do not perform their biomechanical 

functions alone. The bulk of the dynamic loadings is medi-

ated by muscles, and muscles absorb much of the energy 

transmitted by external forces. Skeletal muscle comprises 

about 36% of female weight and 42% of male weight, and 
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weighs about three times as much as the skeleton (Chaffee 

& Lytle 1980). There is a high correlation between muscle 

parameters (e.g., weight, isometric strength) and bone 

parameters (e.g., ash weight, CMI; Sandler 1988). Greater 

muscle mass and strength in weight-lifters, for example, 

translate into greater bone mass and strength. Skeletal 

muscle deteriorates with age (Sandler 1988; Stini et ale 

1992): this can contribute to an increase in fracture risk 

because the weakened muscle will not absorb as much impact 

energy, leaving the relatively stiffer bone to absorb the 

excess force (see, e.g., Rubin 1984; Jaworski 1987). Muscle 

also works to pump blood (and therefore nutrients) through 

the skeleton's circulatory system (Jaworski 1987). 
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CHAPTER 4 

SKELETAL INVOLUTION AND FRACTURE RISK 

osteopenia and Osteoporosis 

The term osteoporosis is often used as a nonspecific 

term for rarefied bone. Etiology is implied by qualifiers, 

as in disuse osteoporosis, senile osteoporosis, and post

menopausal osteoporosis. Mazess (1979) and pitt (1983), 

among others, have argued that the term osteopenia should 

be used in the nonspecific, descriptive sense, with the 

term osteoporosis reserved for conditions diagnosed as in

volving both osteoid and mineral deficits, and osteomalacia 

used for conditions involving mineral deficits only. Nor

din's (1987:57-58) definition of osteoporosis focuses on 

bone quantity only, with no accompanying comments on osteo

penia: " ... osteoporosis is present when the concentra

tion of bone (mineral) lies more than two standard devia

tions below the mean of young adults of the same sex. If 

forearm measurements are used, this implies ... that some 

50% of women have osteoporosis by age 65 and nearly 100% 

by age 80." Mazess (1987) disagrees with this definition 

(and with his own previous definition, it would seem), pre

ferring to define osteoporosis in terms of both bone mass 

and fracture risk. He points out that the relationship be

tween mass and fracture risk is nonlinear and that fracture 
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thresholds vary from site to site. Mazess reports that the 

relative risk of a crush fracture at a vertebral density 

below average is ten times greater than the risk at above

average densities; however, the relative risk of a hip 

fracture with below-average femoral neck densities is 20 

times greater than the risk with above-average densities. 

Mazess (1987:117) states that osteoporosis ". is dif

ficult to define given this gradient of risk, but opera

tionally there is a need to isolate a population subset 

with an axial density low enough to exclude at least two

thirds of nonfracture cases and yet high enough to include 

most fracture cases." Kanis & Pitt (1992:57) argue for the 

definition of osteoporosis in terms of fracture occurrence, 

not risk: " ... the term osteoporosis should be confined 

to describing the clinical consequences of osteopenia -

namely a fragility fracture. The term 'osteopenia' is re

served to describe the decrease in bone mineral density 

that is one of the major risk factors for the disorder." 

The preference here would be to follow the Kanis & 

Pitt (1992) definitions, primarily because the "osteopo

rotic" individual is likely at greater risk for health 

problems--including additional fragility fractures--as a 

consequence of fragility fracture. However, the usage of 

these terms in this section will reflect the common usage 

of osteopenia as a descriptive, nonspecific term for low 

bone mass/density, and osteoporosis as a context-dependent 



term that usually implies clinical diagnosis (e.g., type 

I osteoporosis), regardless of diagnostic criteria. 
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The list of potential causes of and predisposing fac

tors for osteopenia is immense. Among the more actively in

vestigated factors are the following: nutrient deficien

cies (Kocian & Brodan 1979; Licata et al. 1981; Larsen 

1987); alcohol abuse (Obrant et al. 1989); impairment of 

the vitamin D system (Haussler et al. 1984); declining 

renal function (Garn & Shaw 1976; Buchanan et al. 1988); 

hyperparathyroidism (Garn & Shaw 1976; stout & Simmons 

1979); inactivity (stout 1982); genetic predisposition 

(Raisz & Smith 1989); and sex hormone deficits (Ibid.). Re

gardless of etiology, osteopenia is typically an age

related condition for three reasons: (1) Expression of mod

est but progressive change only becomes pronounced in later 

years. Critical thresholds, such as resistance to fracture 

from a standing fall, are not usually crossed until after 

many years of progressive bone mass diminution. (2) Loss of 

vigor and plasticity in the aging adult decreases that in

dividual's ability to cope with stress, thus increasing the 

likelihood of a stressor causing damage from which the in

dividual cannot fully recover. As discussed previously, 

regulators of calcium metabolism--and therefore of skeletal 

remodeling--are often affected by such stressors. (3) The 

remodeling system appears to have adapted to short-term 

concerns of maintaining a healthy skeleton in the adult of 
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reproductive age, but remodeling processes inevitably lead 

to problems in the long run, such as net deficit of mineral 

at the paramedullary envelopes during each remodeling 

event, decreased strength of the cortex due to progressive 

osteonal remodeling, and the finite potential for perios

teal expansion to compensate for these other involutional 

processes. 

The proximate cause of osteopenia is either the un

coupling of resorption and formation (i.e., formation does 

not follow resorption that was activated as a remodeling 

response) or changes in resorption and/or formation rates. 

Etiology no doubt dictates whether (1) resorption rate re

mains constant and formation rate decreases, (2) resorption 

rate increases and formation rate remains constant, (3) re

sorption rate increases and formation rate decreases, or 

(4) resorption and formation are uncoupled (see, e.g., Jow

sey et al. 1965; Milhaud et al. 1983; Jaworski 1984). Mul

tiple factors may play roles in affecting resorption and 

formation rates in different skeletal sites: the perimeno

pausal woman, for example, may suffer accelerated endosteal 

bone loss due to the loss of estrogen protection, and im

paired formation at other envelopes due to reduced physical 

activity, inadequate dietary calcium, or natural aging pro

cesses (as hypothetical examples; see Mazess (1982) for a 

discussion of two-phase involution during menopause). 

Riggs & Melton (1983) proposed that two types of os-
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teoporotic syndromes predominate in the elderly population: 

type I osteoporosis refers to the hypogonadal component and 

type II osteoporosis refers to the age-related component of 

skeletal involution and fracture occurrence/increased frac

ture risk (see Gallagher (1990) for a similar but expanded 

classification system). The presumption is that most elder

ly adults are affected primarily by one type or the other, 

but some are affected by each. Most men are assumed to suf

fer from type II osteoporosis, whereas some women will be 

diagnosed as having type I osteoporosis during the early 

postmenopausal years, but type II osteoporosis by the 

eighth or ninth decade. 

Melton (1990) discusses types I and II osteoporosis in 

terms of epidemiological patterns. Type I fits the "non

Gompertzian" disease pattern of (1) single cause (loss of 

sex hormone protection), (2) specific pathology (acceler

ated trabecular involution in vertebrae and distal forearm 

leading to increased fracture risk at these sites), 

(3) relatively small proportion of cohort affected (typi

cally just some of the early postmenopausal women, but also 

some hypogonadal males), and (4) lack of exponential in

crease in incidence rate throughout life. Type II osteo

porosis corresponds to the "Gompertzian" model, in which 

(1) there are a number of causes or predisposing factors 

(e.g., kidney dysfunction, alcohol abuse, etc.), (2) the 

distribution of clinical manifestations throughout the body 
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has marked inter-subject variability (bones affected will 

vary, although both spongiosa and compacta are typically 

involved, with hip fractures and vertebral wedge and end

plate fractures the most common of the fractures), (3) most 

everyone in the cohort is at risk, and (4) incidence in

creases exponentially throughout life. 

Treatments for osteopenia/osteoporosis have empha

sized the synthesis of drugs that either inhibit resorp

tion or promote formation (see Christiansen (1992) for an 

updated review). Among the compounds that have shown some 

promise are bisphosphonates (Papapoulos et ale 1992), etid

ronate (Storm et ale 1990), fluoride (Harrison et ale 1986; 

Harrison 1990), and tamoxifen (Love et ale 1992). Frost 

(1991a) has cautioned that drugs that enhance osteoblast 

vigor or inhibit osteoclast activity will not be effective 

in the long run: control of the agents that regulate the 

mechanostat is needed. 

The use of nonhuman animal models for human osteopenia 

has been explored, but studies involving either short-lived 

species (e.g., rats) or subadults are minimally useful be

cause modeling, not remodeling, predominates in these 

cases. Evidence for osteopenia/osteoporosis in nonhuman 

primates has been documented (Young et ale 1983; Bowles et 

ale 1985; Miller et ale 1986; Sumner et ale 1989), al

though it is unliJ{ely that types I and II osteoporosis are 

endemic in normal populations of these species. 
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Fracture Risk 

It is clear that although bone mass/density, material 

properties, and bone geometry are important determinants of 

potential for fracture, there are other contributing fac-

tors. Perhaps most important is the propensity to fall, 

with some researchers (Cummings 1985; Heaney 1990) con-

tending that this is as important--if not more important--

than bone mass/density. According to Wolfson et ale (1990), 

elderly adults who fall tend to have slower movement, 

shorter steps, less synchrony in upper:lower limb movement, 

and are more likely to suffer from physical ailments. Kanis 

& pitt (1992) note that women over age 70 suffer fewer 

wrist fractures but more hip fractures, most lilcely due to 

fewer "outstretched hands" falls at older ages. Mensforth & 

Latimer (1989:461) have the following comments on the 

Hamann-Todd skeletal collection: 

The distal radius, hip, vertebral, and sacral frac
tures which were identified in individuals over 60 
years of age appear to be a primary result of skeletal 
fragility due to age progressive bone loss. However, 
it is suggested that the early onset and high frequen
cy of distal radius fractures seen in climacteric 
Caucasian women may be more directly due to accidental 
falls initiated by a greater frequency, intensity, and 
duration of vasomotor disturbances which are known to 
accompany estrogen withdrawal in perimenopausal white 
females. 

Loss of muscle mass and strength increases fracture 

risk by exposing the bone to greater force upon impact, as 

discussed in the biomechanics section. Excess adipose tis-
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sue can also protect bone by passively absorbing energy of 

impact, although storage of estrogen in the body fat of 

overweight postmenopausal women may also give these women 

an advantage (Dawson-Hughes et al. 1987; Nelson et al. 

1991; Harris et al. 1992). Ironically, exercise, despite 

its value in building muscle and bone strength, can also 

increase fracture risk by increasing the frequency and mag

nitude of impact events. Conversely, a sedentary lifestyle 

can lead to disuse osteoporosis, but the same lack of par

ticipation in high-impact events may protect against frac

tures. 

Not all old-age fractures are necessarily fragility 

fractures: high-energy impacts will break any bone. Many 

studies (e.g., G~rdsell et al. 1989) include only those 

subjects with fractures incurred from low-energy impacts 

("falls from standing height or less"), on the assumption 

that only fragile bones will break under such circum

stances. Although distinguishing between low-energy and 

high-energy impacts is useful, there are two drawbacks: 

(1) fragile bones will also break from high-energy impacts, 

and (2) a reasonably strong bone may break from an osten

sibly low-energy impact if the bone absorbs a dispropor

tionate amount of the energy relative to muscle and fat 

(as when a person fails to "brace" himself/herself for the 

impact), or if the mechanical stresses generated are as im

portant as the amount of energy absorbed (as in torsional 
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Most of the skeleton is at risk for fracture in the 

elderly adult as a consequence of generalized progressive 

involution, but the distal forearm (wrist) and the proximal 

femur (hip) are particularly vulnerable to impact fractures 

due to (1) the inherent relative weakness of these predomi

nantly trabecularized regions, and (2) these regions typi

cally bearing the brunt of the force during falls. Foot and 

ankle bones are also vulnerable due to the stresses of 

walking, jogging, and attempts to maintain balance when 

tripping or stumbling. Vertebrae and ribs are particularly 

prone to "spontaneous" or "atraumatic" fractures: endogen

ous stresses, such as compressive forces of the upper body 

on the lower spine, muscle contractions on both vertebrae 

and ribs, and pulmonary actions on ribs, may account for 

some of these fractures. 

Riggs & Melton (1986) report that one of three Ameri

can women over age 65 will suffer from vertebral fractures, 

and by extreme old age, one of three women and one of six 

men will incur hip fractures. According to Mazess (1990), 

elderly women have a ten times higher vertebral fracture 

rate and a three times higher hip fracture rate than men. 

Ross et al. (1990b) state that black men, black women, and 

white men have approximately half the risk of hip and ver-
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tebral fracture in comparison with white women. Extrapo

lating from studies of white women and men in Rochester, 

Minnesota (Owen et al. 1982), and Malm~, Sweden (Parfitt 

1982a), Colles' (wrist) fracture incidence is seven to ten 

times greater in females than in males. 

Each year in the United States there are approximately 

538,000 vertebral fractures, 227,000 hip fractures, 172,000 

Colles' fractures, and 283,000 fractures of other limb 

sites (Riggs & Melton 1986). Studies that are not popula

tion-based (i.e., studies based instead on, for example, 

clinical referrals) typically report findings in terms of 

person-years (here, to be expressed as number of fractures 

per 10,000 person-years (FX/10KPY); see Chapter 6 for a 

detailed discussion). Most of these studies would appear to 

confirm the relative proportions given above; however, a 

more accurate picture emerges by considering fracture fre

quencies for different age groups. Extrapolating from Mel

ton (1990), the incidence of vertebral fracture in white 

women is about 50/10KPY in the sixth decade, 100/10KPY in 

the seventh decade, 200/10KPY in the eighth decade, and 

300/10KPY in the ninth decade. For hip fractures in these 

age cohorts, the figures are 8/10KPY, 20/10KPY, 80/10KPY, 

and 200/10KPY, respectively. For Colles' fractures, the 

figures are roughly 50 to 60/10KPY throughout the age 

groups. Overall fracture frequency in white women over age 

50 is about 300 to 500/10KPY, extrapolating from data pre-
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sented by G&rdsell et al. (1989). Fewer studies have been 

published on fracture incidence in men. 

Data on vertebral fracture frequency may be suspect: 

these fractures are often asymptomatic and therefore un-

diagnosed. Moreover, a recent study (Kleerekoper 1992) 

documents that deformed vertebrae--often diagnosed as in-

volving fracture--often do not present with fracture. Doc-

umented trends towards increased incidence of vertebral 

fractures in recent decades (e.g., Bengner et al. 1988) may 

in part reflect both increased attention to detecting 

asymptomatic fractures and misdiagnosis of deformed ver-

tebrae as fractured vertebrae. 

Hip fractures are by far the most devastating of the 

common fragility fractures. As mentioned previously, 16% or 

more of the elderly adults with hip fractures will die from 

related complications. Mensforth & Latimer (1989:476) write 

the following about the Hamann-Todd skeletal collection: 

With regard to fracture repair status 98% of verte
bral, 96% of sacral, and 88% of distal radius frac
tures displayed moderate to marked bone healing and 
fracture repair at time of death, indicating that 
these fractures were clinically well tolerated. In 
contrast, only 22% of hip fractures were remodeled at 
time of death, clearly demonstrating that HT indivi
duals had a significantly greater risk of mortality as 
a direct, or indirect, consequence of the injury. 

The high incidence of hip fracture in the U.S. and other 

developed countries is likely a result of both increased 

life expectancy, with normal aging processes rendering this 

site increasingly vulnerable, and the effects of stressors 
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such as alcohol abuse and reduced activity (see, e.g., Mel-

ton et al. 1987). Dunstan et al. (1990) report that many of 

their subjects with hip fractures have a high proportion of 

necrotic femoral head tissue, which suggests pathology and 

not normal aging (see Chapter 5). 

Melton & Cummings (1987:323-324) have the following to 

say about correlations among fracture types: 

Twice as many patients with hip fractures have had a 
prior fracture of the proximal humerus . . . or distal 
forearm ..• and three- to ten-times as many (depend
ing on age) have had a prior vertebral fracture ... 
than would be expected by chance alone. Likewise, 
patients with a Colles' fracture seem to have about 
twice the usual risk for a subsequent hip fracture 
•.. while those with vertebral osteopenia ... may 
have a five-fold increase in hip fracture risk com
pared to those with normal ... vertebrae .... 
Nonetheless, this correlation between different frac
tures is much less than one would expect if all were 
simply manifestations of the same underlying disorder. 
Even though the risk is statistically significantly 
increased, the practical result is that most patients 
with one age-related fracture will not have any other 
specific fracture. Thus, a history of Colles' fracture 
has very limited utility in predicting which indivi
duals will sustain a subsequent hip fracture. 

The authors attribute this relative lack of association be-

tween specific fracture types to the different manifesta-

tions of types I and II osteoporosis, with Colles' frac-

tures more common in the former, hip fractures more common 

in the latter, and vertebral fractures encountered in both 

types of osteoporosis. 
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This paper has, to this point, considered the skeletal 

aging process from a clinical perspective: this view em

phasizes the nature of aging as a pathological process in 

which deterioration of the skeleton increases risk of bone 

fracture. A skeleton is "competent" in the degree to which 

it resists disease and trauma, and thus avoids the need for 

clinical intervention. The aging process reduces skeletal 

competence. A complementary approach to the dynamics of 

skeletal aging is the adaptationist perspective. "Stress" 

and "adaptation" are complementary terms (Goodman et al. 

1988): stress exposes the limitations of adaptations. How

ever, to adapt to a stressor can mean not only reducing or 

eliminating stress, but may lead to benefits for the organ

ism or species. For example, an intestinal parasite that 

initially induces illness may ultimately be harnessed to 

aid in digestion. (Note: the term "adaptation" is used here 

to refer to either genetic or functional adaptations.) 

It is not always possible to completely integrate a 

stress: a stressor that accelerates or retards a biological 

process is successfully integrated to the extent that frank 

pathology (e.g., cell damage or death, immune response, 

etc.) is avoided, but poorly integrated to the extent that 

eventual health problems may be encountered due to the al-
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teration in process rate. 

The immature skeleton has a tremendous capacity for 

integrating stress. The result of, say, chronic but mild 

dietary calcium deficiency in the growing subadult may be 

merely small-for-age body size, with no evidence for bio

mechanical or physiological dysfunction. The system has 

chosen to optimize development rather than fulfill simple 

growth potential. In such a case, the stress has been ef

fectively integrated. In more severe cases, hypomineralized 

but otherwise normal tissue may form, with a concomitant 

increase in risk of deformity or fracture; yet if affected 

tissues are strategically selected (i.e., by targeting tis

sues of least biomechanical importance), the skeleton can 

maintain mechanical integrity better than if no such pri

orization occurred. In extreme cases of insult, pathologi

cal responses are typically evoked, in which tissues are 

truly defective, not just suboptimal but normal. 

In the adult skeleton, the remodeling system would 

appear to function primarily to maintain skeletal equilib

rium via selective removal of necrotic, fatigued, or ex

cessive (in a biomechanical sense) osseous tissue, with 

subsequent replacement by new tissue where appropriate. 

However, this system of tissue renewal is self-limiting in 

that paramedullary envelopes are constrained to experience 

net tissue loss with each remodeling event, Haversian re

modeling is ultimately mechanically inferior to lamellar 
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modeling, and periosteal apposition has a finite capacity 

to compensate for the progressive weakening of other en

velopes. Thus, the remodeling system does not maintain a 

steady state, but is in fact directional. It is likely that 

one of the costs of integrating certain stresses is the 

acceleration or inhibition of one or more of these pro

cesses. 

As the skeleton ages, its capacity for integration is 

reduced: its response capabilities move along the continuum 

from potential for complete integration (the opportunistic 

manipulation of potentially harmful events to one's advan

tage) to cost containment or damage control (making the 

best of a bad situation). The stresses of exercise provide 

an example of the former: high strain levels, and possibly 

fatigue, induce remodeling responses to build stronger 

bone. In the aging slceleton, however, stressors may inflict 

damage at a faster rate than the remodeling system can cope 

with. In such cases, success should be measured in the de

gree to which the remodeling system can appropriately tar

get the most harmful of -the damaged osseous tissue for re

newal, or even just removal (in some skeletal regions, no 

osseous tissue is preferable to fatigued or necrotic bone). 

Damaged osseous tissue is not completely eliminated, but 

its distribution is controlled. 

The measure of a skeleton's integrative capability is 

the degree to which loss-tolerated sites are targeted for 
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obligatory involution, and loss-sensitive sites are pro

tected or reinforced; and the extent to which stresses are 

channeled so as to affect rates of remodeling rather than 

induce frank pathological responses. 

A bone can thus be judged mechanically incompetent by 

clinical standards (it breaks too easily) but integrative1y 

appropriate by adaptive standards (remodeling responses at 

the loss-tolerated and loss-sensitive sites were approp

riate, but the system is taxed beyond its ability to suc

cessfully cope). The converse situation--a mechanically 

competent but poorly organized sJceleton with minimal in

tegrative capacity--is encountered in some metabolic dis

orders, such as Paget's disease, in which fractures and 

deformities are not always experienced (Singer et a1. 1978; 

Singer & Mills 1983). 

The "design" of tubular bones and the overall distri

bution pattern of compacta and spongiosa in the skeleton 

seem to accomodate this perspective. In the course of ver

tebrate evolution, mechanisms no doubt have evolved not so 

much to completely eliminate risk of fracture--energy costs 

would be high, and behavioral options severely restricted-

but to protect critical regions by channeling impact energy 

into less critical regions. In tubular bones, diaphyseal 

fractures are typically more dangerous than fractures 

closer to a joint: the former more often involve extensive 

soft tissue damage due to puncturing and tearing actions of 
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jagged cortical edges, and poorer prospects of realignment 

and stabilization of the broken ends (assuming no medical 

intervention) due to muscle contractions pulling the broken 

ends past each other. If the damage can be restricted to 

one side of a joint in a metaphyseal site, so much the bet

ter (not that such a fracture would not be painful or en

tail complications of its own). Wrist (Colles') fractures 

typically involve the distal metaphyses of the radius 

and/or ulna, and are common in the adolescent phases of 

both sexes and in the perimenopausal phase of women (Mel

ton & Cummings 1987). The ability of the metaphyses of 

these bones to maximally absorb impact energy of a fall may 

help to minimize damage to diaphyses and joint capsules; 

the ability of the person to break the fall with out

stretched hands in the first place will reduce the chance 

of trauma to the more critical hip region. 

It is of interest to note that Colles' fractures, 

which are not particularly debilitating, and vertebral 

crush fractures, which are often asymptomatic, are among 

the most common of the initial fragility fractures incurred 

by the elderly. From a clinical perspective, any fragility 

fracture is undesirable; from an adaptationist perspective, 

the relatively benign Colles' and vertebral fractures are 

perhaps signs of appropriate aging patterns, whereas dia

physeal fragility fractures and precocious hip fractures 

would be signs of pathological aging. 
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Heaney (1989:1186) writes: 

One often hears the skeleton dichotomized into tra
becular and cortical types, but it is doubtful that 
these two categories are themselves any more inter
nally homogenous than is the skeleton as a whole. The 
heterogeneity seems, rather, to be a regional phe
nomenon, and not a bone-type phenomenon. 

The biomechanical roles of various trabecular sites should 

perhaps be re-evaluated from this perspective. For example, 

the os calcis, a critical weight-bearing bone with a high 

proportion of spongiosa, is perhaps constructed to mini-

mize the effects of mechanical stress in the trabeculae, 

possibly by effectively transmitting impact energy into ar-

ticulating bones. Conversely, select metaphyseal regions, 

such as in the distal radius, may be constructed to maxi~ 

mally absorb impact energy, even at the risk of severe 10-

cal damage. It is also possible that spongiosa in certain 

regions contribute less to fracture resistance than cur-

rently believed: Mazess (1990) reports that it is cortical 

involution, not trabecular involution, that probably under-

mines the strength of vertebrae and proximal femora in 

aging women. 

Regardless of the actual biomechanical function(s) of 

spongiosa, the ability of trabecular sites to cope with 

stress diminishes with age, doubtlessly forcing the con-

tiguous compacta to respond to the increased loadings. Al-

though it has been shown that pharmacological intervention 

can increase trabecular mass, continual and indefinite tra-
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becular renewal does not seem to occur in the natural 

state: horizontal struts and plates often disappear com

pletely, leaving the thinning vertical trabeculae to bear 

the additional load (Mosekilde 1988). Moreover, fluoride 

treatment of vertebral spongiosa builas bone of poor 

quality, with no benefits to other skeletal regions, and 

with pathological responses a possible side-effect (Lind

say 1990; Mazess 1990; Riggs et al. 1990), so it has yet 

to be proven that the "stresses" of pharmacological agents 

are appropriately integrated. 

The typical long bone, it would seem, undergoes a 

natural shift in mineral distribution, and therefore 

strength, not only from the inner to the outer envelope 

(via endosteal resorption and periosteal apposition) but 

from the extemities (epiphyses ana metaphyses) towards the 

middle (diaphysis). The purpose of the endosteal:perios

teal shift has been debated at length (see, e.g., the re

view by Lazenby 1990a, and below). The most widely ac

cepted theory is that periosteal apposition provides bio

mechanical compensation for endosteal loss. However, Par

fitt (1984) points out that periosteal apposition begins 

prior to any appreciable endosteal loss. It could be that 

periosteal expansion is, under certain conditions, trig

gered by the need for diaphyseal strengthening or stiffen

ing due to epiphyseal/metaphyseal involution. Although tra

becular renewal would be the ideal option, it is one op-
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tion apparently not available to the aging skeleton. 

Several new terms will be defined here in order to 

further clarify the relationship between normal skeletal 

dynamics and stress integration. As discussed previously, 

the remodeling event, in the Frostian sense, involves 

activation-resorption-formation at a given osseous site, 

with net loss, no net change, and net gain each a possible 

outcome. Clinically speaking, remodeling events at one 

site may be out-of-phase with other sites ("incoherence"). 

As suggested in the above discussion, however, remodeling 

events may be temporally and/or spatially coupled; thus, 

clinical incoherence does not necessarily imply ontogenetic 

incoherence (i.e., skeletal development and aging via a 

series of essentially random remodeling events). 

Local remodeling will refer here to locally coordi

nated remodeling events (e.g., within a single bone or bone 

segment) occurring independently of other such events. Sys

temic remodeling will refer to coordinated remodeling 

events throughout most or all of the skeleton. Four types 

of remodeling responses--two local, two systemic--will be 

defined in terms of the initiating stress. The local os

seous response to localized stress will be referred to as 

the focal remodeling response. Local remodeling of a frac

ture site would be an example. Regionalized remodeling 

response would involve local remodeling induced by a sys

temic stress; for example, dietary calcium deficiency may 
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induce remodeling in a restricted region, such as lumbar 

vertebral trabeculae. Field remodeling response would apply 

to systemic or quasi-systemic remodeling initiated by a 

localized stress. It may be possible, for example, for 

a fracture to induce not only a focal response but to 

directly or indirectly influence remodeling patterns else

where in the skeleton. Diffuse remodeling response refers 

to systemic remodeling induced by systemic stress, such as 

trabecular involution throughout most of the skeleton trig

gered by calcium deficiency. 

In Chapter 2, brief consideration was given to the 

three viable theories concerning the purpose of continuing 

periosteal apposition (CPA). These theories will be ex

amined in terms of their implications for the relative im

portance of local versus systemic regulation of age

related skeletal dynamics. 

The mechanical compensation theory is the most favored 

of the three, perhaps in no small part due to the fact that 

biomechanists have published the most on the subject. In 

this scheme, site-specific mechanical loadings determine 

local strain levels, which in turn inhibit or promote local 

remodeling (i.e., a focal remodeling response). In the ex

treme view, this could mean that CPA responses are case

specific (i.e., with considerable inter-subject vari

ation), and that even within a given skeleton there may be 

little correlation in activity among sites. Walker & Love-
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joy's (1985:76) contention that " ... bone loss with age 

is highly site specific, each bone behaving as an indivi

dual organ .. " would thus apply to CPA and other bio

mechanical phenomena as well. Proponents of the biomechan

ical compensation theory tend to emphasize the importance 

of the skeleton's mechanical role over its physiological 

role, as expressed by Martin & Burr (1984:195): "The skele

ton is primarily a mechanical organ, and skeletal disease 

is usually manifest by a mechanical failure . .. "Clini

cal studies of osteoporosis and fracture risk, which rely 

heavily on densitometric technology, also tend to embrace 

the site-specific perspective since diagnostic power is 

improved by analyzing the site of interest rather than pre

dict its status from evaluation of another site. 

A more moderate view would emphasize the role of field 

remodeling responses. Evidence was cited earlier (from 

Smith et ale 1984) to suggest that increased mechanical 

loadings of lower limbs may induce remodeling responses in 

upper limb bones in novice runners; although endosteal re

sorption was the apparent initial response, it is possible 

that CPA would follow. Similarly, the above-described sce

nario in which metaphyseal involution triggers diaphyseal 

periosteal apposition would be an example of field remodel

ing response, although the "field range" vlould be fairly 

restricted in this case. 

The heterochrony model and the fracture repair/mechan-
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ical response potential model both emphasize a more sys

temic response potential of the CPA process. The hetero

chrony model, in its extreme version, would suggest a pre

dictable and pervasive rate of apposition, with perhaps 

considerable indifference to mechanical loadings and other 

stresses. A moderate interpretation would allow for some 

disruption of this programmed process by mechanical and 

physiological stressors. The moderate view accomodates both 

field and diffuse remodeling responses; the extreme view 

emphasizes systemic remodeling without either type of 

stress-initiated response. Some site heterogeneity could 

exist due to regional adaptations. 

CPA is not the only example of delayed maturation in 

the adult skeleton to be proposed: Todd (1923) and Meindl 

et al. (1985) discuss the "ventral rampart" of the pubic 

symphysis in terms of delayed union (as well as lapsed or 

non-union) of epyphyses and metaphyses; and Krogman (1962) 

evaluates union and lapsed union of the cranial sutures in 

a similar ontogenetic context. In both cases, the greater 

the delay, the greater the probability that the process 

will not be completed. Krogman (1962:85) states that 

" . the closure force or process seems to lose energy, 

to dissipate itself, to halt short of completion." As each 

of these authors notes, there is marked inter-subject vari

ability in the onset and duration of these processes. 

Applying these lessons to heterochronic CPA, one might 
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still expect significant variation in expression despite 

its ostensibly programmed nature. However, one might also 

still hope for baseline patterns to emerge. It is worth 

noting that even if the heterochrony model is the most 

accurate of the models, suggesting that CPA is not directly 

stimulated by immediate biomechanical demands, this does 

not mean that CPA does not have biomechanical consequences. 

In the extreme version of the heterochrony model, the bio

mechanical benefits of CPA would be fortuitous epiphenomena 

for the postmature adult, but perhaps of little consequence 

in the younger adult. 

The fracture repair/mechanical response potential 

model shifts the focus from physiological adaptations to 

genetic adaptations. The skeleton is responding to antici

pated future habitual stresses rather than to actual im

mediate stresses. This model emphasizes the need for site

specific adaptations moreso than the heterochrony model, 

but it still implies that meaningful systemic patterns are 

discernible. Skeletal sites that, at the species level, are 

most typically involved in impact energy absorption or 

transfer from falls, such as the distal radius and the 

proximal femur, may differ predictably from other sites in 

their programmed remodeling patterns. CPA may predictably 

follow involutional changes at such sites as a component of 

programmed change rather than in response to increased 

mechanical loadings. In this model, any of the remodeling 
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responses could be evoked, but in response to anticipated 

stress, not actual stress. 

Three points must be emphasized: (1) Original purpose 

and current utility need not be the same; for example, CPA 

may have originated as a result of heterochronic processes, 

but was co-opted (sensu Gould & Vrba 1982) to serve bio

mechanical needs. (2) All three models, in tempered ver

sions, may apply. (3) Even if the biomechanical compen

sation theory is the most persuasive, to evaluate the skel

eton in strictly mechanical terms is too simplistic. 

Heaney (1989) notes that the human body prioritizes main

tenance of adequate extracellular calcium levels, even at 

the expense of osseous mechanical competence. Moreover, as 

Frost and others (Frost 1987a; Turner 1991) point out, the 

"mechanostat" is controlled by chemical agents that can 

come under physiological, and not just mechanical, control. 

Thus, the opinions of previously quoted biomechanists not

withstanding, mechanical requirements of bone are to an ex

tent subserved to physiological needs. 

In summary, evidence has been presented in this paper 

to support the following propositions: (1) The adult skel

eton undergoes a progressive transformation involving net 

bone loss at the paramedullary envelopes and possible net 

bone gain at the periosteal envelope, the overall result 

being net loss of osseous mass. (2) Even in the absence of 

biomechanical "purpose," any change in mineral distribution 
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or bone quality will have biomechanical ramifications. 

(3) The proximate stimuli for remodeling are probably bio-

mechanically mediated insofar as mechanical strain levels 

act as the "mechanostat"; however, pathophysiological pro-

cesses, pharmacological intervention, and perhaps even nor-

mal aging processes can apparently influence the "setting" 

of the mechanostat. (4) Given this confluence of physio-

logical, pathophysiological, and biomechanical pathways, it 

would be expected that a wide range of stressors will evoke 

the same basic responses, namely either promotion or inhi-

bition of remodeling events or of a select phase (resorp-

tion or formation) of the remodeling event, either locally 

or systemically. The value of using surrogate site measure-

ments as representative of overall bone mineral status de-

pends on which.type of remodeling--Iocal or systemic--is 

most prevalent in the aging adult. 
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One could, for heuristic purposes at least, consider 

the aging process as consisting of two components: one is 

the breakdown of "steady state" processes by accumulated 

wear-and-tear from the combined effects of everyday 

stresses and the occasional pathological insults; the other 

is the acceleration of inherently directional processes 

effected by the attempts of the organism to integrate these 

stresses. A possible example of the former would be the 

time-dependent accumulation of poor quality bone (necrotic 

and/or brittle), perhaps as a result of suboptimal dietary 

practices; a possible example of the latter would be the 

acceleration of the normal deficit remodeling pattern at 

endosteal surfaces, perhaps as a prioritization response in 

which physiological needs for calcium demand mobilization 

of skeletal calcium. It is possible, then, that even in the 

healthiest of seniors, the reduced potential for coping 

with stress will result in negative systemic consequences 

when dealing with stresses that, at younger ages, would 

rarely have systemic consequences. 

This research project involves the retrospective 

analysis of data collected for a group of reasonably active 

and healthy seniors in order to evaluate the general rela

tionship between bone mineral status (as estimated from 
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measurements of a surrogate site, the mid-distal radius) 

and a common stress in the elderly, bone fracture. The pri

mary interest is in the possibility that ostensibly benign 

fractures do in fact have negative systemic consequences 

beyond the short-term problems associated with localized 

healing processes in otherwise healthy seniors. Three pos

sible outcomes of the analysis are (1) weak or no associ

ations between bone mineral variables (BMVs) and fracture 

status, (2) a significant association that suggests primar

ily involutional processes prior to fracture, and (3) a 

significant association that suggests postfracture involu

tion. 

A weak or no association would be expected for several 

reasons: (1) the surrogate site is not representative; 

(2) exogenous factors, such as preferred exercise routine, 

are more important in determining fracture risk in this ac

tive group; and (3) the group is sufficiently homogeneous 

(such as all having either high or low BMVs) that all sub

jects have about equal fracture risk as assessed by BMV 

status. 

Much of the published research favors the second out

come: systemic involution precedes, and is the major con

tributor to, bone fracture. Thus, stress would probably 

have contributed to inferior BMVs in the fracture group in 

the first place, but any stress initiated by the fracture 

itself did not contribute to further systemic deteriora-
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Evidence for postfracture involution--the third out

come--would suggest that these "benign" fractures--while 

not interfering with resumption of more or less normal 

lifestyles--did tax the aging skeleton's ability to in

tegrate stress. One of two constraints must apply if this 

outcome is to be obtained: (1) the remodeling response must 

be sufficiently unique to the postfracture recovery phase; 

or (2) the nonfracture cohort must be relatively free of 

other stressors that would evoke similar remodeling re

sponses. Otherwise, postfracture remodeling responses could 

be in effect, but are not detectable because the control 

subjects are likewise suffering from comparable rates of 

stress-induced involution. 

It is not possible, with the availnble data, to prove 

that "pathological aging," as defined above, is not an im

portant factor in distinguishing between the fracture and 

nonfracture subjects, although it will be assumed that 

these seniors are relatively healthier than their less ac

tive, less affluent counterparts. As such, it is expected 

that the main concern with this sample is bone quantity, 

not quality. The interpretations presented in later chap

ters will emphasize the adaptationist perspective on stress 

integration, but with no intention to deny the possible 

important role of a pathological component. 
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The formal hypotheses to be tested will be presented 

at the end of this chapter. First to be discussed are the 

materials and methods. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

A mixed longitudinal study of bone mineral status, as 

measured by single-photon absorptiometry (SPA), of post

mature white adults was begun in 1982 under the direction 

of Dr. William A. stini, Department of Anthropology, Uni

versity of Arizona, Tucson (see, e.g., Stini et al. 1983). 

Female and male subjects were recruited with the coopera

tion of the Boswell Hospital (Sun City AZ) administration 

for the participation in annual SPA scanning sessions in

volving the measurement of the left mid-distal radius and 

the collection of questionnaire data. Sun City is a predom

inantly affluent white community, with its residents con

sidered relatively healthy and active. Many of our subjects 

were hospital volunteers, which requires considerable walk

ing, and all were sufficiently ambulatory to come indepen

dently to the sessions (despite the hospital setting, we 

did not recruit hospital patients, ambulatory or other

wise). A total of 550 subjects (356 women and 194 men, ex

cluding women under age 50 and men under age 60) partici

pated in sessions conducted between November of 1982 and 
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February of 1990 (see Table 3 for the breakdown by sex and 

age group for number of follow-up sessions; also see Table 

4 for the average number of sessions for those subjects not 

excluded from further analysis). The maximum number of pos

sible participations was eight; 81 subjects participated in 

both the first and last sessions, but not necessarily in 

all eight sessions. 

Subject recruitment was based solely on the person's 

willingness and ability to participate. The issue of sample 

bias will be addressed in the section on hypotheses to be 

tested. In addition to SPA-derived data, questionnaire data 

on diet, health, current medication, physical activity, 

reproductive history (women only), and postmature fracture 

history were collected, although only the data on activity 

and fracture history are included in this study. Body size 

parameters (height, weight, and forearm length) were re

corded, as were age and, for women, age at menopause (see 

Tables 1 and 2 for a list of variables and a list of ab

breviations used in tables, respectively). As is typical of 

longitudinal studies, the equipment used and the questions 

asked have been modified over the years, so the database is 

not completely consistent. Of particular relevance was the 

introduction of an upgraded scanner (the SP2 model) in the 

sixth year, which, despite having several advantages over 

the older SP1 system, is less amenable to analysis of sec

ond moment of area (SMA). In fact, it is hoped that studies 



Table 1. Variables 

AGEl ... age at time of first (baseline) session. 

YSMI ... years since menopause up to first session. 

mHGT ... measured height (cm). 

dHGT ... percent change in height since age 25. 

rWGT ... reported weight (kg). 

dWGT ... percent change in weight since age 25. 

ULNA .•. ulnar (forearm) length (mm). 

BMCI ... baseline bone mineral content (g/cm), as 
measured by SPA. 

dBMC ..• percent annual change in BMC, based on first 
and last measurements. 

WIDI ... baseline medio-lateral width (cm), as 
measured by SPA. 

dWID ... percent annual change in WID, based on first 
and last measurements. 

BMDl. •. baseline bone mineral "density" (BMC/WID; g/cm 2 ). 

dBMD ... percent annual change in BMD, based on first 
and last measurements. 

EGDl ... baseline estimated gross density (g/cm3 ). 

dEGD ... percent annual change in EGD, based on first 
and last measurements. 

SMAl ... second moment of area (cm4); see Appendix A. 

EMAl ... estimated second moment of area (cm4 ); see 
Appendix A. 

dEMA ... percent annual change in EMA, based on first 
and last measurements. 
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Table 2. Abbreviations 

6TH 

7TH 

8TH 

9TH 

DEC ... 6th decade (50-59) age group. 

DEC ... 7th decade (60-69) age group. 

DEC ... 8th decade (70-79) age group. 

DEC .•. 9th decade (80-89) age group. 

RFX ... retrospective fracture (occurring prior 
baseline participation). 

PFX ... prospective fracture (occurring during 
interval between baseline and final 
participations). 

to 

RPY ... retrospective person-years (accumulated 
prior to baseline participation, beginning 
wi th age 50). 

PPY ..• prospective person-years (accumulated 
during the interval between baseline and 
final participations). 

10KPY ... 10,000 person-years; fracture occurrence 
is expressed in number of fractures per 
10KPY, 10KRPY, or 10KPPY, as appropriate. 

NR .•. "no RFX" (retrospective nonfracture group). 

YR ... "yes RFX" (retrospective fracture group). 

NP ... "no PFX" (prospective nonfracture group). 

YP ... "yes PFX" (prospective fracture group). 

WRST ... wrist (Colles' or distal forearm) fracture. 

ULMB ... "upper limb" fracture (shoulder/arm/hand, 
but excluding wrist). 

HDNK ... head/neck (cervical vertebrae) fracture. 

TLVT ... thoracic/lumbar vertebral fracture. 

TRNK ... "trunk" (ribs/sternum/pelvis) fracture. 

PFMR ... proximal femur (hip) fracture. 

LLMB ... "lower limb" fracture (excluding PFMR, FTNK). 

FTNK ... foot/ankle fracture. 

SIG ... statistical significance. 

ns ... not significant. 

n/a ... not appropriate (cell size too small). 
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Table 3. Number of Annual Follow-up Measurements 

A. All Females 50-84 

Baseline 
Age Group _0 __ 1 ___ 2 __ 3 __ 4 ___ 5 __ 6 __ 7_ TOTAL 

6TH DEC 5 4 1 2 2 0 3 4 21 

7TH DEC 47 23 34 12 8 14 7 27 172 

8TH DEC 36 21 25 22 9 8 12 17 150 

9TH DEC 5 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 13 

TOTAL 93 50 61 37 19 23 23 50 356 

B. All Males 60-84 

Baseline 
Age Group .-JL _1 __ 2 __ 3_ ......L _5 __ 6 __ 7_ 'rOTAL 

7TH DEC 19 7 18 3 1 3 4 18 73 

6TH DEC 25 16 25 11 10 9 2 13 111 

9TH DEC 4 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 10 

TOTAL 48 25 44 15 11 13 7 31 194 



Table 4. T-Test Comparisons: Average Number of 
Sessions by Age Groups 

T-test comparisons are with previous age groups only 

Subjects with hip fractures or problematic data are 
not included 

A. Females 

B. Males 

DEC 

6TH 

7TH 

8TH 

9TH 

DEC 

7TH 

8TH 

9TH 

.2L 

21 

168 

146 

12 

.2L 

72 

110 

10 

2L. 

4.1 

3.7 

3.7 

3.7 

2L. 

4.0 

3.5 

2.8 

S.D. SIG 

2.8 

2.5 ns 

2.4 ns 

2.8 ns 

2.8 

2.2 ns 

2.2 ns 
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such as this will encourage SPA programmers to include SMA 

calculation as a standard feature of the SPA system. 

Variables 

Age at baseline (first) participation is used in many 

of the statistical tests reported here; in other tests, it 

was decided to use 10 year age categories (e.g., 50-59, 

60-69, etc.). The use of such categories is primarily for 

statistical convenience, and should not be interpreted to 

mean that a category of, say, 60-69 is biologically more 

meaningful than 62-71 or 65-68. Much of the analysis fo

cuses on cross-sectional data; however, baseline ages are 

used in the longitudinal analysis as well. 

Although modern Areerican women typically experience 

natural menopause in the late 40s or early 50s, induced 

menopause (e.g., by hysterectomy) can occur at much younger 

ages. Natural menopause is not a singular event, but a pro

cess that may last years; for convenience, however, meno

pause is treated here as a singular event. As discussed 

earlier, a reduction in estrogen level is induced at the 

menopause, usually leading to enhanced endosteal resorp

tion. Thus, age at menopause may be more important than the 

somewhat arbitrarily chosen age of 50 in signifying post

maturity in women. On the other hand, at least one promi

nent investigator (Nordin et al. 1990) questions whether or 

not menopause-induced involution is of significant long-
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term consequence when balanced against the more prolonged 

phase of age-related involution. 

In the first two years of the study, we relied on 

subject recall for height determination ("reported 

height"), but it became apparent that subjects were either 

not aware of or unwilling to admit to significant loss in 

stature since young adulthood. In the third year we began 

to measure height and to record subject recall on height 

at age 25 in order to gauge change in height. Height is 

expected to be at least modestly correlated with bone mass. 

The extent of height loss--which is partly due to degener

ation of the spine--may also be associated with skeletal 

involution. 

Unlike the problem encountered with reported height, 

the Sun City subjects were quite accurate in reporting body 

weight. Given that measured weight was not included until 

the fourth year, reported weight, along with reported 

weight at age 25, is used here. The expectation is that 

both weight and weight change would be positively corre

lated with bone mineral status. 

Ulnar length was measured both to determine the mid

distal site on the radius (the radius itself being diffi

cult to measure in vivo) and to provide another parameter 

of body size--in particular, one that does not change ap

preciably (if at all) with age. 

Bone mineral content (BMC, in g/cm) is a measure of 
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mass (see Appendices A and B). As commented earlier (see, 

e.g., Mazess 1982), mass may be more important than density 

in protecting against fracture: simply having large, mass-

ive bones may provide better protection from fracture 

than denser but smaller bones can. 

Bone medio-Iateral width (WID, in cm), a parameter of 

bone size, would be expected to be at least modestly cor

related with fracture resistance since mass and size tend 

to co-vary. An increase in width over time would suggest 

that continuing periosteal apposition is in effect. 

Some researchers (e.g., Cleghorn et al. 1991) favor 

density over mass as a marker of fracture risk. Bone min

eral density (BMD, in g/cm 2 ) is BMC corrected for width 

(BMC/WID). Although not a measure of true density, BMD does 

have advantages over both mass and true density. From a 

practical standpoint, BMD helps correct for repositioning 

measurement error (i.e., determining the exact measurement 

site from session to session) because BMC and WID tend to 

co-vary over the short segment of the radius in which re

positioning error is likely to occur. BMD also corrects 

for differences in body size, thus facilitating comparisons 

of individuals of different weights and heights. The ad

vantage of BMD over measures of density (g/cm3 ) will be 

discussed below. 

True or micro-density of bone mineral is assumed to be 

a constant in SPA studies (see Appendices A and B). The 
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hydroxyapatite crystal does change over time, but its den

sity remains more or less in the range of 2.7 to 3.0 g/cm3 

(Sorenson & Cameron 1967; Robinson 1975). Apparent density 

--the density of the bone cortex inclusive of organic ma

terial and micro-voids--is about 0.9 to 1.1 g/cm3 , based 

on data provided by Martin & Burr (1984; also see Appen

dices A and B). If intracortical involution were a pre

dominant factor in normal aging processes, this density 

would be important; however, studies by Laval-Jeantet et 

ale (1983) and RUegsegger et ale (1991) suggest that intra-

cortical involution throughout adulthood contributes at 

best to about 2% loss of apparent density. The RUegsegger 

group did, however, document modest but real differences 

between their healthy and pathological female sUbjects. A 

study of a prehistoric skeletal sample (Martin & Armelagos 

1985), in which significant dietary stress was likely a 

factor, revealed significant intracortical porosity in the 

younger adult females, but a predominance of endosteal re

sorption in the older females. The issue of intracortical 

porosity will be addressed further in the discussion of 

second moment of area. 

A final type of density is referred to here as gross 

density. This includes medullary space in addition to cor

tical area. As endosteal resorption progresses, this den

sity is reduced; if CPA is involved, this density may still 

be reduced because CPA increases total area. The phantom 
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"loss" of density via mineral redistribution to the perios

teal surface may impair the value of density as a marker of 

fracture risk. Gross density cannot be measured with SPA 

unless measurements are taken along multiple axes of the 

bone cross-section (impossible to do in vivo for a paired 

bone such as the radius). An estimate of gross density 

(EGD) can be calculated for bones that are assumed to be 

either circular or elliptical in cross-section: the antero

posterior width is assumed to be either equal to (for the 

circular model) or slightly less than (for the elliptical 

model) the medio-lateral width, with a correction factor 

included in the equation for the latter (see Appendix A). 

Analysis of 20 prehistoric Amerindian radii (Harrington, 

unpublished data) indicates an AP/ML ratio of about .85 

(with no significant differences between the ten females 

and ten males). 

Second moment of area (SMA, in cm4 ) is a measure of 

mineral distribution throughout the cortical cross-section 

with respect to the axis of measurement (see Appendix A for 

calculation of SMA and for comments on the distinction be

tween SMA and moment of inertia). In ML scans, a high SMA 

for a given BMC and WID indicates mineral is distributed 

relatively closer to the medial and lateral periosteal sur

faces than to the bone center. A low SMA for the same BMC 

and WID would probably indicate significant intracortical 

porosity, since intracortical bone contributes more to SMA 
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than does endosteal bone. In heavily trabecularized bones, 

SMA would be low because trabeculae are loosely distri

buted in the center of the bone cross-section. Although 

SMA is generally associated with bending strength, and not 

compressive/tensile strength or stiffness, and ML orien

tation is not necessarily of greatest importance in terms 

of bending strength of the mid-distal radius, it would be 

misleading to consider the situation in strictly mechani

cal terms. What is important is that human bones are ge

netically and/or physiologically constrained to certain 

patterns of change. Thus, although endosteal formation 

might be adequate, or even desirable, to meet stiffness and 

compression/tension needs, this is simply not an option in 

the natural state: periosteal apposition (which, fortui

tously or otherwise, influences SMA) is the only benefi

cial outcome of postmature remodeling processes documented 

to date. 

Programs written for the SP1 and SP2 systems (LUNAR 

RADIATION CORP.) do not include algorithms for the calcu

lation of SMA. Performing such calculations by hand is 

tedious, so Martin & Burr (1984) suggested a method for 

estimating SMA using a hollow cylinder model (i.e., a 

simple circular cross-section) for bones such as the radial 

diaphysis. A key assumption in the use of estimated SMA 

(EMA) is that intracortical porosity is uniform throughout 

the cortex and constant from subject to subject. This 
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assumption appears to be valid to the extent that endos

teal, and not intracortical, resorption is predominant in 

most aging populations and that younger adults in the u.s. 

are free of the stressors that induce intracortical resorp

tion. As such, EMA is an estimate of optimal SMA: if EMA 

overestimates actual SMA, then bone mineral is not properly 

distributed, indicating that systemic remodeling processes 

are not appropriately targeting loss-tolerated sites at the 

paramedullary envelopes for obligatory removal. 

The relationships among various combinations of BMVs 

are shown in Illustrations 1, 2, and 3. Illustration 1 de

picts BMD as a linear function of BMC and WID. Note that a 

bone that maintains BMD as BMC and WID increase will de

crease in EGD, as seen in the comparison of Illustrations 

1 and 2. For example, a bone with BMC=.91, WID=I.30, and 

BMD=.70 has an EGD;.65i a bone with BMC=I.05, WID=I.50, and 

BMD=.70 has an EGD;.60. This is, of course, due to BMD 

being a linear function of width, not area. If large bones 

need to be as dense as small bones, then BMD would be 

size-dependent (and greater in the larger bones) and EGD 

would be size-independent. If, on the other hand, large 

bones need relatively less mineral due to their superior 

bending strength (see below) or to the disadvantages of 

unduly heavy bones, then lower EGDs would characterize the 

larger bones, and BMD may fortuitously be more or less 

size-independent. 
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Illustration 1. EMD as a Function of EMC and WID 
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Illustration 2. EGD as a Function of BMC and WID 

Down: BMC Across: WID 
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Illustration 3. EMA as a Function of BMC, WID, and EGD 

Down: BMC Across: WID Limit: EGD = 1.0 g/cm3 
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Illustration 4. CPA Compensation to Maintain EMA 

Down: BMC (arbitrary units) Across: WID (arbitrary units) 
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Illustration 3 shows EMA as a function of BMC and WID 

(with an EGD limit set here at 1.0 g/cm3 , meaning that med

ullary space would be completely filled with bone at this 

density). Of particular importance is the effect on EMA by 

removal of endosteal BMC (decrease on y-axis, no change on 

x-axis) and by redistribution of endosteal BMC to the peri

osteal surface (no change on y-axis, increase along x

axis). As depicted in Illustration 4, the effects depend on 

initial BMC and WID (and therefore EGD): the higher the 

initial EGD, the less periosteal compensation needed to re

turn EMA to its original value subsequent to endosteal BMC 

removal. Thus, CPA is probably a cost-effective remodeling 

response only within limited ranges (where the EMA slopes 

are relatively steep): a bone with an EGD below about .3 

would probably benefit more from endosteal formation. 

Fracture History 

Subjects were asked to record any fractures incurred 

since age 50, site of fracture in their own words (e.g., 

hip, collarbone, etc.), and cause of fracture (e.g., fall, 

stepping off curb, bicycle accident, etc.). There are some 

inconsistencies in the fracture history data, as would be 

expected when relying on subject recall. Some subjects were 

less specific than others in describing site and circum

stance of fracture; others indicated "yes" to fracture in 

one session, but "no" in the next; and age at fracture was 
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reported with slight inconsistencies from session to ses

sion for a few sUbjects. The issue of specific fracture 

site is not of great concern here given the focus on sys

temic remodeling processes and not on localized healing 

processes. The data on fracture type were used to distin

guish between hip and non-hip fracture subjects (and, given 

the nature of hip fractures, it would be expected that the 

subjects have accurate knowledge of whether or not they 

suffered hip fractures) and to gain a general impression of 

the relative frequencies of the different types of frac

tures (wrist and vertebral fractures being expected to be 

the most commonly reported). 

It seems unlikely that subjects would be highly moti

vated to report fractures when none in fact occurred (false 

positive response); however, errors of omission (false neg

ative response) probably did occur, either out of forget

fulness or desire to expedite questionnaire completion. It 

is also likely that such errors in underreporting are ran

dom with respect to the cohort structure used in the sta

tistical analyses. Vertebral fractures may be underreported 

given that such fractures are often asymptomatic and there

fore undiagnosed. Hip fractures would certainly be expected 

to be severely underrepresented in this sample. 

Given the emphasis in this study on the analysis of 

general trends, and not, say, on the precise relationship 

between rate of bone loss and time since fracture, it was 
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deemed acceptable if inconsistencies in reported age at 

fracture did not overlap two age categories. For example, 

a subject might report fracture at age 54 in one session, 

but the same fracture at age 52 in the next session; both 

ages, however, fall in the 6th decade category. Only three 

subjects (one female, two males) were excluded from some of 

the analyses due to gross omissions or intractable discrep

ancies in the fracture history data. 

Early age fracture histories were not included for two 

reasons: (1) assuming that, on the whole, this group of 

seniors has not suffered from conditions that would predis

pose them to skeletal fragility at young ages, bone frac

tures in youth would be most highly correlated with extrin

sic factors, such as participation in high-risk activities; 

and (2) youthful vigor would facilitate prompt recovery 

from the effects of fracture. 

Fractures that occurred prior to baseline partici

pation are designated as retrospective fractures; those 

fractures incurred between baseline and final participa

tions are referred to as prospective fractures. This dis

tinction is critical because retrospective fracture data 

cannot be used to determine whether changes in bone mineral 

status preceded fracture or were initiated subsequent to 

fracture. The average baseline age of the entire sample is 

about 70 years, so the number of retrospective fracture 

"opportunities" (years between age 50 and baseline age) is 
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substantial. The number of accumulated prospective years is 

considerably less due to the relatively short duration of 

the project to date (seven follow-up years) and subject 

attrition (average of less than four sessions per subject). 

Given the variation in baseline ages and number of 

follow-up participations, the likelihood of a fracture is 

highly correlated with the total number of retrospective 

and prospective years. For example, a 55-year-old subject 

with one follow-up session is less likely to have suffered 

a postmature fracture than a 68-year-old subject with seven 

follow-up sessions. For this reason, findings are often re

ported in person-years (see, e.g., Hui et al. 1988; Ross et 

al. 1990a). Thus, the 55-year-old subject with one follow

up session contributes six years to the retrospective 6th 

decade age group and one year to the prospective 6th decade 

age group. The 68-year-old subject with seven follow-up 

sessions contributes ten years to the retrospective 6th 

decade age group, nine years to the retrospective 7th dec

ade age group, one year to the prospective 7th decade age 

group, and six years to the prospective 8th decade age 

group. Using data presented in Table 22 as an additional 

example, female subjects accumulated 3514 retrospective 

person-years (RPY) and 52 fractures for the 6th decade. Ex

pressed in terms of fractures per 10,000 person-years 

(FX/10KRPY), the fracture rate for this category is 

148/10KRPY. 
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Fractures of incompetent bones are generally referred 

to as fragility fractures. Any bone that breaks from low

energy impact ("fall from a standing height or less") is 

likely to have been a fragile bone. Many studies exclude 

from consideration fractures of nonfragile bones (as deter

mined by clinical evaluation) and fractures sustained in 

high-energy impacts, such as automobile accidents. It was 

decided not to use these categories in this study for sev

eral reasons: (1) virtually all postmature white adults 

(particularly women) have suffered noticeable loss of skel

etal competence; (2) systemic involution during the frac

ture recovery phase, if it occurs, may proceed regardless 

of the skeleton's prior fragility status or circumstances 

of fracture; (3) the circumstances of many of the fractures 

in this sample are perhaps best described as medium-energy 

impacts, such as falls while playing tennis or from a slow

moving bicycle; and (4) preliminary analysis indicated that 

in this sample the few subjects with unequivocal high

energy impact fractures did not differ significantly from 

the low-energy impact fracture group in BMV status. All 

fracture subjects were therefore grouped together for 

further analysis. 

Exercise 

Subjects were asked to record the type and duration 

of exercise in which they routinely participated; however, 
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only information on exercise status (yes or no to partici

pation in routine exercise) is included in this analysis. 

These data were included solely to provide additional evi

dence to support the claim that this is a reasonably active 

group of seniors. 

single-Photon Absorptiometry 

Single-photon absorptiometry (SPA) is a well estab

lished technique for measuring peripheral cortical bone 

mass (Cameron & Sorenson 1963; Sorenson & Cameron 1967; 

Cameron et al. 1968; Johnston et al. 1968; Mazess & Cameron 

1972; smith et al. 1972; Mazess & Cameron 1974). SPA is 

superior to other methods for measuring peripheral com

pacta with the exception of the recently developed dual

energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA; Mazess et al. 1989; 

weinstein et al. 1991; Fogelman & Ryan 1992). Studies that 

employ multiple techniques (such as SPA, DPA, and DEXA) 

generally report good intercorrelations (Nilas et al. 1985; 

Cohn et al. 1986; ott et al. 1987; Oyster & smith 1988; 

Weinstein et al. 1991). Horsman et al. (1983a) report on 

the usefulness of estimating total body calcium from SPA 

measurements. Techniques such as DPA, however, are superior 

to SPA in the measurement of spongiosa (Mazess et al. 1987; 

Mautalen et al. 1990); and, despite overall good correla

tions among various cortical sites, regional variation can

not be overlooked (e.g., von Wowern 1988; von Wowern et al. 
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1988). Regional variation also exists among trabecular 

sites (e.g., Wright et a1. 1990), so it is not to be ex

pected that anyone site would be perfectly correlated with 

most other sites. 

SPA studies of appendicular bone have proven valuable 

in predicting bone fracture (Hui et a1. 1982; Awbrey et a1. 

1984; Grubb et al. 1984; Hui et a1. 1988, 1989; Cummings et 

a1. 1990; Cleghorn et a1. 1991; G~rdsel1 et a1. 1989, 

1991). In fact, G~rdse11 et al. (1991) claim that periph

eral cortical measurements are superior to trabecular mea

surements in predicting fractures in women up to age 70. 

One of the disadvantages to all of the absorptiometric 

techniques is the use of radioactive isotopes (although 

radiation exposure is extremely low). Techniques using 

ultrasonic principles are currently being tested as alter

natives to these other methods (Heaney et ale 1989; McKel

vie et a1. 1989; Porter et a1. 1990; Fogelman & Ryan 1992). 

The SPA models used in this research project were the 

SP1 and SP2 versions supplied by LUNAR RADIATION CORPOR

ATION. The computational algorithms for BMC and WID are 

presented in Appendix B. The scanning procedure involves 

interposing the left forearm between a highly collimated 

iodine-125 beam source and a scintillation detector, with 

an even thickness of "soft tissue equivalent" (typically 

a gel-like substance) wrapped around the forearm. Four 

transverse scans are initiated sequentially across the se-
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lected site, and the BMC and WID averages of the four scans 

are derived. According to Mazess & Cameron (1972), four 

scans with photon counts per second of under 10,000 and 

above 1000 are needed to keep the coefficient of variation 

(%CV, a measure of precision) at about 1.5%. Accuracy is 

maintained via calibration using a "phantom" or known stan

dard, typically a block with three bone equivalents of 

known BMC and WID. Examples of the "absorption curves" gen

erated by a scan are given in Illustrations 5, 6, and 7. 

SPA Accuracy 

SPA is, in general, highly accurate, although differ

ent systems may yield slightly different results (e.g., 

Rustgi et al. 1980). Recent reports have also recommended 

the use of correction factors when measuring obese subjects 

(Hassager et al. 1989; Need et al. 1989), a problem not en

countered with this sample. Kimmel (1984) reports the "re

liability" of SPA at 1 to 4%. 

The known standards were scanned at the beginning of 

each session. Average standard values were then used to 

calibrate all of the scans from that session. Table 5 pro

vides data for each of the sessions using SP1, and the SP2 

data are listed in Table 6. 

SPA Precision 

Although scans of standards yield %CVs of about 1.5% 



Illustration 5. Cortical Mass and Area under Curve 

Bone mineral content of the cortical cross-section 
(top) is proportional to the area under the inverted 
absorption curve (bottom). 
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Illustration 6. Absorption Curve for Female Age 64 

BMC=.94 g/cm WID=1.44 cm Graph is in arbitrary units 

xxx=soft tissue baseline .=photon count 
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Illustration 7. Absorption Curve for Female Age 69 

BMC=.33 g/cm WID=1.13 cm Graph is in arbitrary units 

xxx=soft tissue baseline .=photon count 
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Table 5. SPI Known Standard Calibration Values 

1st Row: Mean of arbitrary units 2nd Row: %CV 

Actual values given above each standard 

N = Number of sessions 

SMALL STD MEDIUM STD LARGE 
.398g .96cm .731g 1.35cm 1.277g 

YEAR li. BMC WID BMC WID BMC 

1982 10 17.6 19.5 32.3 27.0 57.9 
.5 .8 .5 .6 .4 

1983 11 17.5 19.3 32.3 27.0 58.0 
1.6 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.2 

1984 10 17.8 19.1 32.5 26.7 57.7 
1.2 1.2 .9 1.3 .6 

1985 11 17.8 19.3 32.8 26.8 57.6 
1.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 .6 

1986 7 18.0 19.4 32.7 26.9 57.8 
2.1 2.2 1.3 1.0 .8 

TOTAL 49 17.7 19.3 32.5 26.9 57.8 
1.7 1.5 1.2 1.2 .8 
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STD 
1.59cm 

WID 

31.8 
.3 

31.8 
1.0 

31.3 
.8 

31.3 
.8 

31.4 
.8 

31.5 
1.1 
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Table 6. SP2 Known Standard Calibration Values 

1st Row: Mean of arbitrary units 2nd Row: %CV 

Actual values given above each standard 

N = Number of sessions 

SMALL STD MEDIUM STD LARGE 
.391g .91cm .766g 1.31cm 1.207g 

YEAR Ji. BMC WID BMC WID BMC 

1987 8 17.5 18.5 34.3 26.3 55.2 
1.3 1.7 1.3 1.4 1.1 

1988 7 17.7 18.2 34.8 26.3 56.2 
.8 1.5 .5 .3 .4 

1989 7 17.8 18.3 34.7 26.2 55.9 
2.0 .8 1.7 1.2 1.2 

TOTAL 22 17.6 18.3 34.6 26.3 55.7 
1.5 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.2 
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STD 
1.46cm 

WID 

29.9 
1.1 

29.6 
.3 

29.5 
.8 

29.7 
1.0 



Table 7. SP1 and SP2 Precision Analysis 

Sample: 4 female and 4 male subjects chosen 
at random from each year. 

SP1 N = 40 SP2 N = 24 
%CV based on 4 scans per subject per session. 

SIG SIG 
MEAN cf. cf. 

A. SP1 %CV S.D. BMC WID 

BMC 1. 70 .94 

WID 1. 60 .80 ns 

BMD 1.44 .80 .05 ns 

SP2 

BMC 2.20 .71 

WID 1.42 .98 .01 

BMD 2.24 1. 32 ns .01 

MEAN 
B. %CV S.D. SIG 

SP1 BMC 1. 70 .94 

SP2 BMC 2.20 .71 .05 

SP1 WID 1.60 .80 

SP2 WID 1.42 .98 ns 

SP1 BMD 1.44 .80 

SP2 BMD 2.24 1. 32 .05 
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(Tables 5 and 6), the precision of subject scans would 

likely be worse due to slight arm movements during the pro

cedure. Precision data from 64 subjects selected at random 

are given in Table 7. The %CVs of the four scans for each 

subject were averaged to determine the precision levels for 

BMC, WID, and BMD. Overall, the precision level is close to 

2%. 

Statistics 

All data were analyzed using either the SPSS or BMDP 

program available on the RVAX computer system at the Uni

versity of Arizona, Tucson (see List of References for the 

SPSS and BMDP manual versions). Linear regression, Pearson 

correlation coefficient analysis, chi-square analysis, stu

dent's t-tests, and proportional hazards regression analy

sis were performed where appropriate. Regression and corre

lation analysis statistical significance is reported at the 

ns (not significant), .05, and .01 levels; chi-square re

sults are deemed significant for alpha=.05 (2-tailed, 1 

d.f.); t-test significance is reported at the ns, .05, and 

.01 levels (2-tailed, separate variance); and 95% confi

dence intervals are used to denote significance for the 

proportional hazards analysis results (see the next chapter 

and Appendix C for discussions of the proportional hazards 

model). 
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Hypotheses 

Two preliminary hypotheses (Hypotheses 1 and 2) and 

three main hypotheses (Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5) are tested 

in this study. Female and male cohorts are treated sepa

rately in most of the analyses. 

Hypothesis 1 concerns the relationship between EMA and 

SMA: the expectation is that EMA is a sufficiently precise 

and accurate estimator of SMA to warrant its inclusion as 

a surrogate for SMA. This should hold true for diaphyses 

with approximately circular cross-sections and reasonably 

constant and uniform mineral distribution throughout the 

cortices. Deviations from expectations would not necessar

ily diminish the value of EMAi rather, EMA would be used in 

conjunction with SMA to evaluate possible intergroup dif

ferences in intracortical porosity, given that cortical 

(apparent) density variability is the most likely contrib

utor to EMA:SMA differences for the mid-distal radius. 

The issue of sample homogeneity is addressed in Hy

pothesis 2. The expectation is that this sample is accu

rately described as reasonably healthy and active, regard

less of postmature fracture history. The crude measures of 

this "robusticity" include (1) evidence for significant 

but not severe osteopenia, (2) the fact that the subjects 

were able to freely participate in the first place, (3) ev

idence for repeated participation in the study, and (4) ev-
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idence that most or all of the subjects participate regu

larly in some form of exercise. Evidence that subjects with 

postmature benign fractures were less likely to return for 

follow-up sessions or less likely to exercise would not in

validate the analysis, but would confound interpretations, 

as will be discussed. Given the bias of this sample to

wards robust seniors with benign fractures only, conclu

sions of this study are perhaps best restricted to similar 

groups. 

The correlation between baseline BMVs and retrospec

tive postmature benign fracture status is examined in Hy

pothesis 3. The expectation is that subjects with fractures 

will have lower BMVs than subjects without fractures; more

over, subjects with multiple fractures should have lower 

BMVs than those subjects with just one fracture each. The 

primary test of this hypothesis involves the calculation of 

odds ratios (DRs), in which a high OR indicates a strong 

correlation between the particular BMV and fracture status. 

One aspect of the homogeneity issue is addressed in this 

phase of the analysis: given the ostensibly robust nature 

of this group of seniors, hip ("debilitating") fractures 

should be severely underrepresented. A large number of sub

jects with hip fractures would warrant their inclusion in 

the study as a separate cohort; otherwise, hip fracture 

subjects will be excluded from most analyses. The issue of 

fracture history validity is also addressed: weak or con-
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trary correlations between BMVs and fracture status would 

raise questions regarding the reliability of subjects' re

calIon this matter. 

Hypothesis 4 states that BMVs are as powerful in the 

prediction of prospective benign fractures as they are in 

the "prediction" of past postmature benign fractures. This 

would be supported if (1) the retrospective and prospective 

ORs for each of the BMVs are similar in magnitude, and 

(2) controlling for retrospective fracture status does not 

diminish the predictive power of the BMVs. If prospective 

ORs are smaller than retrospective ORs, then systemic in

volution subsequent to fracture would be the likely expla

nation. If the retrospective and prospective ORs are simi

lar, but controlling for retrospective fracture status di

minishes the prospective ORs, then BMVs would be of less 

use in predicting first fracture, but BMV status and past 

postmature fracture history together may be useful in pre

dicting additional fractures. 

The contention of Hypothesis 5 is that rates of BMV 

change during the interval between first and last sessions 

are no different between the prospective fracture group and 

the prospective nonfracture group. Data supporting this hy

pothesis would constitute direct evidence that postfracture 

systemic involution is not a significant factor in this 

sample. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS 

Estimation of SMA 

The formulae used in the calculations of second moment 

of area (SMA) and estimated second moment of area (EMA) are 

provided in Appendix A. Note that the unit of measure is 

expressed to the fourth power (cm4 ). Thus, SMA and EMA cal-

culations are highly sensitive to very small errors in 

either BMC or WIn measurements insofar as such errors would 

likewise be factored four times. 

The regression analyses provided in Tables 8 and 9 in

dicate that EMA is a precise predictor of SMA (r;.99 for 

the combined sample). The results of the t-test given in 

Table IDA suggest that EMA also accurately predicts SMA for 

the male sample, but overestimates SMA for the female 

sample; however, these results need clarification. The EMA 

formula suggested by Martin & Burr (1984; see Appendix A) 

was modified slightly to improve the fit. Given the sim-

plicity of the EMA model, the need for a correction factor 

in the EMA equation is not surprising; however, the magni-

tude of the correction factor may be population-specific or 

SPA system-specific. It was also decided to use a single 

equation for both sexes rather than separate equations for 

each sex given that the evaluation of EMA as a predictor of 



Table 8. Linear Regression Analysis 

standardized Scatterplot: Down = SMA Across = EMA 

. (n=l) .(n=3 to 10) 

Combined Female 

and Male Samples 

(n=104) 

SMA=(.997)(EMA)-.001 

r = .988 2 r = .975 
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Table 9. Linear Regression Analysis 

standardized Scatterplots: Down = SMA Across = EMA 

. (n=l) 

Female Sample (n=52) 

SMA=(.867)(EMA)+.006 

r = .974 2 r = .948 

Male Sample (n=52) 

SMA=(.942)(EMA)+.Oll 

r = .966 r2= .932 

.(n=3 or 4) 
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fracture status is focused on within-sex differences in 

this study. The relative overestimation of SMA by EMA in 

the female sample suggests lesser cortical density relative 

to the male sample, but not necessarily relative to "opti

mal" density, a relationship that cannot be assessed with 

these methods. The good fit of the male data is the for

tuitous result of the somewhat arbitrary choice of correc

tion factors rounded to one decimal place rather than two 

(.8 for the AP width correction factor and 1.1 for the ap

parent density value; see Appendix A, Equation 6b). 

Table lOB includes within-sex comparisons that support 

the contention that EMA is as accurate in estimating frac

ture cohort SMA as it is in estimating nonfracture cohort 

SMA (again, the emphasis being on relative accuracy, not 

absolute accuracy). Had the trends in percent difference 

EMA:SMA achieved statistical significance, the interpreta

tion would be that the nonfracture women have more porous 

cortical bone relative to the fracture women, but the non

fracture men have greater cortical density relative to the 

fracture men. 

EMA thus appears to be a reliable surrogate for SMA 

in this sample, and will be used as such in further tests. 

Had the calculation of SMA not proven so tedious, it also 

would have been included in all analyses. 



Table 10. T-Test Comparisons of EMA:SMA 

Female n=52 (37 nonfracture, 15 fracture subjects) 

Male n=52 (42 nonfracture, 10 fracture subjects) 

A. All Subjects 

B. 

EMA 

SMA 

By Fracture 

BMC1 NR 
YR 

WID1 NR 

YR 

EMA1 NR 

YR 

SMA1 NR 

YR 

%DIFF NR 

EMA:SMA YR 

FEMALES 
M S.D. SIG 

.0759 .028 

.0721 .025 .01 

Status 

FEMALES 
M S.D. SIG 

.696 .095 

.621 .159 ns 

1. 318 .150 

1. 254 .140 ns 

.0799 .026 

.0661 .029 ns 

.0756 .023 

.0635 .026 ns 

+4.8% 9.4 

+3.2% 13.0 ns 

MALES 
M S.D. SIG 

.1842 .052 

.1846 .051 ns 

MALES 
M S.D. SIG 

1.154 .152 

1.106 .158 ns 

1.602 .136 

1.600 .122 ns 

.1852 .054 

.1798 .049 ns 

.1858 .052 

.1793 .048 ns 

-0.4% 7.5 

+0.3% 5.5 ns 
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Sample Homogeneity 

Most of the subjects in this study were in their 60s 

or 70s at baseline participation. Women younger than age 50 

and men younger than age 60 were not included in this study 

because it would be expected that only minimal systemic 

cortical involution would have occurred in such subjects. 

Subjects over age 80 are underrepresented in part due to 

the demographics of the population and perhaps in part due 

to reduced vigor at such an advanced age dissuading poten

tial subjects from malcing the effort to participate. For 

those subjects who did make the initial effort, however, 

the older ones were just as likely to return for repeat 

measurements as the younger subjects (Table 2). The average 

number of participations for all subjects is about four 

(out of eight possible). Subjects with retrospective frac

tures were just as likely to return for follow-up sessions 

as the nonfracture subjects (Table 11). 

Subjects were equally likely to participate in some 

form of exercise regardless of age or sex (Table 12). About 

88% of the subjects indicated that they did exercise regu

larly. Similar results were obtained for the fracture and 

nonfracture group comparison (Table 13), with close to 90% 

of each group reporting participation in regular exercise. 

Average bone mineral values for the Sun City sample 

and for a sample of younger adults from Tucson, Arizona, 



Table 11. T-Test Comparison: Retrospective Fracture 
status by Number of Annual Participations 

NUMBER 
OF 

SESSIONS 
2L 2L S.D. SIG 

A. Female Subjects NR 251 3.7 2.5 

YR 96 3.9 2.5 ns 

B. Male Subjects NR 159 3.6 2.5 

YR 33 3.9 2.6 ns 
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Table 12. Crosstabulation: Age Groups by Exercise status 

A. Female Subjects 7TH DEC 

8TH DEC 

TOTAL 

B. Male Subjects 7TH DEC 

8TH DEC 

TOTAL 

NO YES 
EXERCISE EXERCISE TOTAL %YES 

14 

19 

33 

8 

14 

22 

159 

127 

281 

64 

96 

160 

168 

146 

314 

72 

110 

182 

92% 

87% 

88% 

89% 

87% 

88% 



Table 13: Crosstabulation: Retrospective Fracture 
status by Exercise status 

NO YES 
EXERCISE EXERCISE TOTAL 

A. All Females NR 27 224 251 

YR 7 89 96 

TOTAL 34 313 347 

B. Females 7TH DEC NR 12 116 128 

YR 2 38 40 

TOTAL 14 154 168 

C. Females 8TH DEC NR 14 84 98 

YR 5 43 48 

TOTAL 19 127 146 

D. All Males NR 21 138 159 

YR 3 30 33 

TOTAL 24 168 192 
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%YES 

89% 

93% 

90% 

91% 

95% 

92% 

86% 

90% 

87% 

87% 

91% 

88% 
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are listed in Table 14. Examination of either the BMC or 

BMD columns reveals the expected trends: (1) women have 

lower values than men for each age group comparison; and 

(2) age at onset of loss and rate of loss are apparently 

greater in the women than in the men. Note that between 

young adulthood and about the 8th decade, BMD decrease is 

about 24% in women, but only about 9% in men. 

Considering now just the Sun City sample, the negative 

correlation between age and most of the BMVs (WID the not

able exception) is still apparent in the female cohort 

(Tables 15 and 17) but not the male cohort (Tables 16 and 

19). However, analysis of longitudinal data (Tables 18 and 

20) reveals that increases in WID could be at least par

tially compensating for continued loss of mass and density 

in both sexes. 

Loss of stature since young adulthood is about 2% to 

3% for both the women and the men, while weight gain is, on 

average, over 10% in both sexes (Tables 17 and 19). Note 

that the 6th decade women tend to be taller, heavier, and 

have longer forearms but narrower bone widths than their 

older counterparts: this could reflect a secular trend to

wards larger body size, preferential survival of smaller 

women at older ages, or simply sampling error, although the 

relationship between forearm length and bone width will be 

discussed later in the context of possible continuing peri

osteal apposition. The male cohort is not characterized by 
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Table 14. Average Values for Mid-Distal Radius BMVs 

*Tucson subjects not included in further analyses 

A. Females 

BMC WID BMD 
AGEGROUP 2L. _M_ S.D. _M_ S.D. _M_ S.D. 

3RD DEC* 42 .89 .13 1. 27 .15 .70 .05 

4TH DEC* 21 .86 .11 1. 24 .13 .69 .03 

5TH DEC* 42 .84 .09 1. 22 .10 .69 .06 

6TH DEC 21 .81 .17 1. 23 .13 .65 .10 

7TH DEC 168 .70 .13 1. 25 .12 .56 .09 

8TH DEC 146 .67 .12 1. 25 .13 .53 .08 

9TH DEC 12 .60 .13 1. 21 .14 .50 .09 

B. Males 

BMC WID BMD 
AGEGROUP 2L. _M_ S.D. _M_ S.D. _M_ S.D. 

3RD DEC* 22 1. 22 .13 1. 51 .10 .81 .06 

4TH DEC* 15 1.16 . 11 1.49 .11 .77 .03 

5TH DEC 

6TH DEC 

7TH DEC 72 1.11 .16 1. 54 .16 .72 .08 

8TH DEC 110 1.13 .16 1. 53 .14 .74 .08 

9TH DEC 10 .99 .19 1.48 .13 .67 .11 



Table 15. Pearson Correlation Coefficients: Females 

Top Row: Correlation coefficients 
Bottom Row: Partial correlation coefficients 

controlling for age. 

, P LE .05 " P LE .01 

YSM1 mHGT rWGT ULNA BMC1 WID1 BMD1 

AGEl .63" -.30" -.22" -.16" -.31" -.01 -.35" 

YSM1 -.16' -.13' -.08 -.23" .02 -.28" 
.02 -.08 -.13 -.16' - .12 -.10 

mHGT .44" .63" .41" .25" .32" 
.41" .61" . 31" .26" .20" 

rWGT .29" .44" .16" .42" 
.36" .38" .18 " .33" 

ULNA .26" .16" .21" 
.24" .16" . 18" 

BMC1 .50" .84" 
.51" .82" 

WID1 -.04 
-.06 

BMDI 

EGD1 

-.28" 

-.23" 
-.01 

.14" 

.00 

.28" 

.17" 

.10 

.04 

.44" 

.37" 

-.54" 
-.59" 

.85" 

.83" 

EGD1 
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EMA1 

-.10 

-.03 
-.14' 

.31" 

.28" 

.25" 

.24" 

.19" 

.18" 

.71" 

.72" 

.95" 

.95" 

.24" 

.21" 

-.29" 
-.35" 
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Table 16. Pearson Correlation Coefficients: Males 

, P LE .05 " P LE .01 

mHGT rWGT ULNA BMC1 WID1 BMD1 EGD1 EMA1 

AGEl -.07 -.19' -.03 .00 .03 -.04 -.06 .03 

mHGT .50" .63" .25" .22' • 12 -.04 .25" 

rWGT .44" .21 " .38" -.04 -.25" .37" 

ULNA .32" .35" . 11 -.15' .35" 

BMC1 .60" .76" .19" .72" 

WID1 -.06 -.67" .97" 

BMD1 .85" .24" 

EGD1 -.29" 
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Table 17. T-Test Comparisons: Female 10 Year Age Groups 

T-test comparisons are with previous age groups only 

DEC .L. M S.D. SIG 

AGEl 6TH 21 56.9 2.5 
7TH 168 65.2 2.6 .01 
8TH 146 73.5 2.6 .01 
9TH 12 81.8 1.3 .01 

YSM1 6TH 21 10.7 7.1 
7TH 140 19.0 7.0 .01 
8TH 127 25.3 6.7 .01 
9TH 10 35.6 3.6 .01 

mHGT 6TH 15 161.8 5.2 
7TH 109 160.0 5.7 ns 
8TH 94 158.1 5.9 .05 
9TH 7 151.6 6.9 .05 

dHGT 6TH 13 -1.5 1.3 
7TH 70 -2.1 1.3 ns 
8TH 65 -3.0 1.6 .01 
9TH 4 -2.8 1.2 n/a 

rWGT 6TH 15 68.0 11.4 
7TH 147 62.3 10.0 ns 
8TH 119 60.4 8.7 ns 
9TH 10 56.9 12.3 ns 

dWGT 6TH 12 +18.0 17.0 
7TH 75 +10.6 18.2 ns 
8TH 70 +10.2 14.8 ns 
9TH 5 +7.6 11.0 ns 

ULNA 6TH 21 255.6 9.3 
7TH 163 250.3 12.1 .05 
8TH 134 249.4 13.7 ns 
9TH 11 248.7 12.2 ns 
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Table 17 continued 

DEC --1L M S.D. SIG 

BMC1 6TH 21 .807 .169 
7TH 168 .702 .133 .05 
8TH 146 .665 .117 .01 
9TH 12 .603 .127 ns 

WID1 6TH 21 1. 229 .127 
7TH 168 1.252 .129 ns 
8TH 146 1.252 .129 ns 
9TH 12 1. 213 .143 ns 

BMD1 6TH 21 .654 .105 
7TH 168 .561 .091 .01 
8TH 146 .532 .081 .01 
9TH 12 .498 .094 ns 

EGD1 6TH 21 .774 .135 
7TH 168 .654 .125 .01 
8TH 146 .622 .119 .05 
9TH 12 .602 .134 ns 

EMA1 6TH 21 .0706 .029 
7TH 168 .0693 .025 ns 
8TH 146 .0674 .024 ns 
9TH 12 .0586 .025 ns 



Table 18. T-Test Comparisons: Repeat Female 10 Year 
Age Groups for BMV Changes 

T-test comparisons are with previous age groups only 

DEC -1L M S.D. SIG 

dBMC 6TH 16 +.3 2.2 
7TH 124 -.3 3.1 ns 
8TH 114 -.9 3.0 ns 
9TH 8 -.7 2.3 ns 

dWID 6TH 16 +.7 2.4 
7TH 124 +.6 2.5 ns 
8TH 114 +.5 2.7 ns 
9TH 8 +1.1 2.3 ns 

dBMD 6TH 16 -.4 1.7 
7TH 124 -.9 3.6 ns 
8TH 114 -1.3 3.9 ns 
9TH 8 -1.7 1.6 ns 

dEGD 6TH 16 -1.0 3.5 
7TH 124 -1.4 5.0 ns 
8TH 114 -1.6 5.9 ns 
9TH 8 -2.7 3.0 ns 

dEMA 6TH 16 +3.0 8.3 
7TH 124 +2.1 8.4 ns 
8TH 114 +1.2 8.3 ns 
9TH 8 +3.0 7.5 ns 
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Table 19. T-Test comparisons: Male 10 Year Age Groups 

T-test comparisons are with previous age groups only 

DEC -lL M S.D. SIG 

AGEl 7TH 72 65.5 2.5 
BTH 110 74.1 2.9 .01 
9TH 10 B2.1 2.4 .01 

mHGT 7TH 50 172.3 6.1 
BTH 77 172.9 5.6 ns 
9TH 5 167.4 4.B ns 

dHGT 7TH 31 -2.7 1.4 
BTH 4B -3.1 1.9 ns 
9TH 4 -3.3 1.9 n/a 

rWGT 7TH 64 BO.B 11. B 
BTH 99 77.3 9.4 .05 
9TH 6 72.5 5.5 ns 

dWGT 7TH 30 +13.0 12.1 
BTH 49 +7.1 11. 2 .05 
9TH 3 +21.3 15.4 n/a 

ULNA 7TH 71 279.1 11.9 
BTH 103 279.4 12.2 ns 
9TH 7 274.7 B.5 ns 
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Table 19 continued 

DEC Ji- M S.D. SIG 

BMC1 7TH 72 1.113 .155 
8TH 110 1.127 .157 ns 
9TH 10 .988 .192 .05 

WID1 7TH 72 1.537 .157 
8TH 110 1.532 .137 ns 
9TH 10 1.481 .126 ns 

BMD1 7TH 72 .725 .080 
8TH 110 .736 .080 ns 
9TH 10 .667 .113 ns 

EGD1 7TH 72 .691 .110 
8TH 110 .701 .099 ns 
9TH 10 .655 .118 ns 

EMA1 7TH 72 .1626 .058 
8TH 110 .1607 .051 ns 
9TH 10 .1347 .040 ns 



Table 20. T-Test Comparisons: Repeat Male 10 Year 
Age Groups for BMV Changes 

T-test c~mparisons are with previous age groups only 

DEC -1:L M S.D. SIG 

dBMC 7TH 53 -.1 2.5 
8TH 85 -.4 2.7 ns 
9TH 6 -.6 1.3 ns 

dWID 7TH 53 +.6 2.7 
8TH 85 0.0 2.1 ns 
9TH 6 +.2 1.5 ns 

dBMD 7TH 53 -.5 4.2 
8TH 85 -.4 2.7 ns 
9TH 6 -.8 2.2 ns 

dEGD 7TH 53 -.8 6.6 
8TH 85 -.3 4.0 ns 
9TH 6 -.9 3.5 ns 

dEMA 7TH 53 +2.4 8.8 
8TH 85 +.2 7.2 ns 
9TH 6 +.7 4.8 ns 
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any significant age-related patterns. 

Retrospective Fracture Analysis 

28% of the women and 17% of the men reported having 

sustained at least one postmature fracture prior to base

line participation (Table 21). Expressed in terms of 

person-years (and therefore including multiple fractures 

per person), the fracture frequency for the women is 166 

per 7065 person-years, a rate of 235/10KRPY (Table 22); the 

rate for the men is 109/10KRPY (Table 23). 

As expected, the number of subjects with hip frac

tures is small (eight females and one male). Other than 

comparing the female hip fracture subjects with the non-hip 

fracture subjects (Table 24), the hip fracture subjects 

were excluded from further analysis. Although it would per

haps be justified to consider these hip fractures as 

de facto benign, it was decided to maintain the distinction 

between non-hip fractures as "appropriate" and hip frac

tures as "inappropriate." The statistical analysis, how

ever, did not reveal any significant differences between 

the hip fracture and non-hip fracture cohorts (Table 24). 

The t-test comparisons of single fracture women with 

multiple fracture women (Table 25) indicate that the groups 

are similar in age, height, and weight, but most of the 

BMVs are significantly lower in the multiple fracture 



Table 21. Crosstabulation: Age Groups by 
Retrospective Fracture status 

NR: Nonfracture group 
YR: Fracture group 

Hip fracture subjects excluded 

A. Females 

B. Males 

AGEGROUP NR YR TOTAL %YR 

6TH DEC 17 4 21 19% 

7TH DEC 128 40 168 24% 

8TH DEC 98 48 146 33% 

9TH DEC 8 4 12 33% 

TOTAL 251 96 347 28% 

AGEGROUP NR YR TOTAL %YR 

7TH DEC 60 

8TH DEC 90 

9TH DEC 9 

TOTAL 159 

12 

20 

1 

33 

72 

110 

10 

192 

17% 

18% 

10% 

17% 
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Table 22. Retrospective Fracture Frequency 
and Person-Years: Females 

1st Row: RFX number 
2nd Row: RFX/10KRPY 

(#) where RFX=O: RFX/10KRPY if RFX had been 1 
(#) where RFX?l: RFX/10KRPY may be unreliable 

due to small number of RPYs 

DEC RPY WRST ULMB HDNK TLVT TRNK PFMR LLMB FTNK 

6TH 3514 11 8 0 4 5 2 6 16 
31 23 ( 3) 11 14 6 17 45 

7TH 2706 18 12 0 8 7 2 4 19 
67 42 (4) 30 26 7 15 70 

8TH 810 5 6 0 9 8 3 1 9 
62 74 (12 ) III 99 37 12 111 

9TH 35 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
(286)(286)(286)(286)(286)(286)(286)(286) 

TTL 7065 34 
48 

26 
37 

o 22 
(1) 31 

21 
30 

8 
11 

11 
16 

44 
62 

TOTAL 

52 
148 

70 
259 

41 
506 

3 
(857) 

166 
235 

168 



Table 23. Retrospective Fracture Frequency 
and Person-Years: Males 

1st Row: RFX number 
2nd Row: RFX/10KRPY 

(#) where RFX=O: RFX/10KRPY if RFX had been 1 
(#) where RFxz1: RFX/10KRPY may be unreliable 

due to small number of RPYs 

DEC RPY WRST ULMB HDNK TLVT TRNK .E!1lli LLMB FTNK 

6!I'H 1940 4 2 0 2 4 1 0 5 
21 10 (5 ) 10 21 5 (5 ) 26 

7TH 1684 3 4 1 0 7 0 1 5 
18 24 6 (6 ) 42 (6) 6 30 

8TH 659 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 
(15 ) 30 (15 ) (15 ) 30 (15 ) (15 ) 30 

9TH 31 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(323)(323)(323)(323)(323)(323)(323)(323) 

TTL 4314 7 
16 

8 
19 

1 
2 

3 
7 

13 
30 

1 
2 

2 
5 

12 
28 

TOTAL 

19 
98 

21 
125 

6 
91 

1 
(323) 

47 
109 
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Table 24. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Fracture Groups: 
Non-Hip Fracture and Hip Fracture Groups 

NH: Non-hip fracture group (n=96) 
YH: Hip fracture group (n=8) 

M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NH 70.0 6.0 
YH 72.0 6.5 ns 

YSM1 NH 23.3 8.5 
YH 22.3 9.3 ns 

mHGT NH 159.0 6.3 
YH 160.5 9.7 ns 

rWGT NH 58.9 9.0 
YH 67.0 8.0 .05 

ULNA NH 250.8 12.3 
YH 251. 2 12.7 ns 

BMC1 NH .634 .135 
YH .660 .123 ns 

WIDI NH 1.228 .127 
YH 1.254 .139 ns 

BMD1 NH .516 .088 
YH .526 .078 ns 

EGD1 NH .612 .116 
YH .613 .115 ns 

EMA1 NH .0625 .025 
YH .0680 .026 ns 

# SESSIONS NH 3.9 2.5 
YH 2.9 1.8 ns 
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Table 25. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Fracture Groups: 

# 

Single Fracture and Multiple Fracture Groups 

SF: single fracture group (n=66) 
MF: Multiple fracture group (n=30) 

Hip fracture subjects not included 

M S.D. SIG 

AGEl SF 70.1 6.1 
MF 70.0 5.9 ns 

YSM1 SF 23.1 8.2 
MF 23.8 9.2 ns 

mHGT SF 159.0 6.6 
MF 158.8 5.9 ns 

rWGT SF 58.9 9.1 
MF 58.7 8.9 ns 

ULNA SF 250.0 13.5 
MF 252.4 9.0 ns 

BMC1 SF .656 .136 
MF .587 .123 .05 

WID1 SF 1.241 .138 
MF 1.199 .096 ns 

BMD1 SF .528 .086 
MF .488 .089 .05 

EGD1 SF .622 .117 
MF .592 .113 ns 

EMA1 SF .0660 .027 
MF .0549 .018 .05 

SESSIONS SF 3.9 2.5 
MF 3.6 2.3 ns 
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group. Few of the men suffered multiple retrospective frac

tures, so this analysis was not performed. 

Tables 26 through 33 break down the fracture:nonfrac

ture group comparisons by 10 year age groups (excluding men 

over age 80 due to lack of fracture subjects). Among the 

women, subjects with fractures tend to have significantly 

lower BMVs, but among the men, only BMD and EGD for the 8th 

decade fracture subjects are significantly lower (Table 

32). A relevant finding to be discussed in the next chapter 

is that 7th and 8th decade fracture women have similar 

forearm lengths but narrower radii in comparison with their 

nonfracture counterparts. 

A simple method for calculating odds ratios (ORs) is 

presented in Tables 34 and 35: number of fractures per 

10KRPY for the below-mean BMV group is divided by number of 

fractures per 10KRPY for the above-mean BMV group. There is 

no II fracture threshold," above which fracture risk is low or 

nonexistent, below which fracture is virtually inevitable. 

ORs are thus used to express gradient of risk: the higher 

the OR, the greater the risk as the BMV decreases in value. 

For the 7th and 8th decade women, low BMC women are about 

three times as likely to have sustained a fracture than the 

high BMC women; the ORs for other BMVs are all lower. For 

the men, EGD (OR;2.5) has the highest OR. 

ORs can be more accurately calculated using either 

multiple logistic regression analysis or proportional haz-



Table 26. T-Test comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
6th Decade Subjects 

..1:L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 17 57.2 2.4 
YR 4 55.2 2.5 n/a 

YSM1 NR 17 10.2 6.7 
YR 4 12.8 9.2 n/a 

mHGT NR 13 161.7 5.5 
YR 2 162.5 5.0 n/a 

dHGT NR 11 -1.3 1.3 
YR 2 -2.7 1.3 n/a 

rWGT NR 13 70.0 10.6 
YR 2 54.5 6.4 n/a 

dWGT NR 10 +21.3 16.8 
YR 2 +1.8 2.5 n/a 

ULNA NR 17 255.4 9.2 
YR 4 258.0 10.7 n/a 

BMC1 NR 17 .824 .138 
YR 4 .732 .282 n/a 

WID1 NR 17 1. 217 .120 
YR 4 1.281 .163 n/a 

BMD1 NR 17 .676 .084 
YR 4 .558 .144 n/a 

EGD1 NR 17 .810 .120 
YR 4 .623 .086 n/a 

EMA1 NR 17 .0685 .025 
YR 4 .0795 .046 n/a 
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Table 27. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
7th Decade Subjects 

-..!':L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 128 65.0 2.6 
YR 40 65.9 2.7 ns 

YSM1 NR 103 18.4 6.7 
YR 37 20.5 7.5 ns 

mHGT NR 79 160.1 5.7 
YR 30 159.7 5.8 ns 

dHGT NR 47 -2.0 1.2 
YR 23 -2.3 1.5 ns 

rWGT NR 110 63.4 10.3 
YR 37 58.9 8.7 .01 

dWGT NR 52 +15.0 17.8 
YR 23 +.8 15.6 .01 

ULNA NR 123 250.2 12.0 
YR 40 250.8 12.5 ns 

BMC1 NR 128 .722 .121 
YR 40 .636 .149 .01 

WID1 NR 128 1.257 .121 
YR 40 1. 234 .132 ns 

BMD1 NR 128 .575 .082 
YR 40 .514 .101 .01 

EGD1 NR 128 .669 .119 
YR 40 .608 .133 .05 

EMA1 NR 128 .0712 .024 
YR 40 .0635 .027 ns 
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Table 28. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
8th Decade Subjects 

2L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 98 73.3 2.6 
YR 48 73.7 2.7 ns 

YSM1 NR 84 25.1 6.4 
YR 43 25.7 7.4 ns 

mHGT NR 62 158.0 5.4 
YR 32 158.3 6.9 ns 

dHGT NR 41 -2.8 1.3 
YR 24 -3.3 1.9 ris 

rWGT NR 80 60.7 8.3 
YR 39 59.7 9.5 ns 

dWGT NR 45 +10.0 16.2 
YR 25 +10.5 12.2 ns 

ULNA NR 89 249.1 14.2 
YR 45 250.0 12.6 ns 

BMC1 NR 98 .682 .119 
YR 48 .630 .105 .01 

WID1 NR 98 1.267 .133 
YR 48 1.221 .117 .05 

BMD1 NR 98 .540 .084 
YR 48 .517 .074 ns 

EGD1 NR 98 .624 .125 
YR 48 .618 .107 ns 

EMA1 NR 98 .0708 .025 
YR 48 .0606 .020 .05 
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Table 29. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
9th Decade SUbjects 

2L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 8 81.6 1.2 
YR 4 82.0 1.6 n/a 

YSM1 NR 7 35.0 3.4 
YR 3 37.0 4.4 n/a 

mHGT NR 5 150.2 7.9 
YR 2 155.0 2.8 n/a 

dHGT NR 2 -2.5 1.0 
YR 2 -3.1 1.8 n/a 

rWGT NR 7 59.4 14.2 
YR 3 51.0 2.6 n/a 

dWGT NR 3 +10.0 14.8 
YR 2 +4.0 .2 n/a 

ULNA NR 7 246.9 14.5 
YR 4 252.0 7.3 n/a 

BMC1 NR 8 .622 .119 
YR 4 .566 .152 n/a 

WID1 NR 8 1.220 .118 
YR 4 1. 200 .204 n/a 

BMD1 NR 8 .514 .109 
YR 4 .466 .052 n/a 

EGD1 NR 8 .619 .161 
YR 4 .567 .058 n/a 

EMA1 NR 8 .0585 .018 
YR 4 .0588 .040 n/a 
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Table 30. T-Test Comparisons of Female Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
Repeat Subjects 

2L M S.D. SIG 2L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 180 68.3 5.8 WIDI NR 180 1.259 .121 
YR 76 70.3 5.9 .05 YR 76 1. 234 .123 ns 

YSM1 NR 169 21.3 7.9 dWID NR 180 +.6 2.3 
YR 73 23.9 8.5 .05 YR 76 +.6 3.2 ns 

mHGT NR 158 159.1 5.9 BMD1 NR 180 .566 .092 
YR 66 159.0 6.3 ns YR 76 .516 .089 .01 

dHGT NR 101 -2.2 1.3 dBMD NR 180 -1.0 3.7 
YR 51 -2.8 1.7 .05 YR 76 -1.2 3.3 ns 

rWGT NR 165 62.9 9.8 EGD1 NR 180 .658 .132 
YR 67 58.7 8.7 .01 YR 76 .610 .114 .01 

dWGT NR 99 +13.5 17.2 dEGD NR 180 -1.4 5.3 
YR 48 +4.9 13.5 .01 YR 76 -1.5 5.5 ns 

ULNA NR 180 249.5 12.0 EMA1 NR 180 .0703 .023 
YR 76 251.8 11.4 ns YR 76 .0635 .025 .05 

BMC1 NR 180 .710 .124 dEMA NR 180 +1.9 7.7 
YR 76 .639 .139 .01 YR 76 +1.5 9.9 ns 

dBMC NR 180 -.4 3.2 
YR 76 -.8 2.6 ns 
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Table 31. T-Test Comparisons of Male Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
7th Decade Subjects 

.JL M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 60 65.4 2.5 
YR 12 65.7 2.2 ns 

mHGT NR 42 172.5 6.2 
YR 8 171.1 6.2 ns 

dHGT NR 25 -2.6 1.5 
YR 6 -2.7 .8 ns 

rWGT NR 53 80.6 11.8 
YR 11 82.0 12.4 ns 

dWGT NR 24 14.3 10.8 
YR 6 7.9 16.7 ns 

ULNA NR 59 279.6 12.5 
YR 12 276.8 8.5 ns 

BMCI NR 60 1.104 .158 
YR 12 1.155 .141 ns 

WIDI NR 60 1. 534 .162 
YR 12 1. 551 .135 ns 

BMD1 NR 60 .721 .080 
YR 12 .746 .077 ns 

EGDI NR 60 .688 .111 
YR 12 .702 .109 ns 

EMAI NR 60 .1615 .060 
YR 12 .1682 .052 ns 
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Table 32. T-Test Comparisons of Male Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
8th Decade Subiects 

2L M S.D. SIG 

AGEl NR 90 74.1 2.9 
YR 20 73.8 3.2 ns 

mHGT NR 61 172.2 5.2 
YR 16 175.5 6.3 ns 

dHGT NR 42 -3.1 1.9 
YR 6 -2.9 1.5 ns 

rWGT NR 82 76.6 9.1 
YR 17 80.6 10.5 ns 

dWGT NR 43 +6.6 11.2 
YR 6 +10.8 11.7 ns 

ULNA NR 85 278.5 12.4 
YR 18 283.3 10.3 ns 

BMC1 NR 90 1.138 .162 
YR 20 1.077 .119 ns 

WID1 NR 90 1.527 .143 
YR 20 1.553 .104 ns 

BMD1 NR 90 .745 .081 
YR 20 .693 .065 .01 

EGD1 NR 90 .712 .101 
YR 20 .649 .075 .01 

EMA1 NR 90 .1604 .053 
YR 20 .1619 .038 ns 
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Table 33. T-Test Comparisons of Male Retrospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
Repeat Subjects 

2L M S.D. SIG 

dBMC NR 117 -.3 2.5 
YR 26 -.2 3.0 ns 

dWID NR 117 +.2 2.3 
YR 26 +.6 2.7 ns 

dBMD NR 117 -.4 3.3 
YR 26 -.7 3.4 ns 

dEGD NR 117 -.4 5.1 
YR 26 -1.1 5.2 ns 

dEMA NR 117 +.8 7.7 
YR 26 +2.1 8.6 ns 
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Table 34. RetrosEeetive Odds Ratios: Females 

Low (below mean) BMV group ef. high (above mean) BMV group 

1st Row: RFX/RPY 2nd Row: RFX per 10KRPY 

RATIO 
DEC MEAN BMV LOW BMV HIGH BMV LOWLHIGH 

7TH BMC 42/1468 12/1260 
.702 g/em 286 95 ~3.0 

8TH BMC 55/1899 15/1670 
.666 g/em 290 90 ~3.2 

7TH WID 33/1374 21/1354 
1.252 em 240 155 -1.5 

8TH WID 47/1926 23/1643 
1.252 em 244 140 -1.7 

7TH BMD 2 40/1425 14/1303 
.560 g/em 281 107 -2.6 

8TH BMD 2 46/1831 24/1738 
.533 g/em 251 138 -1.8 

7TH EGD 3 36/1433 18/1295 
.654 g/em 251 139 -1.8 

8TH EGD 3 43/1862 27/1707 
.622 g/em 231 158 -1.5 

7TH EMA 4 36/1460 18/1268 
.0693 em 247 142 -1.7 

8TH EMA 4 52/2052 18/1477 
.0674 em 249 122 -2.0 
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Table 35. Retrospective Odds Ratios: Males 

Low (below mean) BMV group cf. high (above mean) BMV group 

1st Row: RFX/RPY 2nd Row: RFX per 10KRPY 

Combined 7TH DEC and 8TH DEC groups 

RATIO 
MEAN BMV LOW BMV HIGH BMV LOWLHIGH 

BMC 24/2118 17/1824 
1.121 g/cm 113 93 -1.2 

WID 16/1981 25/1961 
1.435 cm 81 127 -.6 

BMD 2 22/1926 19/2016 
.732 g/cm 114 94 -1.2 

EGD 3 28/1833 13/2109 
.697 g/cm 153 62 -2.5 

EMA 4 19/2147 22/1795 
.1614 cm 88 123 -.7 
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ards regression analysis (also known as Cox proportional 

hazards model; see Appendix C). The proportional hazards 

model has the advantage that variable time to either "re

sponse" (fracture) or "censor" (termination of study or 

subject drop-out) is accounted for. Both methods can evalu

ate multiple variables simultaneously. Stepwise procedures 

can be used to choose variables in order of significance 

and to eliminate those variables that do not contribute 

significantly to the odds ratio. In this study, ORs with 

95% confidence intervals that do not overlap 1.0 are con

sidered significant (an OR of 1.0 meaning that risk does 

not change as the value of the variable increases or de

creases). 

The ORs based on the proportional hazards model are 

presented in Table 36. For the women, BMC is still the 

best single "predictor" of past fracture: a decrease of 

2 SDs increases "past fracture risk" by a factor of 2.2 

(Table 36A). Analysis of all of the variables simultaneous

ly yielded an equation with just three variables: BMC, AGE, 

and ULNA, in order of significance. Note that controlling 

for AGE and ULNA increases the mean BMC OR to 3.7 (Table 

36B). It must also be pointed out that the negative coef

ficient for AGE indicates that a decrease in age increases 

"past fracture risk." This suggests a likely bias in this 

sample in which older subjects with fractures are under

represented. Likewise, the trend for ULNA, although not 



Table 36. Proportional Hazards Model Odds Ratios 

MR: Predicting male retrospective fractures 
FR: Predicting female retrospective fractures 
FP: Predicting female prospective fractures 

* Significant (95%Cls do not overlap 1.0) 

A. ORs for variables analyzed separately 

COEFF SE 2SD OR{95%Cn 

AGEl MR -.07 .04 -11 2.1(1.0,4.5)* 
FR -.06 .02 -12 2.0(1.2,3.3)* 
FP .02 .04 12 1.3(0.6,3.0) 

YSM1 MR x x x x 
FR -.01 .01 -16 1.2(0.8,1.8) 
FP .02 .03 16 1.0(0.4,2.4) 

mHGT MR .06 .04 11 1.8(0.9,4.0) 
FR .02 .02 11 1.3(0.8,2.0) 
FP .02 .04 11 1.3(0.6,2.8) 

rWGT MR .04 .02 20 2.3(1.2,4.4)* 
FR -.02 .01 -18 1.6(1.0,2.4)* 
FP .00 .02 18 1.0(0.4,2.2) 

ULNA MR .01 .01 24 1.4(0.7,2.7) 
FR .01 .01 25 1.3(0.9,1.9) 
FP .01 .02 25 1.4(0.5,3.4) 

BMC1 MR -.45 1. 07 -.32 1.2(0.6,2.2) 
FR -3.11 .86 -.26 2.2(1.4,3.5)* 
FP -2.48 1. 82 -.26 1.9(0.7,4.8) 
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Table 36 continued 

A. ORs for variables analyzed separately (continued) 

COEFF SE 2SD OR {95%Cn 

WID1 MR 1. 32 1. 21 .28 1.4(0.8,3.8) 
FR -1.64 .83 -.26 1.5(1.0,2.3)* 
FP -.88 1. 74 -.26 1.3(0.5,3.0) 

BMD1 MR -2.73 2.03 -.16 1.6(0.8,2.9) 
FR -3.64 1.18 -.18 1.9(1.3,2.9)* 
FP -3.33 2.48 -.18 1.8(0.8,4.4) 

EGD1 MR -3.00 1. 69 -.20 1.8(0.9,3.5) 
FR -1.43 .83 -.23 1.4(1.0,2.0)* 
FP -1.60 1. 78 -.23 1.4(0.6,3.2) 

EMA1 MR 1. 85 3.15 .10 1.2(0.6,2.2) 
FR -11. 07 4.66 -.02 1.3(1.0,1.7)* 
FP -6.77 9.62 -.02 1.2(0.7,1.9) 

B. ORs for variables selected as significant from 
multiple regression analysis (retrospective component) 

BMC1 
AGEl 
ULNA 

FR 
FR 
FR 

COEFF 

-5.06 
-.08 

.03 

SE 

1. 23 
.03 
.01 

2SD 

-.26 
-12 

25 

OR(95%CI) 

3.7(2.0,7.0)* 
2.7(1.4,5.4)* 
2.0(0.5,7.4) 

C. ORs for variables selected as significant from 
multiple regression analysis (prospective component) 

COEFF SE 2SD OR(95%CI) 

RFX FP 1.14 .41 1.0 3.1(2.1,4.7)* 
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particularly significant, is counterintuitive: an increase 

in forearm length increases "past fracture risk." 

The evaluation of male retrospective ORs indicates 

that weight is the best single "predictor" of retrospec

tive fracture (Table 36A); however, no equation was gener

ated when the BMDP program was instructed to select sig

nificant variables using even its most liberal criteria. 

For this reason, none of the variables for the men are re

garded here as significant "predictors" of past fracture. 

Prospective Fracture Analysis 

The number of prospective fractures and person-years 

accumulated by repeat subjects are given in Tables 37 and 

38. None of the women or men suffered prospective hip frac

tures, suggesting that any subject who did suffer a hip 

fracture did not return. Only five total fractures were 

incurred by the returning men. For this reason, men were 

excluded from additional analysis. The frequency of frac

ture occurrence, however, is about the same for both ret

rospective and prospective components for each sex (200 

plus per 10KPY for the women, and under 100 per 10KPY for 

the men; Table 39). 

Simple odds ratios using fractures per 10KPPY are 

given in Table 40; the more reliable ORs derived from the 

proportional hazards regression analysis are presented in 



Table 37. Prospective Fracture Frequency 
and Person-Years: Repeat Females 

1st Row: PFX number 
2nd Row: PFX/10KPPY 

(#) where PFX=O: PFX/10KPPY if PFX had been 1 
(#) where PFX~l: PFX/10KPPY may be unreliable 

due to small number of PPYs 

!lliQ ...E!:L .!i!ill! ~ .!:!.Qli!S. TLVT TRNK PFMR LLMB FTNK 

6TH 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(455)(455)(455)(455)(455)(455)(455)(455) 

7TH 298 1 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 
34 134 (34) 34 34 (34) (34) (34) 

8TH 562 3 6 0 4 3 0 1 5 
53 107 ( 18) 71 53 (18 ) 18 89 

9TH 81 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(123)(123)(123)(123)(123)(123)(123)(123) 

TTL 963 4 10 0 5 501 
52 (10) 10 

6 
62 42 104 (10) 52 

TOTAL 

1 
(455) 

7 
235 

22 
391 

1 
(123 ) 

31 
322 
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Table 38. Prospective Fracture Frequency 
and Person-Years: Repeat Males 

1st Row: PFX number 
2nd Row: PFX/10KPPY 

(#) where PFX=O: PFX/10KPPY if PFX had been 1 
(#) where PFX~l: PFX/10KPPY may be unreliable 

due to small number of PPYs 

DEC ..EEL !:lli§1 ULMB HDNK TLVT TRNK PFMR LLMB FTNK 

7TH 117 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(85) (85) (85) (85) (85) (85) (85) (85) 

8TH 328 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
(30) 30 (30) (30) 30 (30) (30) 30 

9TH 80 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(125)(125)(125)(125)(125)(125)(125)(125) 

TTL 525 1 
19 

100 2 0 0 1 
19 (19) (19) 38 (19) (19) 19 

TOTAL 

1 
(85) 

3 
91 

1 
(125 ) 

5 
95 
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Table 39. Chi-Square Tests: Retrospective and 
Prospective Fractures 

# of trials: total number of person-years 
F: fracture event (fracture in a given year, 

or fracture-year) 
N: nonfracture event (nonfracture-year) 

Additional fractures in a given year are excluded 
to preserve one event (F or N) per trial; thus 
F+N= # of trials 

Hip fracture subjects excluded 

A. Female RFX cf. PFX 

RFX 

PFX 

B. Male RFX cf. PFX 

RFX 

PFX 

F/N F PER 10KPY SIG 

149/6916 

24/924 

215 

260 
ns 

F/N F PER 10KPY SIG 

37/4277 

5/511 

87 

98 
ns 
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Table 40. ProsEective Odds Ratios: Females 

Low (below mean) BMV group cf. high (above mean) BMV group 

1st Row: PFX/PPY 2nd Row: PFX per 10KPPY 

RATIO 
DEC MEAN BMV LOW BMV HIGH BMV LOWLHIGH 

7TH BMC 7/270 3/189 
.702 g/cm 259 159 -1.6 

8TH BMC 12/222 3/175 
.666 g/cm 540 171 -3.2 

7TH WID 4/244 6/215 
1.252 cm 164 279 -.6 

8TH WID 8/197 7/200 
1.252 cm 406 350 -1.2 

7TH BMD 2 6/235 4/224 
.560 g/cm 255 179 -1.4 

8TH BMD 2 9/214 6/183 
.533 g/cm 421 328 -1.3 

7TH EGD 3 6/231 4/228 
.654 g/cm 260 175 -1.5 

8TH EGD 3 9/228 6/169 
.622 g/cm 395 355 ... 1.1 

7TH EMA 4 5/261 5/198 
.0693 cm 192 252 .... 8 

8TH EMA 4 9/213 6/184 
.0674 cm 422 326 ... 1.3 
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Table 36. Although BMC would appear to be a good predictor 

of prospective fracture status using the simple method, BMC 

does not achieve statistical significance using the propor

tional hazards model. In fact, consideration of all of the 

variables simultaneously, including retrospective fracture 

status, yields only retrospective fracture status as a sig

nificant predictor of future fracture (Table 36C): subjects 

with retrospective fractures are about three times as 

likely as those without retrospective fractures to incur a 

prospective fracture. Somewhat surprisingly, the inclusion 

of BMC does not improve the equation. 

T-test comparisons of prospective fracture and non

fracture women are given in Table 41. Statistical signifi

cance is achieved for differences in height loss, BMC, per

cent change in WID, and BMD, with the nonfracture women 

faring better in all cases. Of particular interest is the 

evidence for possible CPA (as suggested by the percent 

WID change) in the nonfracture group but not in the frac

ture group. 

The relationship between retrospective fracture status 

and prospective fracture status for the female sample is 

evaluated using t-test comparisons in Table 43 (see Table 

42 for the breakdown of fracture groups by age). The re

sults are, of course, consistent with the results of the 

odds ratio analysis: women without retrospective fractures 

tend to be more similar to one another, regardless of pro-



Table 41. T-Test Comparisons of Female Prospective 
Nonfracture and Fracture Groups: 
Repeat Subjects 

-.lL M S.D. SIG 2L M "t" S.D. SIG 

AGEl NP 236 68.9 6.0 WID1 NP 236 1. 251 .121 
YP 25 69.5 5.0 ns YP 25 1.238 .129 ns 

YSM1 NP 224 22.1 8.3 dWID NP 236 +.7 2.7 
YP 23 22.1 7.2 ns YP 25 - .1 1.5 .05 

mHGT NP 205 159.2 6.1 BMD1 NP 236 .556 .093 
YP 23 158.4 6.4 ns YP 25 .508 .088 .05 

dHGT NP 136 -2.4 1.6 dBMD NP 236 -1.1 3.7 
YP 19 -3.4 1.2 .01 YP 25 -.4 2.4 ns 

rWGT NP 212 61.9 9.8 EGD1 NP 236 .649 .128 
YP 25 60.8 8.0 ns YP 25 .600 .121 ns 

dWGT NP 131 +10.8 16.7 dEGD NP 236 -1.6 5.5 
YP 19 +12.4 17.4 ns YP 25 -.2 3.1 ns 

ULNA NP 236 250.2 12.2 EMA1 NP 236 .0686 .024 
YP 25 252.5 9.7 ns YP 25 .0634 .024 ns 

BMC1 NP 236 .695 .131 dEMA NP 236 +2.0 8.6 
YP 25 .629 .133 .05 YP 25 -.3 5.1 ns 

dBMC NP 236 -.6 3.1 
YP 25 -.5 2.7 ns 
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Table 42. Retrospective and Prospective Fracture 
Classification: Repeat Females 

DEC 

6TH 

7TH 

8TH 

9TH 

TTL 

NR/NP 

13 

86 

65 

5 

169 

NR/YP 

o 

5 

6 

o 

11 

YR/NP 

2 

28 

31 

3 

64 

YR/YP 

1 

5 

7 

o 

13 

TOTAL 

16 

124 

109 

8 

257 

193 
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Table 43. T-Test Comparisons of Retrospective/Prospective 
Fracture Groups: Repeat Females 

SIG SIG SIG 
M S.D. cf NN cf NY cf YN 

AGEl NR/NP 68.3 5.9 
NR/YP 69.2 2.9 ns 
YR/NP 70.5 5.8 .05 ns 
YR/YP 69.2 6.3 ns ns ns 

YSM1 NR/NP 21. 3 8.1 
NR/YP 20.8 3.9 ns 
YR/NP 24.1 8.3 .05 .05 
YR/YP 22.7 9.4 ns ns ns 

mHGT NR/NP 159.2 6.0 
NR/YP 158.3 5.6 ns 
YR/NP 159.1 6.1 ns ns 
YR/YP 158.6 7.3 ns ns ns 

dHGT NR/NP -2.1 1.3 
NR/YP -3.4 1.1 .01 
YR/NP -2.7 1.8 ns ns 
YR/YP -3.3 1.4 .05 ns ns 

rWGT NR/NP 62.9 9.9 
NR/YP 62.4 6.9 ns 
YR/NP 58.6 8.7 .01 ns 
YR/YP 59.3 9.2 ns ns ns 

dWGT NR/NP +13.6 17.0 
NR/YP +12.8 19.5 ns 
YR/NP +3.2 12.6 .01 ns 
YR/YP +12.0 15.8 ns ns ns 

ULNA NR/NP 249.5 12.3 
NR/YP 250.4 9.3 ns 
YR/NP 251.4 11.7 ns ns 
YR/YP 253.4 10.1 ns ns ns 

BMC1 NR/NP .712 .125 
NR/YP .686 .102 ns 
YR/NP .650 .136 .01 ns 
YR/YP .587 .145 .01 ns ns 

dBMC NR/NP -.4 3.3 
NR/YP -.8 2.5 ns 
YR/NP -.9 2.6 ns ns 
YR/YP -.1 2.9 ns ns ns 
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Table 43 continued 

SIG SIG SIG 
M S.D. cf NN cf NY cf YN 

WID1 NR/NP 1.258 .121 
NR/YP 1.261 .133 ns 
YR/NP 1.237 .121 ns ns 
YR/YP 1. 218 .138 ns ns ns 

dWID NR/NP +.7 2.4 
NR/YP +.2 1.2 ns 
YR/NP +.7 3.4 ns ns 
YR/YP -.3 1.8 ns ns ns 

BMD1 NR/NP .567 .093 
NR/YP .545 .060 ns 
YR/NP .524 .086 .01 ns 
YR/YP .482 .100 .05 ns ns 

dBMD NR/NP -1.0 3.8 
NR/YP -.9 2.8 ns 
YR/NP -1.5 3.5 ns ns 
YR/YP +.3 2.1 ns ns ns 

EGD1 NR/NP .660 .133 
NR/YP .632 .101 ns 
YR/NP .616 .109 .05 ns 
YR/YP .580 .136 ns ns ns 

dEGD NR/NP -1.5 5.4 
NR/YP -1.0 3.3 ns 
YR/NP -2.0 5.9 ns ns 
YR/YP +.7 2.7 .05 ns .05 

EMA1 NR/NP .0703 .023 
NR/YP .0703 .025 ns 
YR/NP .0646 .025 ns ns 
YR/YP .0579 .023 ns ns ns 

dEMA NR/NP +2.0 7.9 
NR/YP +.3 3.7 ns 
YR/NP +2.0 10.4 ns ns 
YR/YP -.8 6.3 ns ns ns 
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spective fracture status, and women with retrospective 

fractures tend to be more similar to one another, likewise 

regardless of prospective fracture status. 



Hypothesis 1 

CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION 
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EMA is found to be a highly precise and sufficiently 

accurate predictor of SMA, although the Martin & Burr 

(1984) equation needed slight refinement to improve the fit 

to this sample. The drawback to the use of EMA as a surro

gate for SMA is that the claim of constant and uniform cor

tical density is assumed to be true rather than tested. 

cortical density variation would be expected to be subtle, 

however, so the small statistical size effect (i.e., ex

pected magnitude of difference between "control" and "test" 

groups) would perhaps dictate the use of more precise mea

surements (as can be obtained at a slower SPA scanning 

speed). To the extent that endosteal resorption and peri

osteal formation are the predominant remodeling processes 

in elderly adults, EMA should prove to be a reliable surro

gate for SMA in studies similar to this one. 

Hypothesis 2 

It was not the intention to tightly control the com

position of this sample: other than restricting analysis to 

white women and men in a restricted age range who were cap-
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able of freely participating, subjects were not expressly 

recruited on the basis of, for example, exercise habits, 

fracture history, medical history, and so forth. The pri

mary contention is that the subjects are reasonably 

healthy and active, and that postmature fractures did not 

overtly impede continuance of active lifestyles or contin

ued participation in this study. The assessment of "robus

ticity" in this study is admittedly crude: living in an 

affluent community with access to modern health care facil

ities does not guarantee good health; participation in reg

ular exercise does not necessarily mean that, for example, 

the fracture group exercises as intensely, persistently, or 

effectively as the nonfracture group; and subject mobility 

(i.e., ability to attend sessions without physical assis

tance) does not mean that the subjects are free of effects 

of trauma or disease. Precise control over these factors 

would be advisable in studies concerned with magnitude of 

effects, as in, for example, the determination of the num

ber of weight-lifting hours per week needed to increase 

bone mass by a given percent. 

Hip fractures are regarded here as "debilitating" or 

"inappropriate": most, but not necessarily all, seniors who 

suffer hip fractures are at greatly increased risk for 

life-threatening complications. From an adaptationist 

standpoint, precocious hip fractures are signs of inade

quate or inappropriate remodeling responses. Fractures of 
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other skeletal sites, while never desirable from a personal 

perspective, are better tolerated by the organism. Although 

it cannot be proven that all of the non-hip fractures in 

this sample were of truly "appropriate" sites, the frac

tures were sufficiently appropriate to allow the subjects 

to rebound from their misfortunes and participate in this 

research project. 

Had a significant number of these ostensibly robust 

seniors presented with evidence of impaired activity or a 

high frequency of hip fractures, the sample would have been 

subdivided accordingly. The results of the indirect tests 

of robusticity, however, support the contention that this 

is a reasonably homogeneous group: few of the subjects had 

sUffered hip fractures; close to 90% of the subjects, re

gardless of fracture status, participated in some form of 

exercise; and the average number of annual participations, 

regardless of fracture status, is close to four. These 

findings reinforce the assertion that the fractures in

curred by this sample were, at least in a restricted sense, 

benign. 

The fracture frequency for the women is, as expected, 

lower than that of elderly white women in general. The rate 

for this sample is 200+/10KPY; the expectation for elderly 

white women is about 300 to 500/10KPY (based on G~rdsell et 

al. 1989). The combination of several factors probably ac

counts for this difference: (1) individuals with debili-
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tating illnesses or injuries are not included, and these 

seniors are likely to have incurred a disproportionate num

ber of fractures; (2) hip fractures, which increase in 

frequency exponentially with age in the general populace, 

are underrepresented in this sample; (3) the so-called 

atraumatic vertebral fractures are likely to be underre

ported if undiagnosed; and (4) a modest number of false 

negative reportings, but no false positive reportings, are 

to be expected with this subject recall format. Less in

formation has been published on fracture rates for elderly 

men, although it is expected that such rates are signifi

cantly lower than the female rates, as is the case with 

this sample. 

The Sun City women are characterized by age-related 

bone mineral loss, height loss, and modest gains in weight 

and bone width. The Sun city women appear to be suffi

ciently heterogeneous in BMV status to expect significant 

correlations between BMVs and fracture status. The male 

cohort, however, is characterized by relatively high BMVs 

and less variation. The correlations between BMVs and frac

ture status would be expected to be weaker for this group. 

The number of postmenopausal years for women (YSM) is 

modestly correlated with BMC and EMA when controlling for 

age (Table 15). This would be expected given that it is age 

at menopause, and not the somewhat arbitrarily chosen age 

of 50, that marks the beginning of the postmature years in 
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women. Age and years since menopause are, however, strong 

co-variates in this sample, so the use of chronological age 

in the analyses seems justified. 

Hypothesis 3 

Bone mineral status and retrospective postmature be

nign fracture status are highly correlated in the female 

cohort. Bone mass (BMC) is the best single "predictor" of 

past fracture; phrased in terms of past fracture predicting 

baseline BMV status, retrospective fracture occurrence is 

a reliable marker of low bone mass in the female sample. 

This claim is reinforced by evidence that mUltiple frac

ture women have even lower BMVs than single fracture women. 

The retrospective data alone cannot be used to determine if 

the fracture subjects were predisposed to both low BMVs and 

bone fracture, or if fracture occurrence predisposed the 

subjects to diminution of BMVs. 

The association between BMV status and retrospective 

fracture status in the male cohort is weak. It does not 

seem likely that the men were more erratic in reporting 

fractures than the women; rather, participation in high

risk activities is probably the primary component of frac

ture risk in this group, as it is in young adults. 
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Hypothesis 4 

The expectation was that women with low BMVs would in

cur the most prospective benign fractures regardless of 

retrospective postmature benign fracture status. Instead, 

the evidence suggests that past fracture occurrence is the 

best predictor of future fracture occurrence, and that BMV 

status is useful only to the extent that BMV status is 

highly correlated with retrospective fracture status. Women 

without retrospective fractures have similar BMVs regard

less of prospective fracture status; women with retrospec

tive fractures likewise have similar BMVs regardless of 

prospective fracture status. Overall, women with retrospec

tive fractures were about three times as likely as women 

without retrospective fractures to incur a prospective 

fracture. The logical inference is that the retrospective 

fracture women suffered systemic cortical involution sub

sequent to fracture, and that the prospective fracture 

women will be likewise affected. 

Hypothesis 5 

Analysis of interval BMV changes in the women indi

cates that inhibition of systemic periosteal apposition is 

a likely postfracture remodeling response. Subjects with 

prospective fractures (i.e., fractures incurred during the 
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interval) show no evidence of width expansion during this 

timeframe, whereas the women without prospective fractures 

show modest increases in width. Rates of bone loss are 

about the same for both groups. It will not be argued that 

the magnitudes of change are highly accurate, but any bias 

should be random with respect to fracture status. Thus, the 

nonfracture group mayor may not maintain EMA as effec

tively as suggested in Table 41, but it would appear that 

this group maintains EMA more effectively than the prospec

tive fracture group. 

Comments 

The combined results cited in the tests of Hypotheses 

3, 4, and 5 indicate that a possible consequence of post

mature benign fracture in females is diminution of BMV sta

tus, perhaps moreso via inhibition of periosteal apposition 

than promotion of resorption. The younger (6th decade) fe

males have relatively narrow radii (controlling for fore

arm length); this would be expected if continuing perios

teal apposition is a general aging phenomenon. The extent 

of CPA in the older women may depend in part on the role of 

field remodeling responses to the stresses of coping with 

postmature fractures. Statistical significance was not al

ways achieved in the comparisons of fracture and nonfrac

ture group bone widths, but the trend was consistently in 
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favor of fracture subjects having smaller widths despite 

having similar forearm lengths. This trend may in part re

flect a predisposition to bone fracture on the part of 

elderly women with narrow, less massive bones; however, the 

inhibition of interval CPA in the fracture group is evi

dence of the importance of postfracture remodeling re

sponses. 

One implication of these results is that field re

modeling responses (systemic response to localized stress) 

may be important in the elderly adult. Remodeling responses 

to a "benign" fracture in a young adult would likely be 

limited to a focal healing response. The same fracture in 

an elderly adult may trigger systemic responses: fracture 

healing is now a more demanding process given the elderly 

adult's reduced vigor. It is possible that calcium must be 

diverted away from bone formation events elsewhere in the 

skeleton to the fracture site .. 



CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY 
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This research project involves the retrospective 

analysis of single-photon absorptiometry data and fracture 

history data for an affluent, active group of elderly white 

women and men. Most of the subjects were in their 60s or 

70s at the time of initial participation in the study, and 

most of the fractures sustained subsequent to initial par

ticipation were incurred by the women, so interpretations 

and conclusions are largely restricted to the women of this 

age group. 

The validity of using SPA measurements of surrogate 

sites (here, the mid-distal radius) as representative of 

total bone mineral status in the aging adult depends 

largely on the relative importance of local remodeling pat

terns (site- or bone-specific patterns independent of other 

such patterns) and systemic remodeling patterns (temporal 

and/or spatial coordination of remodeling events through

out most or all of the skeleton). Theoretical and empirical 

evidence for the existence of systemic remodeling patterns 

are cited (but without denying a possible important role 

for local remodeling patterns); thus, the conservative use 

of surrogate sites seems warranted. 

Remodeling patterns are also discussed in terms of 

four potential responses to the initiating stress: focal 
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remodeling refers to local remodeling in response to a 

localized initiating stress; regionalized remodeling refers 

to local remodeling in response to a systemic initiating 

stress; field remodeling refers to systemic remodeling in 

response to a localized initiating stress; and diffuse re

modeling refers to systemic remodeling in response to a 

systemic initiating stress. 

The women who suffered postmature non-hip ("benign " ) 

fractures prior to initial participation ("retrospective 

fracture") show clear evidence of reduced cortical mass 

relative to the nonfracture women. These cross-sectional 

data cannot be used to determine whether the fracture group 

(1) suffered greater cortical involution prior to fracture, 

(2) sUffered greater cortical involution subsequent to 

fracture, or (3) did not suffer from relatively prolonged 

or accelerated bone loss, but either had less massive bones 

initially or have not sustained new bone formation to the 

same degree as the nonfracture women. It is of interest to 

note that, although statistical significance was not al

ways achieved, the trend in the fracture group is for nar

rower bone diameters (WID) despite similarities in stature 

and forearm length; thus, insufficient diametric expansion 

("continuing periosteal apposition" or CPA) may be a fac

tor. 

The mass (BMC) of the mid-distal radius is a good 

"predictor" of retrospective fracture in the women, but 
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of only modest value in predicting future (llprospective ll ) 

fracture. Retrospective fracture status is the best single 

predictor of prospective fracture status in this group. 

These data support the contention that post fracture re

modeling patterns contribute to low-mass status. 

The prospective data on bone mineral status changes 

in the women yield evidence to suggest that periosteal for

mation may indeed be inhibited during the postfracture re

covery phase: women with prospective fractures show no in

creases in the WID measurements, whereas women without 

prospective fractures--including women with retrospective 

fractures--show modest evidence of diametric expansion. 

Some degree of recovery phase remodeling would be expected 

due to the systemic effects of generalized reduced activ

ity, as in bedrest (an example of diffuse remodeling re

sponse); however, it is not likely that systemic "disuse 

osteoporosis" would differ in remodeling patterns from a 

patient recovering from a fracture and a patient recovering 

from any other illness or trauma that reduces activity. It 

is perhaps possible that a field remodeling response is 

evoked by senile fracture healing: the aging skeleton, 

already suffering from reduced potential for coping with 

stress, may, in its effort to prioritize fracture healing, 

have to mobilize calcium from other regions or, as sug

gested by the results of this study, inhibit new bone for

mation (particularly CPA) to at least a modest extent. 
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The elderly patient recovering from a fracture is thus in 

double jeopardy: she is experiencing systemic resorption 

as a consequence of a systemic stressor (hypo-activity) 

and inhibition of systemic bone formation as a consequence 

of the demands of localized osseous repair. 

The analysis of the data for the male cohort did not 

reveal any strong correlations between bone mineral status 

and fracture occurrence. The men tend to have larger, more 

massive, and denser bones: it is likely that, for this 

group, exogenous stressors related to physical activity 

patterns were the major factors influencing fracture occur

rence. 

In conclusion, bone mass is highly correlated with 

postmature fracture occurrence in the female sample. How

ever, consideration of the separate categories of retro

spective and prospective fracture and of other bone mineral 

variables (particularly width) reveals that reduction in 

bone mass prior to fracture is not the only process in

volved in postmature skeletal involution. Postfracture 

recovery phase remodeling changes, such as inhibition of 

periosteal apposition, need further scrutiny. 



APPENDIX A 

EQUATIONS FOR DENSITY AND 
MOMENT OF AREA CALCULATIONS 
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At Total cross-sectional area (cm 2 ) of the bone site; 

includes medullary space. 

da 

D g 

2 Medullary space cross-sectional area (cm ); 

= A - A • t c 

Cortical cross-sectional area (cm 2 ) = At - Am' 

Fraction of cortex occupied by mineral (i.e., 

excluding organic material and voids); estimated at 

-.35 (Martin & Burr 1984). 

True or microscopic density of bone mineral 

(g/cm3 ); 2.7 to 3.0 g/cm3 (Sorenson & Cameron 

1967) . 

Apparent or cortical density of bone (g/cm3 ); 

includes organic material and micro-voids, but 

medullary space; used here as a constant = kd b 
= B /A - 1.0 g/cm 3 = . b c 

Estimated gross density (EGD; g/cm3 ); includes 

medullary space as a macro-void; 

not 

= Bb/At = Bb /{{W2 ){f){Pi/4)), where f is the ratio 

of AP to ML width, here estimated at .8; Dg 

approaches d as the medullary diameter approaches a 
O. 

Bb BMC (g/cm); = (Ac){kdb ); if kd b = 1.0, Bb= Ac' 

W ML width (WID; cm). 

M ML medullary diameter (cm). 
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APPENDIX A continued 

Moment of inertia; basic formula: I 

m = mass (g) and r = radius (cm). 

210 

2 = mr , where 

I Estimated second moment of area (EMA; cm4 ). ae 

I Measured second moment of area (SMA; cm4 ). am 

Calculation of Iae Using a Hollow Cylinder Model: 

1- At - pi(W/2)2 = 

2. A - pi(M/2)2 = m 

3. A - A - A = = c t m 

4. I (pi/2)mr 2 = , 

= (pi/4)W2 (area of entire circle) . 

= (pi/4)M2 (area of medullary space) . 

(pi/4)W2-(pi/4)M2 (area of cortex) . 

where m=mass (g) and r=distance 

from centroid of a given mass ( cm) ; 

for a circle with neutral axis 

bisecting the circle (here, in 

AP orientation). 

5. Ia = (pi/2)cm2cm2 , where area is substituted for 

mass. 

6.a. Iae = (pi/64)W4 -(pi/64)M4 = Ia of hollow cylinder. 

The computational formula (based on Martin & Burr 

1984) is as follows: 

b. Iae = (Bb/4kdbPi)«pi/2)W2(.8)-(Bb/kdb» 

where, for this sample, kd b=l.l and 

.8 is included as a correction factor. 

Note that the substitution of area for mass 

necessitates treatment of db' and therefore 

da (= kd b ), as constants. 
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APPENDIX A continued 

7. To determine periosteal gain needed to offset endosteal 

loss (i.e., to maintain Ia via an increase in w to 

compensate for an increase in M): 

a. I al = (pi/64)Wi-(pi/64)Mi 

Ia2 = (pi/64)W~-(pi/64)M~ where M2 > Ml 

b. w4 
1 

M4 
1 = w4 

2 

c. w4 
2 = w4 

1 
M4 

1 

Measurement of I am 

and w2 is unknown. 

M4 
2 

+ M4 
2 

Physical center of mass (centroid) and moment of inertia 
are isomorphic with statistical mean and variance, respec
tively. The absorption curves in Illustrations 6 and 7 
can be measured for such parameters as area, mean, vari
ance, and so forth. Variance, the second moment, is 
expressed to the second power; however, substitution of 
area for mass (Equation 5) means that second moment of 
area is expressed to the fourth power. 

8.a. Variance = (~(x-c)2Y)/N where x=point on x-axis 
c=centroid 
y=point on y-axis 

("frequency" of x) 
N=number of photon 

accumulation points 

Dividing by N yields results in squared units, so 
this step is omitted to leave results expressed to 
the fourth power: 

2 
b. lam = ~(x-c) y 



APPENDIX B 

SINGLE-PHOTON ABSORPTIOMETRY PRINCIPLES 

Io Iodine-125 (I-125) beam intensity with no 

interposed absorber. 

II I-125 beam intensity with a I-phase interposed 

absorber (I b = bone mineral; Is = soft tissue). 

IbS ... I-125 beam intensity with a 2-phase interposed 

absorber (bone and soft tissue). 

Y In(IS/Ibs )· 

mass absorption coefficient for bone mineral 

(2.40 cm2/g for I-125 (Cameron et al. 1968); 

usually designated by the greek letter mu). 

mass absorption coefficient for soft tissue 

(0.35 cm2/g for I-125 (Ibid.». 

micro-density of bone mineral (see Appendix A); 

usually designated by the greek letter rho. 

micro-density of soft tissue (-1.0 g/cm3 ). 

linear attenuation coefficient for bone mineral 

(mbdb ; in cm- 1 usually designated by the greek 

letter alpha). 

linear attenuation coefficient for soft tissue 

(msd s )· 

Xb bone mass per unit area (g/cm2 ); used for a 

single point measurement ( = dbTb ). 
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Bb bone mass per unit length (BMC; g/cm); sum of point 

measurements (£Xb ) across the bone width. 
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APPENDIX B continued 

Tb thickness (cm), i.e., length of photon path through 

bone mineral at a single point = Xb/db . 

x distance between two points (usually designated 

delta x); the SP1 and SP2 scanners (LUNAR 

RADIATION CORP.) were operated at a speed of 

1 mm per second, with a count rate of about 

2 counts per second; thus, x ; 0.5 mm. 

A ... area under the absorption curve (see Illustrations ac 
5, 6, and 7 for examples of absorption curves). 

Equations below are based on the following sources: 
Sorenson & Cameron 1967; Cameron et al. 1968; Johnston 
et al. 1968; Mazess & Cameron 1972; Kraner et al. 1978; 
and Martin & Burr 1984. 

1. The relationship between substance mass and photon beam 
attenuation is inverse and exponential: 

2. Rewriting Eq 1b to include bone and soft tissue as a 
2-phase absorber: 

Note that thickness can be measured if desired (see 
Kraner et al. 1978 for this application of SPA): 

c. Tb = Y/(ab-a s ) 

3. BMC is obtained by integrating Xb across the bone width 
(i.e., by obtaining the area under the curve): 

a. Aac = x((Y1/2) + Y2 + Y3 + + Y 1 + (Y /2» n- n 
b. Bb is proportional to Aac 

Equivalence is obtained either through use of absorption 
coefficients or via calibration using known standards. 
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PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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The following is based primarily on the discussion of the 
Cox proportional hazards model in the BMDP manual (1990). 

Consider the mUltiple logistic regression equation for 
calculating the instantaneous fracture rate: 

1. In(L) = a(AGE) + b(HGT) + c(WGT) + d(BMC) + e(WID) ... 

where In(L) is the instantaneous fracture rate, and 
a, b, c, ... are coefficients. The interest in this 
study is not, however, in the calculation of fracture 
rates, but of odds ratios (ORs). This is done using 
coefficients (Cs), standard errors (SEs), and a unit 
of change (U), such as 2 standard deviations. 

2.a. OR = exp(CU) 

95% confidence intervals (95%CI) can be computed: 

b. lower limit = exp«C + (1.96)(SE))(U)) 

c. upper limit = exp«C (1.96)(SE))(U)) 

The sign of the coefficient indicates the sign of the 
correlation: a positive C means that an increase in value 
increases the fracture risk; a negative C means that a 
decrease in value increases fracture risk. 

An example: C = -4.0, SE = 1.3, U = .26 

3.a. OR = exp«-4.0)(-.26)) ; 2.8 

meaning that a decrease in value of 2S.D. (-.26) 
increases fracture risk by 2.8. 

b. lower limit = exp«-4.0 + (1.96)(1.3))(-.26)) - 1.5 

c. upper limit = exp«-4.0 -(1.96)(1.3))(-.26)) 5.5 

meaning that there is a 95% chance that the true 
OR lies between 1.5 and 5.5. 
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APPENDIX C continued 

95%CIs that do not overlap 1.0 are considered significant 
(OR = 1.0 means that risk does not change as the value 
increases or decreases; an OR of less than 1.0 is simply 
the inverse of a given OR greater than 1.0, such as 
OR = .5 being the inverse of OR = 2.0). The choice of unit 
of change is largely a matter of preference. The smaller 
the U and the larger the OR, the greater the discriminating 
power of the variable. The choice of 28.0. in this study 
was largely based on the use of this unit of change by 
Ross et al. (1990a). For binary data (e.g., "no fracture" 
= 0, "yes fracture" = 1), the unit of change is 1: thus, 
the OR of 3.1 for RFX in Table 36C means that a change 
from a to 1 (from "no fracture" to "yes fracture") in
creases the risk of PFX by 3.1. 
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